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Abstract 

The present doctoral work was performed to contribute to the conceptual design development and safety 

assessment of a Generation IV Sodium Fast Reactor (SFR) in the frame of the European Sodium Fast 

Reactor Safety Measures Assessment and Research Tools (ESFR-SMART) project. The contribution to the 

safety assessment is divided into two main areas. 1) To the development of new safety assessment 

methodologies using mainly Phenix and Superphenix reactor data, and 2) to the new safety measures 

assessment of the European Sodium Fast Reactor (ESFR). The safety assessment of ESFR was structured 

according to the safety functions the specific analyzed safety measure relates to, belonging mainly to the 

heat removal and reactivity control safety functions. 

In the first part of the work, the conceptual design of the ESFR was synthesized by using the operational 

experience of former reactor designs and design options from reactor concepts currently under 

development. Based on these concepts, the safety measures were optimized and updated for use within 

the ESFR conceptual design. Within this part, a 3-Dimensional (3D) Computer-Aided Design model has 

been prepared, which served as the base for input preparation for much of the safety assessment within 

the research. 

In the safety assessment, various calculation tools were involved, either already available for SFR analysis 

or newly developed methods as part of the doctoral work. The first of these newly developed tools is the 

currently available coupled TRACE-PARCS neutronic/thermal-hydraulic analysis toolset being further 

advanced by introducing a unique XS preparation technique at PSI. Through this development, increased 

accuracy 3D core power evaluation can be performed for transient simulations. The second tool 

developed in the research is the core mechanics analysis methodology, allowing general core distortion 

evaluation and the calculation of the resulting reactivity effect of the deformation. As part of the 

development, benchmark analysis or verification and validation work have been performed, testing the 

accuracy of the abovementioned techniques. 

The ESFR safety measure analysis started with the various decay heat removal system (DHRS) assessment, 

which is one of the key new safety measures of ESFR, belonging to the reactivity control safety function. 

The decay heat removal capability of the new DHRSs were assessed, using the Protected Station Blackout 

(PSBO) accidental scenario, together with the general reactor behavior moving from forced to natural 

convection. In the study, each of the DHRS performance was evaluated as well as the system temperature 

evolution during the simulated accidental condition. Thus, it was assessed if the specific DHRS can keep 

the reactor from reaching the defined temperature limits or if certain modifications are required to 

achieve this, for which recommendations were made.  

Finally, an unprotected loss of flow (ULOF) simulation has been performed, assessing the core behavior 

under such conditions. In the study, the low void effect core safety measure of ESFR was specifically 

targeted, corresponding to the reactivity control safety function. The sodium boiling progression has been 

assessed in the core for the reference SA design, as well as a modified design, affecting the vapor 

propagation in the SA.  

Keywords: Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor (SFR), European Sodium Fast Reactor (ESFR), nuclear safety 

functions, TRACE, PARCS, Serpent, core deformation reactivity effect, ULOF 
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Abstrakt 

Die vorliegende Doktorarbeit wurde durchgeführt, um im Rahmen des Projekts ESFR-SMART (European 

Sodium Fast Reactor Safety Measures Assessment and Research Tools) einen Beitrag zur konzeptionellen 

Entwicklung und Sicherheitsbewertung eines schnellen Natriumreaktors (SFR) der Generation IV ru 

leisten. Der Beitrag zur Sicherheitsbewertung gliedert sich in zwei Hauptbereiche. 1) Die Entwicklung 

neuer Methoden zur Sicherheitsbewertung, wobei hauptsächlich Daten aus den Reaktoren Phenix und 

Superphenix verwendet werden, und 2) die Bewertung neuer Sicherheitsmaßnahmen für den 

Europäischen Natriumschnellreaktor (ESFR). Die Sicherheitsbewertung des ESFR wurde nach den 

Sicherheitsfunktionen gegliedert, auf die sich die untersuchte Sicherheitsmaßnahme bezieht, die 

hauptsächlich zu den Sicherheitsfunktionen Wärmeabfuhr und Reaktivitätskontrolle gehören. 

Im ersten Teil der Arbeit wurde die konzeptionelle Auslegung des ESFR unter Verwendung der 

Betriebserfahrungen früherer Reaktorkonzepte und der Auslegungsoptionen von Reaktorkonzepten, die 

derzeit entwickelt werden, zusammengefasst. Auf der Grundlage dieser Konzepte wurden die 

Sicherheitsmaßnahmen optimiert und für den Einsatz im ESFR-Konzeptentwurf aktualisiert. In diesem Teil 

wurde ein dreidimensionales (30) computergestütztes Entwurfsmodell erstellt, das als Grundlage für die 

Vorbereitung der Eingaben für einen Großteil der Sicherheitsbewertung im Rahmen der Forschung 

diente. 

Bei der Sicherheitsbewertung wurden verschiedene Berechnungswerkzeuge eingesetzt, die entweder 

bereits für die SFR-Analyse zur Verfügung stehen oder im Rahmen der Doktorarbeit neu entwickelt 

wurden. Das erste dieser neu entwickelten Tools ist das derzeit verfügbare gekoppelte 

neutronische/thermisch-hydraulische TRACE-PARCS-Analyse Toolset, das durch die Einführung einer 

einzigartigen XS-Präparationstechnik am PSI weiter verbessert wurde. Durch diese Entwicklung kann eine 

genauere 30-Kernleistungsbewertung für transiente Simulationen durchgeführt werden. Das zweite in 

der Forschung entwickelte Werkzeug ist die Kernmechanik-Analysemethode, die eine allgemeine 

Bewertung der Kernverformung und die Berechnung der daraus resultierenden Reaktivitätswirkung der 

Verformung ermöglicht. Im Rahmen der Entwicklung wurden Benchmark-Analysen oder Verifizierungs 

und Validierungsarbeiten durchgeführt, um die Genauigkeit der oben genannten Techniken zu testen. 

Die Analyse der ESFR-Sicherheitsmaßnahmen begann mit der Bewertung der verschiedenen 

Nachwärmeabfuhrsysteme (DHRS), die eine der wichtigsten neuen Sicherheitsmaßnahmen des ESFR 

darstellen und zur Sicherheitsfunktion der Reaktivitätskontrolle gehören. Die Fähigkeit der neuen DHRS 

zur Nachwärmeabfuhr wurde anhand des Störfallszenarios "Protected Station Blackout" (PSBO) und des 

allgemeinen Reaktorverhaltens beim Übergang von erzwungener zu natürlicher Konvektion bewertet. In 

der Studie wurde die Leistung jedes einzelnen DHRS sowie die Entwicklung der Systemtemperatur 

während des simulierten Störfalls bewertet. So konnte festgestellt werden, ob das spezifische DHRS den 

Reaktor vor dem Erreichen der festgelegten Temperaturgrenzen bewahren kann oder ob bestimmte 

Änderungen erforderlich sind, um dies zu erreichen. 

Schließlich wurde eine "Unprotected Loss Of Flow-Simulation (ULOF) durchgeführt, um das Verhalten des 

Kerns unter solchen Bedingungen zu bewerten In der Studie wurde die Sicherheitsmaßnahme des ESFR-

Kerns mit geringem Leereffekt besonders berücksichtigt, was der Sicherheitsfunktion der 

Reaktivitätskontrolle entspricht. Das Fortschreiten des Natriumsiedens im Kern wurde sowohl für die 
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Referenz-SA-Konstruktion als auch für eine modifizierte Konstruktion, die die Dampfausbreitung in der SA 

beeinflusst, bewertet. 

Schlüsselwörter: Natriumgekühlter schneller Reaktor (SFR), europäischer schneller Natriumreaktor 

(ESFR), nukleare Sicherheitsfunktionen, TRACE, PARCS, Serpent, Kerndeformationsreaktivitätseffekt, 

ULOF 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

The opening chapter of the thesis is subdivided into the following sections: Section 1.1 gives a brief 

overview of the status of nuclear energy technology used worldwide, followed by a short overview of the 

Generation IV (Gen IV) reactors expected to be deployed in the near future, ending with the general 

outline of fast neutron reactor principles. Section 1.2 expands on the description of a specific Gen IV 

reactor type, the Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor (SFR), by describing the historical context of the reactor, 

followed by the introduction of the ESFR reactor, which is the main subject of the current thesis. Section 

1.3 gives a summary on the new safety measures to be assessed in the current thesis together with the 

motivation for the specific assessments, distributed according to the different safety functions. The 

objectives of the thesis are formulated in Section 1.5., and the chapter is finished with the overall 

structure of the thesis in Section 1.6. 

 

1.1. Nuclear energy worldwide 

Nuclear energy was first used for electricity generation in December 1951 in the USA with the 

Experimental Breeder Reactor (EBR-1), first lighting up four light bulbs at the reactor site. Since then it 

has gone through significant expansion and today there are more than 400 operating nuclear reactors, 

spread out in 32 different countries with the total capacity of around 400 GWe. These reactors give about 

10% of the total electricity generated worldwide [1]. 

In light of the climate change problem, it is even more noteworthy that nuclear energy is a low-carbon 

emission energy source with the highest energy density. Therefore, it has the potential to be one of the 

major players to reduce humanity’s carbon footprint without significant impacts on the quality of life 

within the western world providing a ray of hope to not to miss the climate goals by a significant margin. 

When energy produced by nuclear reactors is assessed within the low carbon electricity production mix, 

shown in Figure 1, it shows that around 28% of the total low-carbon electricity is from nuclear source, 

being the second largest producer behind hydro power [2]. 

Despite the fact that nuclear energy could mitigate or even solve climate change, its total share in power 

production is declining over time. According to projections, giving a low and a high case scenario for 

nuclear reactor capacity change, based on the low case scenario, by 2030 the total capacity could be 

reduced by around 7% [3]. This shows the current tendency, as in many countries the currently operating 

nuclear reactor fleet is ageing, especially in the western world, and the reactor closures can outpace the 

construction of new power plants. On the other hand, if the current political view would shift due to the 

increasing severity of climate change, and therefore an increased need to decarbonize the energy sector, 

nuclear power generation capacity could be increased by 30% until 2030 and by over 100% until 2050, 

according to the high case scenario [4]. 
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Figure 1. Low carbon electricity production distribution between different technologies [2] 

 

Figure 2. Nuclear fleet age distribution at different parts of the world [2] 

The problem of the ageing reactor fleet is visualized in Figure 2, where it is clearly shown that in the 

western world, such as the United States, and the European Union over 80% of the currently operating 

reactors are older than 30 years, which is already over 160 reactors out of the ~440 currently operating. 
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To at least keep the presently available production capacity, either life time extension needs to be done 

for the ageing operating reactors or urgently deployment of new reactors needs to be initiated. Countries 

like China, India, Russia have significant near term deployment prospective, nevertheless, in many 

European countries and in the United States a lack of political support requires a different approach to 

maintain or increase the power generation by nuclear means. To achieve this, they need to tackle issues 

such as increased safety and more efficient nuclear waste treatment. Such goals are to be met by the next 

generation of nuclear reactors, called Generation IV type reactors, for which it is proposed that the safety 

is increased, the nuclear waste could be treated due to different operating principle and in general cost 

competitiveness should be increased compared to the conventional reactors of today. 

 

1.1.1. Generation IV nuclear 

Most of the operating nuclear reactors today are light water cooled reactors (LWRs), with two dominating 

reactors types, the pressurized water reactors (PWRs) and the boiling water reactors (BWRs). Around 370 

of all operating nuclear reactors belong to these two categories [4], having the majority as PWRs with 

around 300 reactors currently in operation, leaving the rest, around 70 reactors, as BWRs. Although, the 

current reactor technology has a high safety standard, it lacks the possibility to efficiently utilize the U-

238 isotope from the reactor fuel and it is reliant on the enriched U-235 isotope of the fuel for energy 

production. Furthermore, due to the usage of water as coolant in the reactors, there is only a relatively 

limited temperature range, around 300 °C, where the reactor can operate, and even these temperatures 

are only possible under high pressures (~16 MPa for PWRs and ~7.5 MPa for BWRs). Achieving higher 

temperatures would allow higher power conversion efficiency, and more diverse utilization possibilities, 

such as chemical process where very high temperature is required. 

 

Figure 3. Timeline of the different generation nuclear reactors 

In order to further develop the current reactor technology to overcome limitations stated above and to 

further increase the safety and cost effectiveness of the nuclear reactors, the so called Generation IV 

reactors are proposed to be developed and deployed in the near future. The proposed deployment 

timeline for these reactor types is presented in Figure 3, showing that in principle these reactors should 

start operating by the end of this decade. As the Figure shows, calling them “revolutionary designs”, these 
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reactors include significantly different design considerations than it is for today’s conventional LWRs. Six 

specific reactor concepts are considered as part of the Generation IV designs, which were chosen by an 

expert group, called Generation IV International Forum (GIF), in the year of 2000. During this meeting the 

goal of these new reactor types were specified as follows [5]: 

1. Increased sustainability. 

2. Better economics. 

3. Increased safety and reliability. 

4. Greater proliferation resistance and physical protection. 

These goals are to be achieved with various new design principles within each of the chosen reactor types. 

The mentioned six reactor technologies and some of their main features are presented in Table 1. The 

main differences compared to conventional reactors which should be highlighted are 1) the possibility to 

run the reactor with fast neutron spectrum within 5 proposed technologies out of the total 6. This allows 

a more efficient fuel utilization, paving the way to 2) use a closed fuel cycle, where the nuclear fuel is 

reprocessed and used again as feed fuel in a later stage. Besides, as the 3) coolant medium is usually not 

water but either liquid metal, helium or molten salt, 4) higher outlet temperatures can be achieved which 

broadens the possible applications of the reactor and higher power conversion efficiencies can be 

obtained. Moreover, larger margins to boiling of these coolants allow for operating the Gen IV reactors 

without pressurization, improving therefore the intrinsic safety compared to Light Water Reactors. 

System 
Neutron 
spectrum 

Coolant 
Outlet 

Temperature 
[°C] 

Fuel 
cycle 

Power 
output 
[MWe] 

VHTR (Very-high-
temperature reactor) 

Thermal Helium 900-1000 Open 250-300 

SFR (Sodium-cooled fast 
reactor) 

Fast Sodium 500-550 Closed 
50-150 

300-1500 
600-1500 

SCWR (Supercritical-
water-cooled reactor) 

Thermal/fast Water 510-625 Open/closed 
300-700 

1000-1500 

GFR (Gas-cooled fast 
reactor) 

Fast Helium 850 Closed 1200 

LFR (Lead-cooled fast 
reactor) 

Fast Lead 480-570 Closed 
20-180 

300-1200 
600-1000 

MSR (Molten salt 
reactor) 

Thermal/fast 
Fluoride 

salts 
700-800 Closed 1000 

Table 1. Generation IV reactor technologies according to Generation IV International Forum [6] 

In the current study, the Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor technology is in the main focus, thus the further 

discussion will be concentrated on this.  
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1.1.2. Fast neutron reactors 

As it was presented in the previous chapter, the majority of the Gen IV designs are to be operated in the 

fast neutron energy spectrum. The fast neutron spectrum is achieved by using a coolant medium, which 

does as little as possible moderation or slowing-down of the neutrons, allowing to maintain a high fraction 

of the initial neutron energy following the fission reaction. Using highly energetic neutrons to maintain 

fission chain reaction is beneficial in terms of 1) more efficient use of the fertile fuel (such as U-238), 

which has a higher probability of fission reaction using fast neutrons, and 2) burning of the minor 

actinides. The latter is due to the fact that the ratio of fission and capture reaction is greater in a fast 

reactor for plutonium and minor actinides than in a thermal reactor. Therefore, it is possible to fission the 

heavier transuranic elements into lighter fission products, which require a much shorter storage time, in 

the order of a few hundred years. With fast reactors, a beneficial neutron balance makes it also possible 

to breed fissile nuclear fuel from the fertile uranium isotopes, by transmuting efficiently the U-238 atoms 

to Pu-239. Due to this feature, it is possible to produce excess fissile material, which could be used to fuel 

other thermal or fast reactors. In principle it is possible to achieve breeding with a thermal reactor using 

a thorium cycle, thus having an efficient fuel usage, but the U-Th cycle has certain disadvantages (e.g. in 

terms of sustainability, neutron balance, and radiotoxicity) not to mention the fact, that the minor 

actinide burning is still not efficient with the thermal spectrum. 

Based on the above mentioned features of a fast reactor, there are three main design options for the 

reactor to operate. These options are, 1) to use it as a net breeder, meaning that more fertile fuel is 

converted into fissile than the amount of fissile the reactor burns during its operation. 2) Iso-breeder, 

where the breading ratio is equal to one, where the reactor burn as much fissile as it converts from fertile 

to fissile and 3) the burner concept, which burns more fissile than the amounts it produces. This third 

concept can be efficiently used to reduce the minor actinide content from the nuclear waste produced in 

LWRs.   

There are various challenges in operating a fast reactors compared to LWRs, such as 1) the need to 

develop fuel and structural materials withstanding high neutron fluence as the burnup and fuel residence 

time is increased for better economical prospective. 2) Another safety related challenge is that the core 

configuration is not in its most reactive configuration, therefore other type of accidental scenarios, are to 

be also assessed, compared to LWRs, potentially leading to core meltdown and re-criticality. 3) A reactor 

with high energy neutrons, require higher amount of fissile fuel to be present in the reactor core to 

achieve criticality, as the probability of fission is reduced, leading to an increase in neutron flux, compared 

to conventional reactor types. As the highly energetic neutrons have a greater tendency to escape from 

the reactor core, coupled with the present higher neutron flux, the required neutron shielding to protect 

the surrounding structure and personnel from dangerous radiation dose or damage might be increased. 

These negative factors can be readily mitigated with available engineering solutions and these reactors 

can be safely operated, which is proven with over 400 years of operating experience with such technology. 

 

1.2. Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor history 

Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor technology is one of the Generation IV nuclear systems, proposed by the GIF 

expert group, and it has one of the highest technological readiness level from the proposed six concepts. 
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The technology was originally developed in the United States, operating the first reactor of this type from 

24 of August 1951 in power operation and at the same year at 20 of December electricity has been 

produced by the power plant, making it the first reactor in the world which achieved such a milestone. 

The reactor used NaK as coolant and uranium metal fuel in the core, producing 1.4 MW thermal power 

or 0.2 MW electricity. Following the successful demonstration of power operation, multiple follow-up 

liquid metal cooled reactor projects have been launched in the US as well as in other countries. 

In Table 2, an overview is presented of the different SFRs worldwide. This table shows various research 

or prototype SFRs ever operated, leading to a total SFR operating experience of over 400 reactor-years.  
 

MWe MWth Operation 

USA 

EBR I 0.2 1.4 1951-63 

EBR II 20 62.5 1963-94 

Fermi 1 61 200 1963-75 

SEFOR   20 1969-72 

Fast Flux Test Facility   400 1980-93 

UK 

Dounreay FR 15 65 1959-77 

Prototype FR 250 650 1974-94 

France 

Rapsodie   40 1967-83 

Phenix 250 563 1973-2009 

Superphenix  1240 3000 1985-98 

Germany 

KNK 2 20 58 1972-91 

India 

FBTR 13 40 1985- 

PFBR 500 1250 under construction 

Japan 

Joyo   50, 75, 140 1978-2007 

Monju 280 714 1994-96, 2010 

Kazakhstan 

BN-350 135 750 1972-99 

Russia 

BR 5 Obninsk   5 1958-71 

BOR 60 Dimitrovgrad 12 60 1969- 

BR 10 Obninsk   8 1973-2002 

BN-600 Beloyarsk 3 600 1470 1980- 

BN-800 Beloyarsk 4 864 2100 2014- 

MBIR 40 150 under construction 

China 

CEFR 20 65 2010- 

CFR600 600 1500 under construction 

Table 2. Sodium-cooled Fast Reactors worldwide [7] 
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1.2.1. SFR physics and working principle 

Sodium Fast Reactors, as the name suggest, are fast reactors using liquid sodium as the coolant medium 

to remove the heat from the reactor core.  

Sodium as the coolant medium in a fast reactor has numerous advantages compared to other coolants. 

First of all, it is a weak neutron moderator, which required to keep the neutron spectrum at a high energy 

range. Secondly, liquid metals in general but sodium especially have high thermal conductivity providing 

a very efficient heat removal mean from the fuel assemblies even with reduced coolant flow rates. Sodium 

coolant has a relatively large density variation with temperature, therefore, the reactor can potentially 

safely shutdown and remove all residual heat from the reactor core even with natural convection flow. 

Lastly, sodium has a wide temperature margin between the melting temperature (98°C or 371K) and the 

boiling point (883°C or 1156K) at atmospheric pressure. This temperature difference permits the 

operation of the reactor at near atmospheric pressure, whereas in a LWR to keep the water in liquid phase 

at around 300°C requires significant overpressure (~7.5 MPa for BWR or ~16 MPa for a PWR). It is also 

worth to mention that sodium is a widely available resource and therefore is it a relatively cheap coolant 

compared to for example lead. 

There are certain disadvantages also corresponding to sodium as coolant. The most notable issue with 

sodium is its chemical reactivity with air and water. This reactivity poses a serious hazard on the safety of 

the reactor and measures need to be taken to practically eliminate the risk of sodium fires or to reduce 

its consequence as much as possible. Due to this risk, an intermediate sodium circuit is used for SFRs 

which separates the activated sodium, as a result of the radiation around the reactor core, from the 

water/steam circuit. In this way, even in case of a sodium fire, due to some leak from the sodium to the 

water circuits, it is not categorized as a reactivity incident but as a normal fire without radioactive release. 

There are two main arrangements of SFR components which are 1) pool type and 2) loop type designs. In 

a pool type design, such as the Phenix, Superphenix, BN-800, EBR-II, CFR-600 etc. reactors, the primary 

sodium coolant is contained within the main reactor vessel. In this way, the Intermediate Heat Exchangers 

(IHX) and primary pumps are situated beside the reactor core. On the contrary, for the loop type design, 

such as the Rapsodie, DFR, PFR, Monju, etc., the IHX and the primary pumps are outside of the main vessel 

of the reactor. Some of advantages of the pool type concept is the greater heat capacity available within 

the main vessel which is favorable in case of hypothetical accidental conditions, whereas a disadvantage 

would be the greater main vessel size requirement to fit the extra components into it. Recent 

developments on commercial size of SFR, i.e. those of Generation IV, mainly consider the pool type 

design. 

The working principle of a pool-type SFR is shown in Figure 4. In the reactor vessel, the primary sodium is 

divided into hot and cold pools (or plenums). The cold sodium is sucked in by the primary pump and is 

pushed through the reactor core, where the generated power is removed by the sodium, resulting in 

coolant temperature increase. From the core, the sodium arrives to the hot pool from where it enters the 

IHX. The IHX provides the connection between the hot and cold primary sodium, where the hot sodium 

enters at the top of the device, and exchanges its heat with the secondary circuit sodium. After the heat 

exchange, the primary sodium leaves the IHX and enters the cold pool, from where the cycle repeats. The 

heated secondary sodium enters the steam generators (SGs), where the heat is exchanged with the 

tertiary water circuit, through a heat exchanger. After leaving the steam generator, the cold intermediate 
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sodium moves through the pump and flows towards the IHX for heat exchange with the primary sodium. 

From the tertiary circuit onwards, the reactor plant operation is identical to any conventional power plant, 

where the generated steam drives a turbine, which generates electricity through the rotation of the 

generator. 

 

Figure 4. Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor (pool type) schematic view 

 

1.2.2. European Sodium Fast Reactor 

The main subject of the current thesis is the European Sodium Fast Reactor (ESFR) [8], which is a 

conceptual design of a pool-type, commercial size SFR, with the power output of 1500 MWe  

(3600 MWth), see general reactor details in Table 3. For the reactor core mixed oxide fuel is used, being 

the reference EU fuel type, due to the vast operating experience, high melting point, and low swelling 

properties. The reactor design accumulates the legacy of the previously operating SFRs, in particular the 

Phenix [9] and Superphenix [10] reactor designs. Although the main ideas and working principles of the 

aforementioned two reactors have been retained in the ESFR concept, numerous new design elements 

have been implemented, based on Superphenix successor project called the European Fast Reactor (EFR) 

[11], to increase safety, and reduce costs. Leveraging the EFR developments, in 2009, a new European 

project was launched, called Collaborative Project on European Sodium Fast Reactor (CP-ESFR) [12], which 

initiated the work on the ESFR. Following this project, the development of the reactor continued in 2017, 
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within the European Sodium Fast Reactor Safety Measures Assessment and Research Tools (ESFR-SMART) 

project [13]. Within ESFR-SMART, all the main characteristics of the reactor, such as the power output, 

overall dimensions, etc., has been kept but various new safety measures have been included in the design. 

In the following part of the Section, a design overview is going to be provided, which was developed as 

part of the PhD work. 

As the ESFR is a pool-type SFR, it consists of a primary sodium circuit, which is immersed completely into 

a sodium pool, with all of its components, such as the intermediate heat exchanger, primary pumps, 

reactor core, etc. The primary circuit is connected to the secondary sodium loop, through the 

intermediate heat exchanger. Finally, through the steam generator units the secondary sodium is 

connected to the tertiary circuit, which is a steam-water circuit driving the turbines. 

An overview of the reactor is shown in Figure 5. In the primary system, three primary pumps and six IHXs 

are located, connected to six secondary circuits placed around the reactor, each equipped with six steam 

generators. To guarantee that the residual heat is safely removed from the reactor during shutdown or 

an accidental scenario, three different decay heat removal systems (DHRS) have been allocated for this 

reactor design. These systems are completely independent from each other and can operate separately. 

The DHRS-1 and DHRS-2 both use secondary sodium for the heat removal, and both of them can operate 

in a completely passive manner, whereas the DHRS-3 is the pit cooling system and uses forced convection. 

 
Figure 5. The global view of ESFR with all main components 
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General  

Thermal power (MWth) 3600 

Net electrical power (MWe) 1500 

Mass of sodium in main vessel, t 2350 

Total pressure losses in primary system, bar 4.5 

Cover gas above primary sodium free level Argon 

Pressure of cover gas, bar 1.15 

Core  

Core inlet / outlet temperatures, °C 395 / 545 

Type of fuel (U,Pu)O2 

Core outside diameter, m ~8 

Core flowrate, kg/s ~18700 

Core bypass flowrate, kg/s ~900 

Core pressure drop (including inlet and outlet), bar 3.8 

Core support pressure drop (diagrid), bar 0.7 

IHX  

Number of IHXs 6 

Power of one IHX, MW 600 

Type Tubular, counterflow 

Pressure loss (primary), bar 0.25 

Working fluids, primary / secondary sodium / sodium 

Primary sodium temperature at IHX inlet / outlet, °C 545 / 395 

Secondary sodium temperature at IHX inlet / outlet, °C 530 / 345 

Primary pumps  

Number of primary pumps 3 

Type 
mechanical, radial admittance, axial 
exhaust, anti-reverse-flow diode 

Mass of one pump with motor, t ~164 

Location in reactor vessel 

Nominal rotational speed, rot/min 450 

Net positive suction head, / available, m 13 

Pressure head, bar 4.5 

Nominal flowrate, kg/s 6512 

Halving Time, s ~10 

Min Time from 100% to 25% of nominal speed, s 30 

Secondary loops  

Number of secondary loops 6 

Composition 
1 IHX, 6 SGs, 1 secondary pump, 1 
thermal pump, 1 purification 
system, 2 draining systems 

Nominal flowrate per loop, kg/s 2541 

Length of pipes with Ø 850 / Ø 350 mm per loop, m ~219 / ~90 

Steam generator  

Number of steam generators per secondary loop 6 

Type modular, tubular, counterflow 

Working fluids, secondary / tertiary sodium / water 

Power of one SG, MW 100 

Water inlet / steam outlet temperature, °C 240 / 528 

Steam pressure, bar 185 

Steam flowrate per secondary loop, kg/s 287 

Table 3. ESFR-SMART reactor concept main characteristics (extended Table is provided in Appendix A) 
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1.3. Motivation: need of ESFR safety measures assessment 

As it was presented in the previous sections, Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor technology has the highest 

operating experience compared to other Generation IV reactor technologies, totaling to ~400 reactor-

years. This vast experience and the number of previous reactor designs make it a good candidate to be 

developed and built in the near term future, which would be an important milestone in the development 

of advanced fast reactors. This fact, coupled with the ever greater urgency of acting to mitigate climate 

change, makes the SFR technology a great candidate to perform safety assessment and design studies to 

generate knowledge, essential for the deployment of such reactors.   

Within the ESFR-SMART project various new safety measures have been adapted into the reactor design, 

based on previous experience with SFRs, operated in the past or currently being in operation. The reactor 

design was based on the outcome of the previous CP-ESFR project but further design improvements were 

adapted mainly from the operating experience of Phenix [9], Superphenix [10] and EFR design outcome 

[11]. In Figure 6 and Table 4, the design modifications are highlighted between CP-ESFR and ESFR-SMART 

projects, which are to be discussed in the following part of the Section together with the required 

modeling capability developments to assess the reactor design with greater accuracy than it was possible 

in the past.  

 

Modified reactor component Main modification between ESFR-SMART and CP-ESFR 

Reactor core 
The reactor core is established with a 6 batch burnup structure, with 
general neutronic core optimization. Besides, corium guide tubes are 
included at specific subassembly (SA) locations 

Primary pump 
The primary pump connection is moved from the strongback to the 
more conventional diagrid component 

DHX 

The dedicated decay heat exchanger has been removed from the 
primary circuit and instead a decay heat exchanger has been 
incorporated into the intermediate heat exchanger (IHX), using the 
secondary sodium for the cooling. 

Guard vessel 

The function of the guard/safety vessel has been taken over by the 
modified design of the reactor pit, including a steel liner on its 
surface. Therefore, the component has been removed from the 
design. Furthermore, within the new pit design an auxiliary decay 
heat removal system (DHRS) has been incorporated. 

Reactor dome 

Instead of the large reactor dome, the large components, immersed 
into the primary circuit, are welded on the reactor roof to maintain 
leak tightness in the case of an accident, causing overpressure in the 
primary system. 

Secondary circuit 
In the secondary circuit, an extra auxiliary pump is proposed to be 
fitted, a passively operating thermoelectric-pump, to improve natural 
circulation for the DHRSs. 

Table 4. List of main design modifications between CP-ESFR and ESFR-SMART reactor concepts 

The above-mentioned modifications were implemented as a response to the latest safety criteria, 

proposed following the Fukushima accident. The main principle in the design development was to use 
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simplified, passively operating safety measures. Further justification of the proposed the new safety 

measures must be done with application of the probabilistic safety analysis, in particular, to verify the 

appropriate application of the principle of redundancy with regard to equipment and systems, and to 

specify the requirement for the implementation of protective measures against the common cause failure 

to redundancy systems [14]. 

The new safety measures are considered within the technical requirements and must be assessed during 

safety analysis of the reactor in accord with the fundamental safety principles, defined by International 

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). The latter comprises three main pillars of the safe operation, which require 

that the fulfilment of the three fundamental safety functions for a nuclear power plant shall be ensured 

for any plant state: (i) control of reactivity; (ii) removal of heat from the reactor and from the fuel store; 

and (iii) confinement of radioactive material, shielding against radiation and control of planned 

radioactive releases, as well as limitation of accidental radioactive releases [15]. The safety analysis, which 

is going to be presented in the thesis, is divided into dedicated sections, according to the safety functions. 

In this sense, to keep the same structure as it is in the main part of the thesis, the newly implemented 

safety measures of ESFR are categorized into the three safety functions here also, namely: 1) Reactivity 

control safety function, 2) Heat removal safety function and 3) Containment safety function. 

 

1.3.1. Reactivity control safety function  

Fast neutron physics and core design of SFR imposes a specific inherent feature of the reactor core, that 

it is not at its most critical configuration at nominal operation. In particular, high positive reactivity effect 

of the sodium voiding for some designs, especially for large commercial size cores, is of a great concern. 

The possibility of the core compaction resulting in a positive reactivity insertion must be also eliminated. 

Regarding the fulfillment of the reactivity control safety function, in the thesis the work focuses on the 

new safety measures and calculation methods in relation to two specific issues, namely, 1) positive 

sodium void reactivity coefficient and 2) reactivity variations related to core geometry distortion.   

1.3.1.1. Sodium void effect 

Sodium-cooled Fast Reactors can be strongly affected by the boiling of the sodium in the reactor core. In 

traditional SFR core designs the sodium density decrease within the reactor core can result in positive 

reactivity insertion, which in turn can result in rapid power excursion. This is due to the fact that the 

density change of the sodium affects the neutron spectrum of the core.  

Generally, the concern is when the sodium density is decreasing, i.e. the sodium temperature is increasing 

in the system, especially at the point where sodium boiling happens, which results in a large, sudden 

density decrease. As the sodium captures and scatters the neutrons of the system, the decrease of sodium 

isotope number density results in two effects, 1) increase neutron leakage and 2) harder neutron 

spectrum, the latter of which tends to be the dominating effect in traditional, large SFR cores. The harder 

neutron spectrum has an overall positive reactivity effect in an SFR, in contrast to an LWR, due to the 

increased fast fission factor from the U-238 and the increased reproduction factor mainly from the Pu-

239. With the increase in the neutron energy, the parasitic absorption of the neutron in the U-238 is 

reduced, whereas the fast fission cross section is increased for U-238. For the Pu-239, there is an increase 
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as well in the fission cross section with increased neutron energy, but the main effect comes from the 

increase in the number of emitted neutrons per fission reaction. If this process is not mitigated, the 

continuous sodium boiling can fill the SA channel with vapor, leaving only a thin liquid layer on the pin 

surfaces (film boiling) and eventually reaching dry-out condition with the overheating of the fuel pins, 

culminating in pin failure. 

The above-mentioned problem is an issue particularly for commercial size reactors, having a large reactor 

core. For reactors having smaller core even negative void effect is possible, such as in Rapsodie or Phenix 

[16]. This is due to the fact, that void effect has a negative contribution close to the periphery of the 

reactor core, as a result of the increased leakage from the core and for small reactor core, this effect can 

dominate the overall reactivity evolution. For increased size reactor core, the reduced neutron absorption 

due to spectrum hardening at the center of the core tends to have the dominating effect [16]. There are 

various ways to reduce the effect of sodium voiding in the core, starting with the more compact, 

hexagonal fuel pitch introduction, reducing the available sodium between the fuel SAs, this concept has 

been used for nearly all SFR designs. The next improvement in the path to reduce sodium void effect is 

the introduction of the low height to diameter fissile core region, so called pancake shape design, done 

for example within the European Fast Reactor (EFR) studies [11]. For more recent SFR core design, a low 

(or zero) void effect core has been proposed. This is achieved by introducing a so-called sodium plenum 

above the fissile core, on top of the previously mentioned core modifications, as in the currently operating 

Russian BN-800 [17] reactor the French ASTRID [18] reactor concepts. By doing so, when the sodium starts 

to boil at the top of the SAs, the vapor fills the plenum region, where therefore the neutron leakage out 

of the core in increased. Thus, in these reactors the global zero or even slightly negative void reactivity 

effect can be achieved, as the sodium voiding assessment shows in [18]. The analysis of the hypothetical 

accidental conditions, e.g. unprotected loss of primary mass flow (ULOF), followed by sodium boiling, 

reveals potentials to keep the core integrity and to provide a considerable grace time before the 

intervention of the safety systems and/or operator. In this accidental condition the primary pumps of the 

reactor are tripped, with a gradual flow reduction to the natural circulation level, combined with the 

failure of reactor shutdown by control rod insertion. Under such circumstances, a stabilized boiling was 

predicted which doesn’t result in a power excursion and cladding dry out [19][20]. 

Within the ESFR-SMART reactor concept, all the above-mentioned core design measures have been taken 

into account and the core concept developed within CP-ESFR [12] has been carried over to ESFR-SMART 

applying further optimization on it [21]. In this sense, it uses a hexagonal SA pitch, achieving high power 

density with low sodium volume between the fuel pins. The active core height to diameter ratio has been 

kept low, having 1 m active core height with the diameter of ~5 m. Besides, the large sodium plenum 

region from CP-ESFR with further optimization to decrease the global sodium void effect has been kept 

also, having 60 cm plenum height. Another safety related core modification, which is unique for the ESFR-

SMART concept is the introduction of empty channels into the core, called corium discharge tubes (shown 

in Figure 6), at the center, inner/outer core periphery and outer core periphery regions. These channels 

are intended to provide a clear path for the melted core towards the core catcher, where it can be cooled 

long term, in case of a severe accident. With all the applied measures, careful safety assessment has to 

be done, to verify that such a low void effect core can keep a 3600 MWth, commercial size reactor safe 

during an accidental scenario. This is required as the previous reactor concepts were generally smaller in 

size and therefore less much affected with the sodium void reactivity problem.  
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Figure 6. CP-ESFR vs ESFR-SMART reactor design modifications 
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Another issue related to the boiling phenomenology is the possibility of flow blockage in the SA in case of 

sodium boiling. The sodium vaporization in the channel with high power release (i.e. occurring at core 

power level close to nominal power level) is characterized by a quick bubble growth period as it has high 

heat conductivity, low specific heat, and high vapor to liquid volume ratio [22]. Therefore, the bubble 

growth can potentially cyclically push out and suck back in the liquid sodium, reducing the effective 

sodium flow to close to 0, which can potentially lead to the SA being filled with sodium vapor at the fissile 

fuel region as the vapor propagates downwards. As the channel is increasingly being filled with vapor at 

the fuel region, the spectrum hardening effect starts to dominate the reactivity evolution rather than the 

increased leakage and thus under these circumstances the reactor core can have a positive overall void 

effect even with the usage of sodium plenum [24].  

To overcome this issue, the assessment of a new feature has been proposed in the thesis on the SA 

wrapper tubes (hexcans). More specifically, windows are introduced on each side of the SA hexcan close 

to the top of the fuel region, shown in an earlier patent developed under the previous CP-ESFR project 

[24], with the aim to provide a path for the sodium flow in case the top of the SA is filled with sodium 

vapor, see in Figure 7. Such wrapper design supports the establishment of stabilized boiling phenomenon 

within the reactor core, meaning that boiling process stays in regions contributing to the reduction of the 

overall core reactivity. Thus, the sodium void propagation to the positive void effect fuel region is 

potentially reduced with the proposed modification. The application of this safety feature on the previous 

ESFR design has been analyzed in [25]. It was modelled as the SAs being connected to each other with 

pipes, having the geometry of the windows, specified in the patent. The improvement in the core behavior 

during an accident with sodium boiling has been stated. Thus it is of importance to perform a relevant 

safety assessment using a more accurate modeling of the core, in particular by introducing the inter-SA 

gap. As the inter-SA gap has a small bypass flow and in reality, the windows on the hexcans are connected 

to this region, the modeling approach can have an effect on the sodium vapor propagation within the 

reactor core, and requires the more accurate simulation technique used for the current work.  

 

Figure 7. Schematic illustration of the flow pattern in case of sodium boiling in the SA with reference (on 
the left) and modified (on the right) design of the hexcan [24]. 
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1.3.1.2. Core deformation effect 

Core mechanical analysis is an indefeasible part of the safety evaluation of a reactor during the design 

process, especially for fast reactors with higher fissile fuel content, such as an SFR. An incorrectly chosen 

SA constraint in the core can lead to the damage of the reactor as it has happened for the Experimental 

Breeder Reactor (EBR-I) [26] in the US. As part of this incident, due to a thermal gradient within the core, 

the fuel SAs bowed inwardly which introduced a positive reactivity insertion in the reactor core and a 

partial core meltdown has occurred. Since then, improvements have been made on the core constrain 

design [27]. Nevertheless, it is still an open issue, revealed by the more recent negative reactivity event 

(AURN) [28], which has happened four times during the operation of the Phenix reactor in France. 

Although the exact cause of the events is still not resolved, according to the current most probable 

explanation, the cause is related to the radial deformation of the reactor core. This deformation can 

happen due to several reasons, such as sodium boiling and bubble collapse causing pressure spikes. Thus, 

modelling of the distorted core geometries and evaluation of the corresponding reactivity is of a high 

importance for safety analysis of SFRs. 

Generally, for the evaluation of the reactivity effect of the core distortion, different geometry 

simplification methods are used. A usual approach is to expand the reactor core uniformly in the axial and 

radial direction. This approach is sufficient to model quasi-static perturbations in the reactor core, such 

as the thermal expansion of the fuel assemblies due to the thermal power of the core. Nevertheless, when 

fast dynamic perturbations are evaluated, these uniform expansions of the reactor core provides only an 

envelope for the reactivity effect [29] and it can be modeled more accurately with a non-uniform 

deformation approach. Various approaches have been considered in the past decades to determine effect 

on core criticality the dynamic SA bowing. In the late 90’s to account for the fluid structure interactions 

within the simulations posed a significant challenge, therefore the change of the SA bowing frequency 

could not be modeled accurately [28]. Since then significant development has been made in the 

computational tools and today it is possible model deformation of the reactor core for fast dynamic 

perturbations. Usually these approaches apply certain modeling simplifications, like using one-

dimensional (1-D) beam finite element models to calculate the SA bending [28] or using a lumped core 

approach where the radii of the core is changed, differently for the separate axial regions, to account for 

the overall SA deformation within each axial region [30]. For certain approaches a two-dimensional (2-D) 

core calculation is performed for the assessment of local perturbations [31], resulting in accurate SA wise 

local deformation but for three-dimensional (3-D) calculations with high non-uniformity, the assessment 

on the actual fuel SA displacement is still seldom performed. 

In this thesis a new method is proposed to evaluate the reactivity variation in fast transients, such as 

initiated by a local pressure spike, using a 3-D whole reactor core model in neutronics with the geometry 

obtained from the mechanical simulation with a finite element solver. The neutron transport in the 

detailed distorted core geometry is solved with the Monte Carlo method, thus the reactivity effect of the 

deformation is derived. This approach allows treatment of nearly all realistic deformed geometries, i.e. 

resulting from local perturbation sources, and corresponding accurate evaluation of the core reactivity 

benefiting from the capabilities of the Monte Carlo method. With the use of the described method, it is 

possible to assess the reactivity change due to SA bowing or flowering of the ESFR-SMART core design 

and compare it to validated Phenix flowering results, assessing the effect of the different core designs 

related to the core deformation reactivity change. More importantly, a postulated sodium boiling induced 
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core deformation on an SFR core is assessed in the work. It is performed by applying the sodium vapor 

collapse induced pressure spikes on the SA surfaces, obtained from sodium boiling calculations, 

simulating the dynamic movement of the SAs and the corresponding reactivity effect variation.  

 

1.3.2. Heat removal safety function  

The heat removal safety function is addressed with assessment of the related safety measures proposed 

within the ESFR-SMART project for the new ESFR concept. Various DHRSs are assessed and their capability 

is evaluated to remove the residual heat following the reactor shutdown, either as part of normal 

operation or caused by an accidental scenario. During the assessment performed in frame of the thesis, 

the modifications applied on the reference secondary circuit design and their impact on the flow pattern 

and heat removal capability of the systems were studied.  

1.3.2.1. Reference design 

Decay heat removal (DHR) is of key importance for any reactor type as it ensures that the reactor can be 

kept safely after its shutdown, which can occur not only during normal operation for maintenance and 

refueling processes, but also during an accidental scenario. At normal conditions, decay heat is removed 

using the steam/water circuit. In an SFR, it is usually backed up by two safety qualified DHR systems. 

Therefore, the assessment of such systems is essential, especially when newer reactor types are 

considered where higher degree of passively safe design is intended. It is especially true for SFRs, where 

the pin failure and fuel melt down occurred due to lack of cooling, may result in full core disruptive 

accident, which may be followed by a re-criticality event. 

The passive operating principles of DHRS, as well as high level of redundancy, have been present in various 

previous SFR designs, such as Phenix, Superphenix and EFR and is also present in more recent designs 

such as the ASTRID conceptual design, the Russian BN-800 or the Chinese CEFR, just to mention a few. 

Similarly to the sodium void effect challenge, commercial size reactors carry greater challenge to keep 

them sufficiently cooled during an accidental scenario as a result of the high decay heat production. There 

is a threshold of ~500 MWth reactor core, for which the DHR can be done merely by thermal radiation 

through the reactor vessel towards the pit and cooling only the pit with forced convection [16] as it was 

possible e.g. for the Phenix reactor (though other DHR means were also included in the design). This DHR 

path (thermal radiation through the reactor vessel) was already not sufficient for Superphenix, having 

2990 MWth nominal power output [16]. For the ESFR concept, the Phenix, Superphenix and EFR DHRSs 

have been used as the basis for the two main DHR means with certain further improvements to increase 

robustness, efficiency and to decrease the cost of the systems. Furthermore, a third auxiliary heat removal 

system has been also included in the design, which is unique to the current ESFR concept, linked to the 

Phenix and EFR pit cooling methodology.  

1.3.2.2. DHRS-1 design 

The DHRS-1 is one of the two main DHR means of ESFR, shown in Figure 8. The idea of the main DHRS, 

capable of cooling down the primary system, has been taken from Superphenix, EFR and CP-ESFR designs, 

where there was an independent heat exchange unit immersed into the primary sodium. In order to 
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reduce the number of penetrations into the primary system, increasing the risk of sodium leak in case of 

accidental overpressure, and to reduce the costs of the units, the concept was modified according to 

another Superphenix DHRS. This DHRS in Superphenix used the secondary sodium as a working fluid with 

a secondary sodium/atmospheric air heat exchanger to evacuate the heat originating from the primary 

system. The problem with that DHRS was that in the event of losing the secondary sodium from the main 

loop, the DHRS was no longer capable to maintain its function. Therefore, for ESFR-SMART this system 

has been re-designed, still using the secondary sodium for the DHR operation but the system is now 

connected directly to the IHX units. In this way, it is possible to maintain the cooling function even if the 

secondary sodium loop is drained, as the remaining sodium in the IHX is sufficient to circulate sodium in 

the DHRS-1 loop. Therefore, as the DHRS has been significantly modified compared to the previous 

designs, it is important to assess that sodium circulation in the loop can be achieved with sufficient 

flowrate and the heat removal capability can maintain the long term cooling of the primary system. This 

analysis was done in the thesis. 

 

Figure 8. DHRS-1 related system components 
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1.3.2.3. DHRS-2 design 

To increase the redundancy of the DHRSs, another main system was considered, based on the design used 

in the Phenix reactor. In this design, the casing of the SG units could be opened and cooled by the flow of 

atmospheric air, removing the heat from the outer surface of the SG tubes. In the Phenix reactor the 

utilized SG units were of hairpin type, meaning that there were numerous bends on the tubing [9]. During 

the operation of the reactor there have been various water leaks to the sodium, creating sodium/water 

interaction in the SG casing at the superheater section due to thermal fatigue [9]. To reduce this issue, in 

more recent SFRs the choice of SGs is rather the straight pipe design, used on the EFR concept, BN-600 or 

PFBR reactors [16]. In the EFR concept, the outer surface of a SG unit was proposed as one of the decay 

heat removal means, using forced convection air circulation [11]. In this proposal there was only 1 SG unit 

per secondary loop, monolithic option, making it necessary to remove a whole secondary circuit from 

operation if a water leak appears in a SG. For ESFR-SMART, the Phenix and EFR concept has been 

developed further for the DHRS-2 (Figure 9), as modular SGs are proposed to be used (6 per secondary 

circuit in the current design), using atmospheric air circulation within the SG casing, containing the 6 units, 

to remove the heat from the secondary sodium. From the EFR concept, the use of the straight tube SG 

type has been retained. This design offers an easier manufacturability and therefore steady quality, 

resulting in fewer failures and decreased costs. Furthermore, in case of a SG unit failure, the modular 

option allows a quick and easy replacement of the faulty unit, without affecting the plant as a whole. 

The assessment of the system is required for the safety analysis of the reactor concept as there have been 

significant changes compared to the previous designs. The DHRS-2 is one of the main units to remove the 

decay heat, even when DHRS-1 is not available, therefore there is a strong motivation for the performance 

assessment of the system. Furthermore, both DRHS-1 and DHRS-2 includes thermoelectric pumps in the 

design concept, able to provide a limited pressure head supporting the establishment of natural 

circulation in the sodium loops, the feasibility of which needs to be assessed. 

1.3.2.4. DHRS-3 design 

In nearly all SFRs, there is a safety vessel around the main vessel of the reactor, having the function to 

contain the sodium in the event of a primary vessel leak. To reduce cost and remove the possibility of a 

safety vessel failure incident, in the EFR concept, the reactor pit has been designed to contain the primary 

sodium in the case of the primary vessel leak [11]. Therefore, it was possible to eliminate the use of the 

safety vessel from the design. In ESFR-SMART this concept has been further developed, as instead of the 

using only water loops for the cooling of the concrete in the pit, which is the usual approach, another 

cooling system, using high temperature resistant oil have been introduced in the design. The justification 

for this is the fact that by removing the safety vessel, there is a more efficient heat radiation towards the 

pit and therefore higher amount of heat can be removed. In addition to the concrete cooling during 

normal operation, these water and oil cooling circuits form together the DHRS-3 unit, shown in Figure 10. 

The DHRS-3 system is an auxiliary decay heat removal option of ESFR. It complements the operation of 

the DHRS-1 or DHRS-2, and it is not designed to manage heat removal at accidental conditions by itself.  

As in previous SFR designs the reactor pit was only cooled through the concrete, it is an interesting task 

to characterize the heat removal performance without the use of a safety vessel and oil cooling circuits 

being directly positioned to the metallic liner. This task is solved in the thesis. 
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Figure 9. DHRS-2 related system components, integrated into the secondary circuit design 

 

Figure 10. DHRS-3 concept with its oil and water circuits integrated into the reactor pit 
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1.3.2.5. Modified secondary system design 

In traditional SFRs, there are long pipes with large bends to accommodate thermal expansion on the 

secondary sodium circuit. This layout causes problems related to the pipe fixing points as during 

earthquakes the pipes can get stuck in these points and potentially break. Moreover, this design involves 

higher chances of sodium leaks as the number of bends and the overall length of the circuit is large. In 

the Superphenix reactor feedback it is recorded that the flexible pipe design suffers the above mentioned 

problems during operation [10]. The sodium pipes on Superphenix had lyres to account for the thermal 

expansion between cold and operational states. These lyres resulted in large pipe lengths, which give rise 

to an overall large weight of the system, requiring supports in which the pipes would inevitably need to 

slide. This requirement opposes the anti-seismic standards, which would require the pipes to be firmly 

maintained during an earthquake. To fulfill both requirements, a rather complex system was installed, 

which could not perform as well as the engineers hoped for [10]. Besides, there were issues with the 

thermal insulation of the pipes, leading to difficulties in detecting sodium leaks, coupled with high number 

of false alarms during the operation [10][32]. Due to these negative feedbacks in terms of capital costs 

and safety, having the risk of rupture of the piping stuck in their support, in the ESFR-SMART concept an 

improved secondary circuit design is proposed with straight piping, using bellows for the accommodation 

of the thermal expansion. This option has been taken from the BN-1200 reactor, where this is the 

proposed solution for the secondary circuit design [33]. Thermal expansion compensating bellows have 

been already used in reactor components like Phenix heat exchanger but for the actual secondary circuit 

it has not been utilized so far, therefore further R&D is required to validate that the element can be used 

for such purpose also [34]. 

Following the design work of this updated secondary circuit, the effect on the DHRS performance has to 

be evaluated, as the shorter piping can affect the behavior of the system, especially in terms of the natural 

circulation establishment. Therefore, an updated model and new assessment of the systems are included 

in the presented research. 

 

1.3.3. Containment safety function 

In a traditional pool-type SFR, the primary circuit is enclosed with the main vessel, which is enclosed in 

another vessel called a guard or safety vessel. The safety vessel was mandatory requirement for SFR firstly 

because in case of the main vessel rapture the core and other primary components must stay immersed 

in sodium and secondly because the escaping coolant contacting the reactor pit concrete could cause a 

radioactive sodium fire which is an important safety concern. In the ESFR-SMART project, the option 

proposed in EFR has been followed, discussed within the DRHS-3 concept above, where the usage of such 

safety vessel was reconsidered and a modified design was used, showed in Figure 12 [8]. Within this 

concept, there is no the safety vessel, but the reactor pit is prepared to contain the leaking sodium in case 

of a severe accident. Instead of the safety vessel the pit design include a metallic liner on an insulation 

layer, which supposed to take over the safety vessel’s function. Behind the insulation layer, the reactor 

pit concrete is located. The cooling of the reactor pit, to maintain the concrete temperature below 70 °C, 

is maintained with the DHRS-3, described previously. 
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As the DHRS-3 has the task mainly to cool the concrete of the reactor pit and keep it below the set limiting 

temperature, the assessment of this function is part of the current study, as it is directly related to the 

structural integrity of the reactor pit. More details are given in Section 1.3.2.4 “DHRS-3 design”.  

There are further measures included in the ESFR-SMART reactor concept, which were not assessed in this 

work but for consistency, as some of them belongs to the containment safety function, a list of these is 

provided below: 

• An internal spent fuel storage space is included around the reactor core to cool the Inner and 

Outer core SAs taken out of the active core following their final irradiation cycle, similarly to the Phenix 

design. 

• An in-vessel core catcher is included in the reactor under the core, made of molybdenum, as it is 

in the Russian BN-800 SFR, for the hypothetical accident with reactor core meltdown.  

• A metallic roof of about 80 cm thickness is proposed to close the main vessel, based on the 

previous EFR project outcome, to increase neutron shielding capability and provide strong mechanical 

resistance. A mechanical seal is insuring the roof leak tightness at component penetrations (IHXs, primary 

pumps) and, in addition, these components are welded to the roof over their perimeters to assure total 

leak tightness during reactor operation, even in the most severe accidental cases. With the same 

objective, the tightness of the rotating plugs is assured by an eutectic seal frozen during reactor operation. 

These measures allow excluding the reactor dome and therefore gaining economical benefits. 

 
Figure 11. Secondary circuit design with straight tubes 
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Figure 12. Dimensions and structure of the reactor pit design 

 

1.4. Objectives 

As presented in the previous Section (1.3), in the ESFR-SMART concept, the design development was built 

on the vast operating experience of previous SFR designs, aiming at synthetizing current state of the art 

SFR technological knowledge together with the optimization of the currently available technical solutions.  

The present doctoral work was performed to contribute to the conceptual design development and safety 

assessment of a Gen IV SFR in frames of the EU ESFR-SMART project. The high-level objectives of the 

thesis are: 

− Develop and when possible validate innovative methodologies for safety assessment of Gen IV 

SFRs, including creation of Computer-Aided Design drawings for the reactor components, coupled 

modeling of neutron transport using Monte Carlo and deterministic methods, core and system thermal 

hydraulics, including sodium single- and two-phase flows, and core thermal mechanics. 

− Assess European Sodium Fast Reactor safety measures and more generally safety functions using 

the developed methodologies. 

For the safety assessment of the conceptual design options, various tools have been used in the thesis. 

Some of these codes are already available for nuclear safety studies, such as the TRACE thermal-hydraulic 

system code, modified at PSI for SFR applications or Serpent 2 Monte Carlo code for neutronic analysis. 

Besides these codes, there are areas where further methodology development is performed or a 

completely new methodologies are established within the thesis. 
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To this end, the currently available coupled neutronic and thermal-hydraulic dynamic analysis tool 

(TRACE-PARCS) is further developed in the thesis by introducing a hybrid hybrid spatial kinetics sampling 

method for preparation of one-group cross sections, allowing acceleration of dynamic calculations. 

Besides, a new core mechanics assessment methodology is developed and validated for accurate 

simulation of core deformation reactivity effect, supporting safety analysis of events resulting in core 

deformation. By doing so, the accuracy and scope of the safety assessment of SFRs is extended. 

In the study, various new or optimized safety measures proposed in the ESFR-SMART project and related 

to the reactivity control, heat removal and containment safety functions are evaluated. 

In this sense, the decay heat removal capability of the new DHRSs is assessed, revealing if the applied 

design option is sufficient for long-term cooling of a commercial-size ESFR at a required temperature level 

under a protected accidental scenario in forced and natural convection conditions. By doing so, 

requirements for design modification are proposed where needed. Besides, the overall behavior of the 

ESFR is studied with the critical temperature evolutions, assessing the available safety margins at various 

components. 

Lastly, perhaps the most penalizing accidental condition, an Unprotected Loss of Flow (ULOF) simulation, 

is performed, using the newly developed computational tools. This type of accident generally results in 

sodium boiling, as the flow is gradually reducing to natural convection level with a produced power level 

governed by the various reactivity feedback effects of the reactor. The aim of this exercise is to assess the 

low void effect core design in its capability to ensure safe reactor cool down under such conditions and 

to assess design improvements to further extend safety margins. 

In connection to the sodium boiling phenomenon, the pressure spikes induced by sodium vapor collapse 

are assessed and their core deformation capability is estimated. By doing so, the SA bowing dynamic is 

analyzed, providing data for potential future design of an improved core restrain system. This SA bowing 

dynamic is compared to available Phenix experimental data from a negative reactivity event, during which 

the power has been registered, and the suspected cause for the event is SA flowering, which generally 

has a similar dynamic as the applied pressure spikes on the model. Furthermore, the core deformation 

related reactivity effect is evaluated, to see if it poses further threat to the reactor operation under ULOF. 

 

1.5. Structure 

The current doctoral thesis is organized into 5 Chapters. 

Following the first Chapter, providing the introduction of the work, in Chapter 2 the methodologies of the 

research are presented. The Chapter starts with the description of the Computer-Aided Design tool and 

the various uses it has been applied to within the doctoral work. Following that, the description of the 

utilized TRACE thermal-hydraulic code is provided, showing the specificities required for the SFR safety 

analysis. The detailed TRACE model is also described, which was used later in Chapter 3 for the 

assessment. In the next Section, the various ways, used in the work, to calculate the reactor power during 

the accidental conditions are presented, namely the point kinetic method used in TRACE and the 

proposed new hybrid spatial kinetics sampling method. Lastly, a core mechanic methodology is described 
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in the final Section of the Chapter, with the verification and validation work used for the methodology 

development. 

In Chapter 3, the heat removal safety function related analysis is given. The Chapter starts with the 

description of the various DHRSs in the design, giving further details compared to the description in 

Chapter 1. After that, the simulated accidental scenario is described, which was used for the DHRS 

assessment. The study starts with reference simulations, where no DHRS were modeled, to obtain the 

reactor behavior under such conditions. Thereafter, the various DHRS operation cases have been 

assessed, describing the performance and operational behavior of the units. In the second part of the 

Chapter, the previously mentioned study has been performed again, using an optimized secondary circuit 

design, thus the impact of the design modification on the plant and DHRS behavior has been assessed. 

In chapter 4, the reactivity control safety function has been studied, using various SFR designs, utilizing 

the proposed advanced methodologies. In the first Section of the Chapter, a ULOF accidental condition 

has been simulated using a simplified version of the ESFR TRACE model. In the Section, the sodium boiling 

progression is analyzed and various approaches are studies to mitigate this effect. In the second Section, 

the proposed hybrid spatial kinetics sampling methodology is benchmarked against the established point 

kinetics method as part of a Superphenix ULOF transient simulation until boiling onset, as well as through 

a control rod movement transient calculation. Lastly, the proposed core mechanics methodology has 

been applied on the ESFR core, calculating the effect of a core deformation at various static deformed 

points. Finally, the same method was applied on the Phenix reactor core, simulating a transient core 

deformation using a sodium boiling like core deformation initiation. 

Finally, in Chapter 5 the conclusions of the presented doctoral work are provided as well as the 

recommendations for future work.  
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CHAPTER 2 

Methodologies of research 

For the reactor analysis presented in this work, various computational codes and methodologies have 

been used to allow the multiphysics simulations necessary for the evaluation of such complex systems as 

a nuclear reactor. This chapter presents the main codes and methodologies which have been used for the 

safety assessment. In this sense, the description starts with the modeling method for the 3D reactor 

concept, followed by the different simulation tools description for the thermal-hydraulic, reactor neutron 

kinetics and core mechanics analysis. 

 

2.1. CAD methodology 

The concept of the ESFR reactor within the framework of the ESFR-SMART project was developed using a 

computer aided design (CAD) system. A full 3D model of the reactor was created with its primary, 

secondary, and tertiary systems. The methodology of CAD application allowed the precise pre-

dimensioning of the reactor components and structures, and served as a tool for preparation of consistent 

inputs for different simulation tools. 

The modeling was performed using the Autodesk Inventor 3D CAD software, which is developed by 

Autodesk Inc., for 3D design development, visualization, simulation and design documentation [35]. It 

allows to virtually build any product concept, e.g. a reactor, testing the fit and manufacturability before 

it is created physically. 

The development of the ESFR conceptual design was considerably facilitated by use of the CAD system, 

while the design did undergo a number of changes and improvements through the whole project 

timeframe. The model development was initiated starting from the analysis of the design of ESFR reactor 

components, provided within the former CP-ESFR project [36], and considered a number of major 

improvements to achieve economical and safety goals, described in section 1.3. 

The application of CAD for the development of the concept provided the following distinctive features: 

1) Continues check of the components arrangement, i.e. that the constituent parts fit well into each other; 

2) Quick update of the component dimensions and design features; 

3) Dimensioning of the components basing on particular limitations and criteria. 

The convenience and effectiveness of this approach can be demonstrated by an example for the 

modification of the secondary circuit design, where straight tubing with bellows was proposed instead of 

the previous long tubes with bends for thermal expansion. In this way, the minimum tube lengths were 

reached as all the connected elements were real time aligned according to the new design. Thus, potential 

inconsistencies could be seen and resolved immediately. Another example to the usefulness of the 

method is how the reactor pit sizing was achieved. The requirement was to have the pit as small as 

possible so that in case of a sodium leak from the main vessel, the sodium still remains at such height that 
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circulation can be maintained through the openings of the IHXs. On the other hand, enough space needs 

to be provided for a robot to perform the regular inspection of the vessel and liner surfaces. As the 

available sodium volume could be obtained from the model with high accuracy, the sizing of the pit could 

be precisely determined.  

Overall, the developing environment of CAD allowed to minimize considerably the probability of error 

propagation into the conceptual design. 

For the thesis work, it provided detailed input information for the following domains: 

1) Within the thermal-hydraulics modeling, such data as the sodium volumes in the SAs, the volumes of 

the hot and cold plena, hydraulic diameters, flow areas, tube diameters, etc. were extracted directly with 

dedicated means of the CAD system and used for preparation of the complex thermal hydraulic model, 

thus following the design specifications in a very detailed way. 

2) It also has a crucial role in the core mechanics studies, as the homogenized 3D model of the reactor 

core is prepared as input for the deformation calculations within the CAD software.  

3) In the neutronic domain, following the core mechanic deformation calculations the deformed shape 

reactor geometry is processed directly for the Serpent 2 Monte Carlo simulation, in order to calculate the 

Keff of the deformed shape core state. 

 

In conclusion, the developed CAD model (briefly presented in Appendix B) contributed to nearly every 

analysis work within the project. It facilitated the creation of the database on materials and structure 

dimensions to be distributed to different partners, as well as providing parts of the 3D model for example 

for CFD analysis of the hot pool. With this, most of the parameters were calculated automatically avoiding 

an individual data preparation. Apart from the research domain, a very specific example, which was 

important for the project presentation, is noteworthy. The production of the movie on safety 

improvements proposed in ESFR-SMART became possible as the conceptual design drawings and 3D 

model of the reactor were available [37]. 

 

2.2. Thermal-hydraulic methodology 

2.2.1 The TRACE code 

To model the thermal hydraulic behavior of the ESFR reactor, the TRACE thermal hydraulic system code 

[38] was utilized. TRACE has been developed by the US NRC and was originally used as a best estimate 

tool for the analysis of steady state and transient behavior of light water reactors. It is a two-fluid, six 

equation thermal hydraulic code, having the capability to model both liquid and vapor phases of the 

coolant separately allowing accurate two-phase flow calculations. 

In recent years, several modifications have been implemented at the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI) [39] to 

extend the capabilities of the code simulating advanced fast reactors, i.e. SFRs. This capability has been 

extensively used in this work, as the analysis of DHRS systems performance and ULOF transient conditions 

was performed with the aid of this tool.  
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For the modeling of transient sodium boiling, the two-fluid model with new closure relations is used. The 

approach is based on the same main conservation equations as coded for two-phase water flow and 

modifies only the closure relations and equations-of-state. Particularly, the thermal physical two-phase 

properties of sodium are calculated according to [40]. The simplified two-phase sodium flow regime map 

used in the modified TRACE distinguishes single-phase liquid and single-phase vapor convection regimes 

with annular film boiling regime in-between. The following correlation is used to calculate the fraction of 

the perimeter wetted by liquid sodium for all regimes: 

 

                                                       =
1

1+500𝑒250(𝛼−1) 
                                      (1) 

 

where α represents the void fraction. This correlation predicts that  is equal to 1 for α less or equal to 

about 0.95 moreover, in the interval from 0.95 to 1  is smoothly reducing to 0. For the dry-out criterion, 

the value of 0.957 was chosen according to the recommendation given in [41]. Thus, the  value describes 

a transition from the annular film boiling regime to the single-phase vapor convection regime. In the 

modified code, the Rehme model [42] is used for the liquid-to-wall friction factor calculation for the wire-

wrapped bundles, whereas for all other configurations the Churchill model [43] is utilized. As for the 

vapor-to-wall friction factor calculation, it is achieved by using the Churchill model [43] for all 

configurations. In all cases, for the liquid phase the calculated friction factor is multiplied by the value of 

 whereas for the vapor phase by the value of (1-). Liquid-to-wall and vapor-to-wall heat exchange 

coefficients are evaluated based to the model described in [44] for the liquid phase whereas for the vapor 

phase the Dittus-Boelter model is used. The Interfacial area density evaluation is built on the geometrical 

representation of the annular film boiling pattern using the value of  in accordance with the SABENA 

code [45] and suggested in [41]. Similarly, the Interfacial heat transfer and friction coefficients calculation 

is performed as it is in the SABENA code [45] and suggested in [41]. A validation has been performed on 

incorporated sodium boiling model in TRACE, using the KNS-37 sodium boiling experiment, which has 

been reported in [46]. 

 

2.2.2. Development of the TRACE model of ESFR 

Using the previously presented 3D CAD model, the reactor was reproduced in TRACE on a detailed manner 

to represent the operation of the power plant according to the designed specifications. The reactor model 

is built from 3D or 1D components such as vessel, pipe, valve, pump, etc. These units include the 

geometrical details from the corresponding components of the actual reactor design, according to the 

CAD drawings. 

In Figure 13, the overview of the full TRACE model is given with all of its main components including the 

1) primary, 2) secondary and 3) tertiary systems. In this detailed model, the primary system includes a 

vessel to which all the components are connected, such as the 3 primary pumps, the 6 IHXs, 12 vessel 

cooling pipes, 504 fuel assemblies, see Appendix B, Drawing.1. To each of the IHX, a secondary system is 

connected through a heat structure component. In the secondary system the secondary pump drives the 

sodium through the 6 SG units per circuit. Each SG unit is finally connected to a simplified tertiary system, 
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where constant feedwater flow is supplied and evaporated within a pipe, which is connected to the SG 

through a heat structure component.  

Figure 13. Schematic view of the ESFR modeling in the TRACE system code with its main circuits and 
components (Figure nodalization for visualization purposes only) 

Within the primary system modeling, the reactor vessel is divided into 311 axial zones, 7 radial zones and 

12 azimuthal zones, shown in Figure 14. The axial distribution was established according to the reactor 

core region nearly the whole height of the reactor vessel, allowing a detailed axial temperature 

distribution analysis throughout the whole reactor height. The 7 radial zones are distributed according to 

certain physical borders posed by the structures situated in the primary system, such as the reactor vessel 

wall, vessel cooling reservoir wall, inner vessel walls, which separates the hot and cold sodium pool, outer 

core region and inner core region boundaries. Azimuthally, the reactor was divided into 12 sections 

according to the components situated in the section. In this sense, one section includes an IHX, in the 

following section there is a pump component and beside that there is again an IHX, according to the actual 

design. Beside these three sections there is a fourth section which is filled with sodium. Due to symmetry 

this arrangement repeats three times adding up to the 12 section nodalization. It is of importance to 

mention, that for every zone specific flow characteristics, such as hydraulic diameter, porosity, flow 

perimeter and area were derived from the CAD model (see Section 2.1). 

To model the reactor core, each of the 504 SA of the active core were modeled individually as 1D channel 

(pipe component), shown by the blue path lines at the middle of Figure 14. These channels have the 

geometry and flow parameters (flow areas, hydraulic diameters, etc.) calculated from the CAD model for 

every axial segment of the SA height (inlet and outlet sections, fuel rod bundle, sodium plenum, etc.). The 

bottom of the channel is connected to the vessel in the region which models the diagrid structure under 

the core. Between the vessel and channel connection a valve is situated to adjust the individual SA flow 

rate according to the power output and pre-specified cooling group (CG), thus modeling the physical 

orificing of the SAs. This adjustment is driven by control logic, set up in the model input, therefore it 
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automatically adjusts the valve flow area to the specific flow rate of a given CG group. In Figure 15, the 5 

different CGs are shown, each group having its pre-specified flow rate. The outlet section of the channel 

is connected to the part of reactor vessel representing the hot plenum region. 

 
Figure 14. Radial and axial TRACE nodalization of the primary circuit of ESFR 

The coolant flow through the primary circuit is delivered by the three primary pumps included in the 

model, shown in Figure 14. The total flowrate provided by the pumps in nominal conditions is  

~19600 kg/s, equally distributed between the 3 pumps. This flow is then directed towards the part of the 

vessel which models the diagrid. From the diagrid the flow is distributed into 3 directions. The bulk of the 

sodium flows through the SAs of the reactor core to cool the fuel elements with ~18700 kg/s flow. Around 

400 kg/s sodium is flowing into the inter SA gap, surrounding the SAs. Lastly, the rest of the sodium flow, 

~500 kg/s, is directed downwards, supplying the vessel cooling system with cold sodium, shown in Figure 

14.  

As the hot, ~545 °C, sodium leaves the SAs, it enters into the hot pool part of the vessel, also containing 

the above core structure, where, at the top of the hot sodium, a pressure boundary condition is set to 

0.15 MPa. The hot sodium is then enters the IHX, where the sodium cools down while it flows through a 

pipe component connected to the cold, ~395 °C, sodium pool of the vessel, from which the sodium enters 
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the pumps and the cycle repeats. Within the IHX the hot sodium is cooled, as they are in contact with the 

countercurrent secondary sodium flow through a pipe with a geometry corresponding to the 5022 tubes, 

defined in the CAD model. As it is shown in Figure 13, the heat transfer connection between the pipe with 

the primary and the secondary sodium is established with the use of a heat structure. For the steady state 

conditions the power evacuated from the primary system through the one IHX equals to 600 MW. 

 

Figure 15. Cooling group arrangement within the reactor core 

In each of the six secondary circuit, the sodium is pumped towards the SG units, with the pumping of 

~2500 kg/s. At the highest elevation of the secondary circuit, at the SG connection, a pressure boundary 

condition of 0.1 MPa is established. The sodium temperature when it enters the SG is at ~530°C, which is 

cooled to ~345°C as it flows through the SG unit, producing steam. The SG unit is modeled on the same 

way as the IHX, meaning that there is a countercurrent flow of sodium in one pipe and water in another. 

The pipe geometry for the water is set to account for the 364 water tubes. 
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The tertiary circuit is simulated in a simple fashion where a constant feedwater flow of ~48 kg/s is set to 

enter the water pipe. As the water turns into steam, it leaves the circuit via a pressure boundary condition 

of 18.5 MPa. For every secondary system, there are six of these SG units modeled with 100 MW nominal 

cooling capacity.   

To heat up the sodium in the reactor and produce steam in the tertiary circuits, the core power was 

specified in time tables with a constant steady state power level of 3600 MW. The power distribution 

corresponding to the End-Of-Equilibrium-Cycle (EOEC) was obtained in neutronic simulations [47] with 

the Serpent 2 code. To reproduce the power distribution in the core accurately, each fuel SA has individual 

axial power profile derived from [47]. 

First, the model was tested to reproduce steady state conditions of the ESFR reactor, demonstrating 

targeted design performance. Next, the thermal-hydraulic model was extensively used for the evaluation 

of the DHRSs implemented in the reactor design, for which the results are going to be presented in 

Chapter 3. 

 

2.3. Neutronic methodology 

In this work to determine the reactor power evolution during a ULOF transient two different approaches 

have been used: 1) the point kinetic approach, utilized for the ESFR ULOF transient simulation; and 2) a 

hybrid spatial kinetics sampling approach, which has been developed as part of the current work, applied 

on the Superphenix ULOF test exercise. 

2.3.1. Point kinetics 

The point kinetics approach [38] is the built-in method in TRACE to calculate the reactor power evolution 

in the course of a transient simulation. The method is based on solving the point reactor kinetic equations, 

with which the change in reactor power can be calculated through the separation of the space and time 

functions. The properties of the system is then averaged in energy, angle and space through the use of 

weighting functions and by solving the resulting ordinary differential equations the time behavior of the 

system can be evaluated. The space dependent perturbation of neutron density function is neglected in 

the model, only the amplitude variation is obtained [48]. Although the method has limitations in 

simulating certain transients with strong local perturbations, its capability for calculating ULOF, with 

sodium boiling in the core, has been presented in [49]. 

The required input parameters by TRACE for the calculation, are the kinetic parameters such as the 

effective delayed neutron fraction, delayed neutron decay constant, prompt neutron lifetime, etc. The 

reactivity variation vs time is also required as input and it is calculated, with the aid of the control logic 

developed in the model, based on the reactivity feedback coefficients.  

The employed reactivity feedback coefficients and kinetic parameters were calculated using the Serpent 

2 Monte Carlo code on the End of Equilibrium Cycle (EOEC) core state [23]. The following reactivity 

feedback effects were considered in the modeling (more details on the feedback coefficients are going to 

be given in Section 4.1.):  
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1) Fuel Doppler effect. In the model, individual Doppler constants were used in four different regions of 

the reactor core, allowing a detailed spatial representation of the reactivity effect related to fuel 

temperature change. 

2) Core axial expansion. The axial core expansion was modeled by calculating the expansion of the 

cladding, under the assumption that at an EOEC core the cladding and fuel are in contact with each other, 

and the cladding temperature drives the axial core expansion. 

3) CR position change. The effect considers change of the CR position in the core as a result of a number 

of counterbalancing effects, such as expansion of the CRDL, core support structure, vessel wall or other, 

depending on the design. In the current ESFR model, the CR position change in the core is calculated 

according to both the CRDL expansion, which is, in a simplified manner, considered to be driven by the 

temperature evolution of the outlet plenum, and variation of the fuel height due to the axial expansion 

of the fuel. 

4) Core radial expansion (diagrid plate expansion). The core radial expansion is typically represented by 

SA pitch increase, as result of the temperature variation of the diagrid plate. In a simplified manner, the 

effect is linked to the core inlet temperature. For relatively short transient, i.e. ULOF, the effect may be 

neglected, as the inlet temperature is not affected considerably during the simulated time, while for the 

ULOHS transient, the negative reactivity due to diagrid expansion drives a significant power drop [50]. 

5) Sodium density effect including voiding. The sodium density related effect is modelled composed of 

two components. The first one is calculated based on the sodium density variation prior to boiling, and 

the second one relates to the contribution due to voiding. Traditionally, there is only one sodium reactivity 

coefficient used in point kinetics calculations for the whole range of sodium densities to obtain the 

reactivity effect during the transient. For more complex, low void effect reactor core designs, this 

approach is not sufficient as the effect in some regions is strongly non-linear on density. In a previous 

study [51], a new method was developed to account for this non-linearity of the density feedback 

coefficient, which is especially relevant for the sodium plenum region. This approach was also 

implemented in the current research accounting for the evolution of the sodium feedback coefficient with 

the following equation (2): 

                                     𝐶𝑁𝑎 = 𝐶𝑁𝑎,𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 + (𝐶𝑁𝑎,𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑑 −  𝐶𝑁𝑎,𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) × 𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙                   (2) 

where, 𝐶𝑁𝑎 is the overall sodium reactivity coefficient, 𝐶𝑁𝑎,𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 is the sodium density coefficient, 

𝐶𝑁𝑎,𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑑 is the sodium void coefficient, and the 𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 is the void fraction within the node. The 

spatial distribution of every coefficient is given individually for each CG of the core, divided into 20 axial 

zones in the fuel region and 7 zones in the plenum region. Here, the fuel region refers to the fissile and 

fertile regions, together corresponding to the active core with a positive global contribution. The 

calculation is performed for every axial node in every SA with the corresponding coefficients, which are 

then summed together into a global sodium reactivity effect. 

In the modeling, all reactivity effects are independent of each other, therefore, effects such as 

deterioration of fuel Doppler effect due to sodium voiding are not being considered in the simulation. 

The above described point kinetic methodology is going to be used for the ULOF simulation of the ESFR 

core, presented in chapter 4. 
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2.3.2. Spatial kinetics 

Within this study efforts were made for a hybrid stochastic-deterministic spatial kinetics (SK) method 

development using sampling XS correction technique (hybrid SK sampling), in which the advantages of 

the Monte Carlo methods, such as the possibility to simulate any arbitrary geometry with high level of 

fidelity, were combined with the computational speed of a nodal diffusion code [52]. With this method 

certain limitations of the previously presented point kinetic calculation scheme could be overcome, 

providing a way for more accurate neutronic results for cases where there is a strong spatially dependent 

perturbation in the reactor core, as for example a control rod ejection would be. Therefore, an effective 

way for coupled thermal-hydraulic/neutron kinetics reactor transient calculations is obtained, with 

increased application domain, compared to the thermal-hydraulic simulations with point kinetics power 

evolution. 

For the method development, the Superphenix [10] reactor core was used, for which static calculations 

were performed, first with a reference calculation tool and later with the proposed hybrid SK sampling 

method comparing the results to determine the achieved accuracy. In the present work, Serpent 2 

continuous energy multipurpose reactor physics Monte Carlo code, developed at the VTT Technical 

Research Center of Finland [53], was used as a reference calculation tool. Monte Carlo codes employ 

stochastic methods to obtain solution for the transport equation which means that particle interactions 

are tracked in the modeled system based on known probabilities or cross sections (XS).  

There are various reasons why Serpent was chosen as the reference Monte Carlo code. Firstly, as 

previously demonstrated by several studies [54][55][56], it provides useful features such as the 

homogenized group XS data library generation which is necessary for the current work demonstration. 

Another relevant advantage of Serpent, reported in [57], is a relatively high performance in point of 

computational time, with respect to some other Monte Carlo codes (e.g. MCNP [58]). This superior 

feature is facilitated mainly by using two applied methods. First, Serpent uses Woodcock delta tracking 

method [53] in contrast to the usual ray tracing of the particles with which the free path length of the 

particle is recalculated every time it crosses a material region. Second, Serpent uses unionized energy grid 

which is reconstructed from the continuous energy cross sections in order to increase the speed of the 

calculation [53]. As a drawback of the latter method, there are higher requirements for memory usage 

which can be a potential issue for certain calculations, such as burnup calculations. 

2.3.2.1. Methodology description 

The developed calculation method compared to the reference Monte Carlo calculations was a nodal 

diffusion solver (PARCS) [59] coupled with the Sampling XS correction technique to adjust the transport 

XS  in order to obtain results closer to the reference calculation. This adjustment assumed that Serpent 

does not calculate completely accurately the transport XSs [54][60], coupled with inaccuracies inherent 

to the diffusion approximation. In the proposed method, 1 energy group XS is generated for multiple axial 

layers for every SA of the reactor core separately. This procedure was developed as a response to a 

previous study [61], where it was shown that a 24 or 33 energy group XS, generated for only certain 

representative SAs, might not be always adequate for nodal diffusion calculations. This problem might 

not be valid for the currently analyzed reactor core as it is in the beginning of cycle stage, meaning that 

there is no big variation between the SAs material composition. Nevertheless, it is adequate to introduce 

the methodology of interest. 
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For the described methodology a script was developed, which initially conducts a base PARCS calculation. 

Following this first calculation, an initial multiplication factor is obtained together with the nodal flux 

values for the reactor core for each axial node of each SA. As a next step, differences between PARCS and 

Serpent fluxes are calculated (equation 3, 4). These flux and the multiplication factor values are then 

compared to the reference calculation, equation 5 and 6 respectively, to register the difference.  

∆𝜙𝑖 = |𝜙𝑖
𝑃 − 𝜙𝑖

𝑆|                                  (3) 

𝜇 =
∑ ∆𝜙𝑖

𝑁
𝑖

𝑁
                                               (4) 

Where 𝜙𝑖
𝑃 and 𝜙𝑖

𝑆 are the PARCS and Serpent flux values respectively for each zone, while N is the total 

number of the different zones. 

𝜎1 = √
∑ (∆𝜙𝑖−𝜇)2𝑁

𝑖

𝑁(𝑁−1)
                                 (5) 

𝜎2 = |𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑃 − 𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑆 |                              (6) 

 

Figure 16. Simulation sequence of the Sampling method 
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Upon obtaining flux and multiplication factor deviation, 𝜎1 and 𝜎2, the script randomly changes the 

transport cross section for each node with uniform distribution by a maximum of 1.5%, which is the limit 

between subsequent iterations, and runs again the simulation. This cycle continues until the end of the 

predetermined number of iterations, where, if 𝜎1 and 𝜎2 are reduced between subsequent iterations, the 

newly modified transport cross sections become the new default data for the next iteration. The total 

allowable transport XS change through all cycles cannot exceed 50% compared to the original Serpent 

value, which imposes a limit on the total change of the XS data. This calculation scheme is shown in Figure 

16. 

2.3.2.2. Reference SFR Superphenix core description 

The current analysis uses the benchmark core model [62] of Superphenix, French sodium fast reactor 

core, which has been in operation in France from 1981 until 1996. The core at start-up configuration 

(fueled with fresh fuel) contains about 360 fissile fuel SAs and generates thermal power of 2990 MW 

resulting in electric power of 1240 MW. 

The core model, with 120°-symmetry in plane, contains 7 different SA types. More specifically, there are 

190 inner core, 168 outer core, 225 radial breeder blanket, 21 control rod, 3 shutdown rod, 18 diluent 

and 294 radial shielding SAs. The reactor was fed by MOX fuel where the fissile isotopes content in the 

inner and outer core region were about 16% and 19.7%, respectively. The axial structure of the fissile SA 

of inner and outer core and the fertile SA of radial breeder blanket is shown in Figure 17.  

 

Figure 17. Fissile core (left) and radial breeder blanket (right) SA axial structure with Serpent universes 

2.3.2.3. Description of the modeling 

2.3.2.3.1. Serpent model  
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The Serpent model employed in the simulations is based on the reference critical core configuration, 

described in the benchmark assessment [62], where the control rods were inserted into the core by 

400 mm, whereas the shutdown rods were completely withdrawn. For the requirements of present 

analysis, modifications have been introduced on the model, namely, the number of universes for which 

XSs are generated have been increased so that region-wise XSs could be obtained individually for number 

of axial layers of interest and all fuel SAs separately. Figure 17 shows the Serpent SA axial partitioning 

with the corresponding universes. The model dimensions correspond to the reference hot zero power 

(HZP) conditions assuming the core geometry at sodium inlet temperature of 673K [62]. 

Two additional configurations have been set up to model Doppler and sodium density reactivity feedback 

effects: 

1) In the Serpent input, for the Doppler case, the XS library temperature of the fissile and fertile material 

isotopes was increased from 600K to 1500K. 

2) To quantify the reactivity effect of the sodium density change, a sodium heat-up by 400K (increase of 

sodium temperature from the nominal 673K to 1073K) has been considered for all SAs of the inner core, 

outer core and radial breeder blanket in all axial regions corresponding to fuel height and above.  

In the current modeling only these two feedback effects were considered, as the aim of the study was to 

demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed new method, rather than focusing on the accuracy of the 

reactor model. For an actual safety assessment, further and more detailed reactivity feedback effects are 

to be considered. 

2.3.2.3.2. PARCS model  

 

Figure 18. PARCS (left) vs Serpent (right) fuel SA geometry divisions 
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The PARCS model was created on basis of the Serpent core model ensuring a correspondence between 

them, applying some necessary simplifications. While the Serpent SA input employs a detailed axial 

structure containing various regions with several heights, some simplifications had to be applied on the 

PARCS model as unified axial mesh height had to be used for all SAs. In this sense, all the SAs are divided 

up into 40 axial layers with the node height of about 10 cm, Figure 18. In the radial direction, the 

calculation nodes of the model correspond to SA cells in the diagrid with the pitch equal to 18.02 cm 

following the same arrangement utilized in the Serpent model. As the core exhibits 120° symmetry,  

307 SAs have been modeled, each with individual one-group homogenized XS for all calculation nodes. 

2.3.2.4. Static calculation results 

The sampling script (see Section 2.3.2.1) was set to run 10000 iterations for the XS adjustment process to 

ensure that the resultant transport XS set reproduces the Serpent simulation results as close as possible. 

It was found that most of the XS change happens in the first few 100 iterations as the results are 

converging to the reference value and further improvement in both multiplication factor and flux 

deviation is increasingly difficult. This provides a possibility to significantly decrease the time required for 

the process as only 1000 iterations includes ~98% of all XS changes in the current calculation. Considering 

~5 s per iteration time requirement, the whole XS adjustment could be done in ~1.4 hours. 

For the analysis three cases have been assessed: 1) the reference critical core configuration and two other 

cases, where the most important reactivity feedback effects have been included, 2) the Doppler and  

3) sodium density feedback effects.  

2.3.2.4.1. Keff evaluation of the simulated cases 

Table 5 presents the results of multiplication factors for different core configurations in reference Serpent 

and corresponding PARCS simulations. One of the criteria for accepting a new transport cross section in 

the method is that the difference between Serpent’s and PARCS’ keff values is reduced from a preceding 

iteration or being less than 7 pcm, therefore the reactivity difference between the results is small, 

between 1 and 7 pcm. 

Core configuration 

keff value 

  [pcm] 
Serpent 

(std=1.6pcm) 
PARCS 

Reference critical,  
without cross section 

correction method 
0.99895 1.00312 416 

Reference critical 0.99895 0.99889 6 

Doppler effect 0.98862 0.98857 5 

Sodium density effect 0.99969 0.99970 1 

Table 5. Serpent and PARCS multiplication factor comparison 

From the 10000 repeating cycles performed by the hybrid SK sampling method for the optimal XS search, 

the number of successful iterations was around 400, Figure 19. The Figure shows that even when the 
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multiplication factor has converged to the Serpent value, within 7 pcm, after around 70 successful 

iterations, the difference between flux in PARCS nodes and flux in corresponding Serpent universes kept 

on decreasing. This indicates that other parameters than multiplication factor is also needed to be 

analyzed to obtain a representative picture on the performance of the correction method. 

 

Figure 19. Convergence of the multiplication factor and error on flux from successive cycles when 
sampling method is utilized 

2.3.2.4.2. Radial power map and relative error comparison of the simulated cases 

To obtain a more illustrative picture on the performance of the hybrid SK sampling method, the radial 

power distribution of the core and the axial flux profile have been compared for some representative SAs 

between the two solutions. Figure 20 demonstrates the SA power map obtained for the reference critical 

core configuration with Serpent. The highest power SA are located between the periphery of the inner 

and outer core with the peaking SA power at around 10 MW. The power of the fissile SAs at the outer 

core periphery does not exceed 5-6 MW while the neighboring SAs, the radial breeder blanket, colored 

mainly in dark blue, have significantly lower power level, around 0.01 to 0.5 MW per SA. 

In Figure 21, a power comparison is presented between the hybrid SK sampling and reference stochastic 

methods for the reference core configuration. A power peaking factor was introduced in the plots based 

on the inner and outer core power so that the deviations for the higher power SAs are pronounced to 

receive a higher importance. More specifically, as about 99% of the produced power comes from the 

inner and outer core of the reactor, a normalization factor has been introduced (equation 7) which has 

twofold effect. On the one hand, it pronounces the error on SAs with power higher than the average 

calculated from the inner and outer core (equation 8). On the other hand, it decreases the importance of 

the error values on the SAs under the average SA power, which could potentially show significant power 

deviation, especially for the lowest power periphery breeder SAs, whereas the absolute power difference 

is in the order of a kW. Thus, a more representative picture is obtained on the relative error of the hybrid 

SK sampling calculation. 
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𝑃𝑎𝑣
𝑃 =

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟

𝑁𝑜.  𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑆𝐴𝑠
                 (7) 

Error = 
(𝑃𝑃−𝑃𝑆) 

𝑃𝑆 ∗
𝑃𝑃

𝑃𝑎𝑣
𝑃 ∗ 100                (8) 

Where 𝑃𝑆 is the actual SA power obtained from the Serpent simulation, 𝑃𝑃 is the SA power from the 

PARCS simulation and 𝑃𝑎𝑣
𝑃  is the average power calculated from the inner and outer core. After applying 

the aforementioned peaking factor on the figure, the highest relative power difference for the inner core 

is 1.36%. However, the biggest relative error is in the outer core region, close to the control rods and the 

region periphery with the value of 2.2%. While the utilization of the power peaking factor pronounces the 

error in the higher than average power zones, it decreased the error values in the lower power region to 

less than 0.1%, as only about 1% of the total power is produced in the breeder region. 

 

 

Figure 20. Serpent SA power map for reference critical configuration 
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Figure 21. Relative SA power difference between PARCS and Serpent for reference critical configuration 

In Figure 22, the relative SA power difference between the results of two solutions calculated for the 

sodium density case is depicted. Overall, the observed differences are close to each other for both the 

reference and the sodium density case. This similarity in the error range stays true for the modeled 

Doppler case also, which means that the perturbation applied on the reactor core does not have a 

significant effect on the accuracy obtained by using the hybrid SK sampling method. 

Figure 23 illustrates relative SA power difference between PARCS and Serpent for the reference case 

when sampling was not used on the PARCS results. In the middle of the core, the Serpent SA power is up 

to 6% higher than that for PARCS which is significantly higher difference considering that it belongs to the 

highest power SAs. Another highly differing power region can be observed around the periphery of the 

outer core, close to the breeder region. Here the SA power is overestimated in PARCS by up to 5.5%. 

Considering this wave like power difference, it can be concluded that the PARCS results with the original 

cross section set does not follow well the power profile of the core. By comparing it to the original Serpent 

power map (Figure 20 or Figure 24), it can be seen that PARCS flattens the dips and peaks in the power 

distribution. 
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Figure 22. Relative SA power difference between PARCS and Serpent for sodium density case 

 

Figure 23. Relative SA power difference between PARCS and Serpent for critical configuration without 
the use of Sampling method 
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Figure 24 provides the radial distribution of SA powers. In this figure, as the core is 120° symmetric, the 

data for only one third of all SAs are plotted, according to the core radius where the SA is situated. Due 

to the presence of the control rods in the core, small dips in the power level can be observed around 

radius 50 and 150 cm. The SA power level noticeably decreases towards the periphery of the fissile core, 

reaching close to zero values at breeder region. 

 
Figure 24. SA powers radius-wise radial distribution for reference case 

2.3.2.4.3. Axial flux distribution evolution of inner core, outer core and breeder region SAs 

Another important parameter which has been compared for the two solutions is the axial neutron flux 

profile. For the axial direction, the Serpent model was chosen to be the basis for the comparison as it had 

less many universes compared to the number of nodes established in the PARCS model. Meaning that 

where one Serpent universe contained more than one PARCS node, the fluxes in the adjacent nodes were 

averaged in PARCS and compared to the corresponding Serpent universe. Data for three different SAs are 

plotted in Figures 25-27 to assess the accuracy of corrected and uncorrected SK solutions compared to 

the reference Monte Carlo solution: 

1) the inner core SA (Figure 25) is located adjacent to the central SA; 

2) the outer core SA (Figure 26) is located at the inner-outer core periphery;  

3) the breeder SA (Figure 27) is situated at the outer core-breeder region periphery. 

From Figures 25-27 it is shown that by using the proposed hybrid SK sampling (PARCS Sampling) solution, 

the calculated flux profile for all 3 presented SAs are closer to the reference Monte Carlo solution, which 

is especially pronounced at the highest flux nodes of the models.  

The static solution results show that the proposed methodology is capable of increasing the accuracy of 

the default solution of a nodal diffusion solver compared to a reference Monte Carlo simulation (another 

assessment using this method is given in Appendix C, applied on the China Experimental Fast Reactor 

(CEFR)). Based on this assessment, the method is going to be used for transient calculations for which its 

use was originally intended for TRACE-PARCS coupled calculations. The transient solution for a ULOF 

calculation, based on the same reactor core model, together with transient calculation with a spatially 

highly non-uniform perturbation, is going to be presented in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 25. Inner fuel SA axial flux profile comparison between original PARCS and PARCS with sampling 
method 

 

Figure 26. Outer fuel SA axial flux profile comparison between original PARCS and PARCS with sampling 
method 
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Figure 27. Breeder fuel SA axial flux profile comparison between original PARCS and PARCS with 
sampling method 

 

2.4. Core mechanic methodology 

In the past there have been reactivity incidents initiated by reactor core deformation, as it was described 

in Chapter 1, thus an improved core mechanical analysis tool is of interest for the calculation of non-

uniform core deformation. Therefore, a new method is proposed to provide a tool for the quantification 

of the reactivity change due to fast transients in the reactor [63]. Within this new methodology the 

deformed core geometry is calculated with a finite element solver called Nastran, which is then used 

directly in the Serpent 2 Monte Carlo code to calculate the reactivity effect of the deformation. This 

approach allows a more realistic calculation of the deformed reactor core, as both radially and axially 

non-uniformly deformed core states can be simulated, where local perturbation sources are involved. 

 

2.4.1. Methodology overview 

The proposed method is based on two main steps to calculate the reactivity effect of any deformation of 

the reactor core (Figure 28): 

1) The deformed geometry of the reactor core has to be calculated through a finite element solver 

(Autodesk Inventor Nastran) [35] with a non-linear transient response calculation option dynamically or 

statically, assuming different perturbation (load) scenarios; 

2) After the deformed geometry has been obtained, it is used as input for Serpent 2 Monte Carlo code 

[60] with which static neutronic calculation is completed. 
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By repeating the second step for a number of deformations calculated in the first step, the effect of the 

core geometry change can be converted into a reactivity effect for each configuration. This can be done 

either 1) by using the obtained keff values from each static core deformation snapshot to calculate the 

reactivity effect at various time points or 2) by parametrizing cross sections with respect to the 

deformation field. Afterwards, the prepared reactivity states can be used by point or spatial kinetics solver 

to simulate the relevant transient conditions. 

 

Figure 28. Main steps of core distortion conversion into reactivity effect 

This non-uniform deformation approach is important for applications, such as the analysis of the effect 

of SA movement induced by local temperature gradients present in the reactor core and corresponding 

thermal stresses or by pressure peaks, e.g. resulting from local sodium evaporation and condensation. In 

the given methodology description, the static part of the procedure is introduced with specific attention 

to the sanity checks, verification and validation using the Phenix reactor end-of-life tests as the source of 

experimental results [64],[65]. The complete four-step procedure for transient calculations is shown in 

Chapter 4, where the method is applied in an attempt to reproduce an actual reactivity incident observed 

during the operation of the Phenix reactor. 

 

2.4.2. Sanity check of the coupled methodology 

Initially, to evaluate that the geometry, obtained from the finite element solver, is correctly modeled with 

the built-in interface of the Monte Carlo code, meaning, the unstructured mesh-based geometry is 

accurately created, a simple test has been performed. A dummy core has been created within the Monte 

Carlo code in two different ways. 1) The core geometry has been modeled with the traditional text-based 

input in comparison to 2) the geometry which has been obtained from the finite element solver without 

applying any load on the model, meaning that the output from the solver is a non-deformed geometry. 

Within this test, the dummy core consisted of 7 hexagon assemblies with the material composition of 

mixed oxide fuel (MOX) for the whole length of the SA, utilizing the JEFF-3.1.1 cross section library 

provided with the Serpent package [60] for the simulations. Figure 29 shows the geometry of the model, 

where the height of the modeled assemblies was 3500 mm and the face-to-face distance of the hexagons 

was 150 mm. Regarding the surroundings of the core model, there was a 5500 mm thick sodium reflector 

around the core to make the system leakage negligible. In the geometry, detectors were introduced to 

measure the neutron production rate in the core and the neutron absorption rate in the three out-of-

core regions: below the core, above the core and at the core level.  

As the second half of this evaluation, another comparison was prepared between a uniformly deformed 

and an equivalently non-uniformly deformed geometry by using the proposed methodology. The uniform 

deformation was approximated by taking the center of mass position of the non-uniformly deformed 
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assemblies and moving each SA to this corresponding new position. In this way, the gap between the 

assemblies is 4 mm for the undeformed option, whereas, for the uniform deformation option, it equals 

7.15 mm. As for the non-uniformly deformed case, at the top of the SA the distance is 12.24 mm, while 

at the bottom, the original 4 mm was kept as the assemblies were fixed there. A schematic representation 

of the evaluated geometries is shown in Figure 30.  

 
Figure 29. Geometry specification and detector region description of the 7-SA fuel bundle simulation 

 

Figure 30. SA geometries for the production rate and absorption rate calculations 

In Table 6 the outcomes of the previously mentioned calculations are presented. From the results of the 

two undeformed cases, it was confirmed that the Nastran model was read well by the Serpent interface 

as the results are close to equal between the text-based input and the finite element input models. Among 

two deformed cases, a difference is shown in the Table regarding the absorption rate below and above 

the core. For the uniformly deformed case, this absorption rate is symmetric, i.e. the absorption rates are 

equal below and above the assemblies. In contrast, for the non-uniformly deformed case, this symmetry 

is broken and there is a greater absorption below the reactor core. This can be explained by a change in 
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the axial neutron flux profile. Figure 31 shows this neutron flux profile shift toward the bottom of the 

assemblies which indicates that by opening the SA bundle at the top the neutron production drops there.  

 

Set-up 
 

Production 
 

Absorption 

Outside the core In the core 
 Below core At core level Above core 

Undeformed geometry 
from Nastran 

1.40×10-3 

±4×10-8 
6.44×10-5 

±9×10-9 
3.50×10-4 

±1×10-8 
6.44×10-5 

±9×10-9 
9.13×10-4 

±2×10-8 

Undeformed geometry 
from text-based input 

1.40×10-3 

±4×10-8 
6.44×10-5 

±8×10-9 
3.50×10-4 

±1×10-8 
6.44×10-5 

±7×10-9 
9.13×10-4 

±2×10-8 

Uniformly deformed 
geometry 

1.37×10-3 

±4×10-8 
6.44×10-5 

±8×10-9 
3.49×10-4 

±1×10-8 
6.44×10-5 

±8×10-9 
8.97×10-4 

±2×10-8 

Non-uniformly 
deformed geometry 

1.38×10-3 

±4×10-8 
7.02×10-5 

±9×10-9 
3.49×10-4 

±1×10-8 
5.85×10-5 

±8×10-9 
9.00×10-4 

±2×10-8 

Table 6. Production and absorption rate measurement for different geometry SA bundles calculated 

with Serpent and normalized to flux 

The multiplication factor of the system was calculated and compared to the output value obtained from 

Serpent directly. To do this, Eq. 9 was used, where keff is the multiplication factor, P is the neutron 

production rate and A is the absorption rate (the leakage from the system is assumed negligible). 

𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝑃

∑ 𝐴
                                                 (9) 

In Table 7, the calculated keff values are presented in comparison to the keff obtained directly from the 

Serpent output. In the analysis, for the calculated keff value, the neutron production and absorption rates 

were used for the estimation, obtained through specific detectors in the Monte Carlo code, to reproduce 

the value given by Serpent, as one number in the output. As the maximum deviation from the keff values 

is up to 11 pcm it was concluded that the obtained production and absorption rates consider the most 

important neutron producing and absorbing interactions. It also shows that as it was anticipated, the 

leakage rate is negligible as a sufficiently great size sodium volume was modeled surrounding the SA 

bundle. The keff calculation revealed an interesting phenomenon, meaning that there is an effect in case 

of uniformly deformed geometry is about 100 pcm (~17%) stronger than the one for non-uniform case. 

This can be explained by the fact, that as the neutron flux distribution is shifted closer to the bottom of 

the SAs, where the overall deformation is lower, the neutron energy spectrum is harder (more compact 

fuel region). Thus, the rate of neutron production is increased compared to the rate of absorption. 

Although this difference might be pointing towards the increased accuracy of a non-uniformly deformed 

geometry model, it has to be underlined that the modeled SA bundle consists only of fissile material 

composition, which perhaps enhances the reactivity effect of the deformation. It also needs to be 

mentioned that an SA volume check has been prepared to ensure the consistency of the fissile material 

mass before and after the deformation by the finite element model. From this measurement, the resulting 

change is 7 × 10-6 %, corresponding to about 0.4 g of mass change in a 5.3 t SA bundle, which can be 

considered negligible. 
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Set-up 
Serpent calculated keff 

(Std: 1.6 pcm) 

Calculated 
keff 

(Std: 3.5 pcm) 
keff 

Undeformed geometry from 
Nastran 

1.00446 1.00453 0.00007 

Undeformed geometry from text-
based input 

1.00449 1.00456 0.00007 

Uniformly deformed geometry 0.99758 0.99769 0.00011 

Non-uniformly deformed 
geometry 

0.99853 0.99863 0.00010 

Table 7. keff comparison between direct Serpent output and calculation from neutron production and 

absorption rate 

 

 

Figure 31. Axial neutron flux profile shift between uniformly and non-uniformly deformed assemblies 
(hotter color corresponds to higher flux) 
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2.4.3. Verification of the mechanics part 

A verification case has been performed in support of the methodology. This verification consisted of a 

cantilever beam deformation. This cantilever beam problem refers to a hexagonal beam being fixed with 

a constraint at the bottom of the beam and a force is applied at the top of the beam, see in Figure 32. By 

using this problem definition, an analytical solution could be obtained through the following equation 

(10) [66]: 

∆𝑥 =  
𝐹

6𝐸𝐼
(𝑧3 − 3𝐿𝑧2)                                (10) 

where F is the force applied on the beam, E is the Young modulus of the beam material, L is the length of 

the beam, z is the position of the applied force and I is the moment of inertia along the x axis. 

For the verification of the model, the above-mentioned analytical solution was compared to the 

simulation results of the same problem. 

 

Figure 32. Cantilever beam example, side view (left) and cross-sectional view (right) 

The results of the verification case are shown in Table 8. The analytical solution has been calculated for 

two example cases, where forces of 5000 N and 1000 N have been applied on a hexagonal SA. This 

hexagonal SA had a face-to-face distance of 150 mm and a height of 3500 mm. These analytical solutions 

were compared to the solution for the same problem calculated by the finite element solver. Moreover, 

to check the sensitivity of the method on the mesh size of the finite element model, different meshes 

have been used for the same calculation. From the results, even by using the coarsest mesh, it provides 

a good agreement to the analytical solution, having a relative error of around 1%, which drops to around 

0.34% for the most refined mesh. Based on this comparison, the finite element solver calculates well the 

deformation of one SA and for the best computational performance, the mesh size equal to the face-to-

face distance of the hexagonal wrapper tube can be used. 
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Table 8. 

Verification results and sensitivity analysis on the mesh size of the finite element simulation 

 

2.4.4. Validation of the coupled methodology 

For the validation of the proposed core mechanics methodology, the Phenix end-of-life experimental 

measurement data was chosen, which has been published in references [64] and [65]. During this 

experimental test series on the Phenix SFR, a core mechanical study has been performed where the 

reactor core has been deformed in multiple steps and for each deformation step, the reactivity effect of 

the deformation has been measured. 

The investigated Phenix core was based on the core configuration described in [64] and [66]. The fuel 

material within the core was MOX fuel with 18% and 23% plutonium content within the inner and outer 

core respectively. As an end-of-life core was used within the experiments, the fuel composition 

corresponds to burned fuel with the maximum burnup of 115 GWd/tHM. In the experimental study, 2 

different temperatures were used, namely 180°C and 400°C, to conduct the measurements. For the 

validation of the methodology, the 400°C case was chosen, as it is closer to the operational conditions 

with the corresponding 0.25 mm gap between the assemblies at the wear pad level. The total height of 

the assemblies was 4300 mm from which 783 mm was below the diagrid upper plate. In this sense, the 

modelled geometry consisted only of the part above the diagrid, meaning the height of 3517 mm. The 

wrapper material of the Phenix reactor was the so-called EM10, ferritic-martensitic steel. 

2.4.4.1. Deformation calculation on the PHENIX core model  

To increase the speed of the reactor core deformation calculation, only 1/6th of the core has been 

modeled up to 11 rings of assemblies. This subsection of the core allows accurate modeling of the 

experimental set-up [64], where load has been applied only to the 6 assemblies adjacent to the center 

SA, at the SA pad region. In Figure 33, the model with the deformation contour can be seen. The 

assemblies at the sides have been cut to half to keep the symmetry of the model and frictionless 

constraints have been applied to them. It is well visible that after the load has been applied, the 

deformation is greatest at the top of the assemblies next to the center. The center SA stays without 

deformation as the applied forces on the adjacent SA pads are directed towards the periphery of the core 

to create the so-called flowering effect. 

Finite element 
mesh size [mm] 

Deformation [mm] 
Error relative to 

analytical solution [%] 

F=5000 N F=1000 N F=5000 N F=1000 N 

150 11.583 2.317 1.03 1.03 

50 11.656 2.331 0.41 0.42 

25 11.661 2.332 0.36 0.38 

5 11.664 2.333 0.34 0.34 

Analytical solution 11.704 2.341 - - 
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Figure 33. Modeling of the core distortion within the finite element solver for 6th of the full core (upper 

core view) 

The assemblies are modeled as full hexagons, meaning that all the inner structure was smeared together 

into a homogenous mixture of materials. This approach can be used for fast reactors as the mean free 

path of the neutrons are around an order of magnitude higher compared to thermal reactors, meaning 

that the heterogeneity effects are less important within the assemblies. As a demonstration of this fact, 

a study on the reactivity effect of the radial core expansion has been performed. In Figure 34, a part of 

the heterogeneous core model is plotted beside the homogenized model, to show the amount of 

simplification done on the model. It is visible that though the SAs have been homogenized, the inter SA 

gap was not smeared into it, as the distance between the assemblies are of key importance to model the 

reactivity effect of the core deformation. In Table 9, the results of the simulation are presented, from 

which the reactivity effect of the core radial expansion is comparable between the heterogeneous and 

homogeneous core model. Nevertheless, the mechanical behavior of a full SA is different compared to 

only a hexagonal wrapper deformation, mainly because of the different moment of inertia, which is 

geometry dependent. Furthermore, the material properties are influenced by the neutron irradiation and, 

as the experimental tests were performed at the end of reactor life, it is necessary to take into account 

some change of the elasticity of the material even if the used EM10 steel is more resilient to irradiation 

damage than the formerly used austenitic steels [68][69]. 

 
Figure 34. Heterogeneous (left) and homogeneous (right) Serpent model comparison 
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  keff  (Std:3 pcm) [pcm] 

Heterogeneous 
model 

Reference 1.00655 - 

0.25% radial expansion 1.00509 -144 

0.5% radial expansion 1.00359 -293 

1% radial expansion 1.00070 -581 

Homogeneous 
model 

Reference 1.00044 - 

0.25% radial expansion 0.99892 -152 

0.5% radial expansion 0.99736 -309 

1% radial expansion 0.99438 -609 

Table 9. Comparison of radial expansion reactivity effects between heterogeneous and homogeneous 

Serpent models 

To consider this difference in geometry between the actual SA and filled hexagons, furthermore, the 

irradiation hardening effect on the material, a calibration of the Young modulus, the proportionality 

coefficient between stress and strain, has been performed. The initial Young modulus in the Nastran 

simulation was corresponding to a general ferritic-martensitic steel of around 200 GPa [70], which was 

the base material of the hexagonal wrapper of the Phenix reactor. To do this adjustment, the 

measurement data was utilized, where the displacement of a 5th row SA was measured at the top level 

of the Phenix core, see Figure 35. Seven separate cases have been modeled, each of them differs in the 

applied forces on the pad levels of the SA, starting from 1000 N up to 7000 N in increments of 1000 N. 

These forces were applied to each of the 6 assemblies next to the center SA. 

In the experiment, which is described in [64], the central SA has been modified to facilitate the 

deformation of the reactor core. More precisely, a piston was inserted from the top of the middle SA, 

which encountered a mechanism that pushed the contact pads of the central SA, towards the adjacent 

SAs, applying a load on them. In this sense, from the experiment, the vertical piston displacement could 

be measured directly, which then could be converted into horizontal forces on the contact pads. Following 

the conversion of the applied forces from the simulation into vertical piston displacement, it was possible 

to calibrate the Young modulus of the model and to reproduce the experimentally measured 

deformations of the reactor core. The results of this adjustment and the calculated displacement 

compared to the experimentally measured ones are plotted in Figure 36. There were two sets of 

measured data available for this test case, both cases show the same overall tendency regarding the 

displacement of the 5th row SA top, nevertheless, the spreading of the data is relatively high. Overall, the 

calculated data fit everywhere to the spreading of the measured data, thus it was concluded that the 

chosen Young modulus, 130 GPa, gives a reasonable deformation result at the chosen location. Such a 

significant modification of the Young modulus value is needed mainly to correct the geometry difference 

between a real hexagonal SFR SA and the simplified completely filled SA used in the models. Nonetheless, 

by doing this calibration, not only the geometry but also the irradiation hardening effect has been taken 

into account. To perform this calibration, for the Phenix reactor, measured data was available, in the case 

of other SFRs for which this data is not present but similar SA geometry is in use, the same Young modulus 

ratio change could be considered as a reasonable approximation for an end of cycle core. 
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Figure 35. 5th row SA position which was used for the calibration of the young modulus of the SA 
material 

 

Figure 36. Displacement of the measured 5th row SA in comparison to the experimental results 
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2.4.4.2. Neutronic calculation based on the deformed PHENIX core model 

The second step in the methodology, following the calculation of the deformed geometries of the 

aforementioned cases, is to implement these core models, shown in Figure 37, in the Serpent 2 Monte 

Carlo code. To do this, the material densities have been calculated for the different regions of the core, 

corresponding to a homogenized SA model. The model has been divided axially and radially according to 

the present material composition, such as inner fuel fertile region, inner fuel fissile region, etc. After the 

deformed model has been sliced corresponding to the distinct material regions, each of these pieces of 

the model has been loaded into Serpent with the matching material composition which was followed by 

a criticality calculation. The Serpent input geometry preparation, following the approach written above, 

can model any general deformed core shape and it is not restricted to the 60° symmetric deformation to 

the center used for this validation, which was required to reproduce the experimental conditions. This is 

provided by the fact that the finite element results are used directly without further geometry 

simplifications in Serpent allowing any geometry to be simulated. 

 

Figure 37. Serpent 2 model based on the deformed geometry of the reactor core, different colors 
correspond to separate model sections with different material compositions 

The criticality calculation run by Serpent on the deformed core gives a direct keff value of the analyzed 

core geometry. By running the calculation for the 7 cases, a plot on the reactivity effect of the core 

deformation could be drawn. Figure 38 shows this reactivity effect versus the vertical piston displacement 

allowing again a direct comparison to the data which was experimentally measured. The calculated points 

go well along with the measured data points on the graph, showing that the calculation can give back 

relatively closely the reactivity effect compared to the experimental set-up. 

To compare the result against another set of data of the same experiment, the reactivity effect was 

plotted versus the experimental device displacement at pad levels. Figure 39 shows this plot, where it is 

seen that the calculated data points are following well the measured data set until around 2.5 mm 

displacement at pad levels. From that point on, the data sets start to deviate from each other and the 

calculation overestimates the reactivity effect. The origin of this deviation can come from different 

factors. It can be that the irradiated core had different gaps between certain assemblies in some regions 

and it only showed effect when the deformation was high enough that the cumulative addition of small 
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errors, on the distance at the pad level between the assemblies, add up to an effect which is quantifiable. 

Another possible explanation to this is the fact that the Phenix reactor core has a slight dissymmetry and 

on one side of the core [64], some SAs were not modeled. This symmetry approximation could introduce 

some error to the calculations, especially at higher deformations. 

 
Figure 38. Reactivity effect comparison between the data previously measured [65] and calculated with 

the proposed method 

 
Figure 39. Reactivity effect comparison between measurement data [64] and calculated data point 

regards to the experimental device displacement at pad levels 
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2.5. Summary of Chapter 2 

In the Chapter, the various main codes and methodologies have been introduced which were used for 

the safety assessment described in the thesis. To accomplish the research goals, a multiphysics analysis 

was required utilizing various domains of physics. 

1. The conceptual design of the reactor, with all of its main components have been created in a CAD 

software, creating a 3D model of the whole reactor. This methodology has been the base for all other 

simulations, as it provided input data in various means for the different code packages used for the 

assessment. Besides of being a basic tool for the PhD research, the ESFR-SMART project as whole have 

taken good advantage of the generated models. 

2. Another basic tool for the safety study is the TRACE thermal-hydraulic system code. Through the 

previously applied modifications in the code at PSI, SFR safety studies are now possible with this validated 

system code, allowing the study related to the reactivity control safety function and heat removal safety 

functions of the thesis. The whole reactor with primary, secondary and tertiary systems have been 

modeled and the modeling approach is described in this Chapter. For accidental simulations presented in 

Chapter 3 (DHRS analysis study) this whole reactor model has been used, whereas for the ULOF studies 

in Chapter 4, a simplified TRACE model was prepared due to the computational time requirement of the 

whole model. 

3. For the power evolution calculation during the accidental conditions two methods are used in the 

thesis. 1) The point kinetics method, which is the built-in technic used in TRACE allowing fast power 

calculation during a transient simulation. 2) A new method is developed using the TRACE-PARCS thermal-

hydraulic/spatial kinetics coupled codes with a XS correction technique called sampling. With the spatial 

kinetics calculation route, certain limitations of the point kinetics method could be overcome, allowing to 

obtain more accurate results when strong spatially dependent reactivity perturbation is introduced into 

the reactor core. To assess the accuracy gain of the proposed XS correction technique applied on PARCS, 

which is the new feature of the method, a static benchmark analysis is performed using the Superphenix 

reactor core and the results obtain with the reference Monte Carlo calculations. As the aim of the method 

is not to run static but transient calculations, in Chapter 4, another benchmark analysis is performed using 

the same Superphenix reactor core, and comparing the ULOF results obtained from TRACE using point 

kinetics and the new XS correction technique with the coupled TRACE-PARCS.  

4. To calculate reactivity effect induced by reactor core deformation, as a results of for example sodium 

boiling or an earthquake, a new calculation route has been prepared in this work using the 3D core 

geometry from the CAD model. A commercial finite element analysis tool is used to calculate any general 

core deformation scenario, obtaining the generic core geometry, being radially and axially non-uniform. 

Therefore, as the individual SA movement is reproduced accurately, a common simplification has been 

overcome with the method, compared to more usual core geometry reactivity effect calculations, where 

radially or axially and radially the core is kept as uniformly deformed. Lastly, the deformation reactivity 

effect is calculated with Serpent 2 Monte Carlo code, using directly the deformed shape 3D output from 

the CAD software, creating a simple yet accurate neutronic calculation. In Chapter 4, this method is 

utilized as the tool for evaluation of static core deformation reactivity effect for the ESFR-SMART core 

design. Moreover, a transient study is performed on the Phenix reactor core using a hypothetical sodium 

boiling induced core deformation scenario, assessing its effect on the reactivity evolution.  
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CHAPTER 3 

Safety function: Heat removal 

Following the Fukushima nuclear accident, it is important to demonstrate that a reactor design under 

development can withstand conditions such as those that occurred during the accident. In the current 

Chapter the behavior of the ESFR during an accidental scenario, called Protected Station Blackout (PSBO) 

is being assessed. As part of the study, new safety measures are being assessed and selected, ensuring 

safe operation and shutdown of the reactor in a PSBO like accidental conditions [71]. 

To guarantee that the residual heat is safely removed from the reactor during an accidental scenario, 

three different DHRSs have been allocated for this reactor design. These systems are completely 

independent from each other and can operate separately. The DHRS-1 and DHRS-2 both use secondary 

sodium for the heat removal, and both of them can operate in a completely passive manner, whereas the 

DHRS-3 is the pit cooling system and uses forced convection. The main goals of the study presented in 

the chapter are to assess the operation and performance of these DHRSs in different operating 

arrangements and provide recommendations for possible further improvements. The calculational tool 

used for the analysis (TRACE code) was validated using the Phenix End-Of-Life Natural Circulation Test 

[67]. 

DHRS-1 design 

The system is designed to work in a passive manner using the sodium present in the secondary loop. In 

Figure 8, the main components of the system are presented. The DHRS-1 circuit is connected to the 

secondary side of the IHX in parallel to the main secondary system. The cold leg is connected to the 

bottom of the central downcomer tube having cold secondary sodium in it, whereas the hot leg is 

connected right above the IHX piping outlet. During operation, the natural convection drives the system 

with the aid of a thermoelectric (TE) pump1 [72], thus facilitating the establishment of the desired flowrate 

and flow direction within the system. The heat removal from the sodium is achieved through a sodium-

air heat exchanger situated at the bottom of the DHRS-1 chimney. During normal operation, the air 

openings are closed. The removed heat is only significant after the latches are opened once the signal is 

received that the sodium temperature threshold of 600°C at the IHX inlet is exceeded. The target 

performance to be demonstrated by the DHRS-1 is to ensure safe thermal conditions for the considered 

accidental scenario even when 1 out of 6 units is unavailable due to maintenance or failure. The 

geometrical details of the system is provided in Appendix B, Drawing 10.  

DHRS-2 design 

Being the second main system, the DHRS-2 is integrated in the secondary sodium circuit, having no 

additional circuits, to ensure the heat removal from the primary system. For the operation, atmospheric 

air is circulated, which is in contact with the modular SGs’ outer surface. This is achieved by having doors 

at the bottom and the top of the SG casing, as shown in Figure 9. To operate the system, these doors need 

 
1 Passive pumps based on various technologies will be considered in future to identify the most reliable and 
economic option 
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to be opened, facilitating the establishment of natural air convection within the casing. Following the 

opening of the doors, the system works in a completely passive manner. The secondary sodium flow is 

assisted by a TE pump, serving to stabilize the flow in the circuit during an accident. The initiation 

temperature is set to 600°C, similar to the DHRS-1 units, just like the target performance, which should 

ensure safe thermal conditions under the simulated transient even when 1 unit is not operational from 

the 6 available ones. More details on the secondary circuit geometry is provided in Appendix B, Drawing 

9. 

DHRS-3 design 

A primary purpose of the system is to ensure cooling of the concrete surrounding the reactor keeping it 

below 70°C at nominal operation, and to maintain the vessel wall temperature at an acceptable level [8]. 

The system consists of two main heat removal circuits, an oil circuit attached to the liner of the reactor 

pit and a water coolant circuit in the concrete, as presented in Figure 10. In the ESFR design, the safety 

vessel has been replaced by a pit liner [8]. The pit liner is cooled with the oil circuits being welded to the 

surface of the liner, and these circuits are operated with forced convection, using a centrifugal pump, 

thus, this system cannot operate passively on the contrary to DHRS-1 and DHRS-2. As for the heat transfer 

medium for the oil circuit, a high-temperature-resistant oil was chosen, called Diphyl THT, which can 

operate even above 300°C, and in case of getting into contact with sodium, there is no danger of hydrogen 

production. Following the liner, an insulation layer protects the concrete from high heat fluxes from the 

reactor, and finally, the concrete is cooled with incorporated water circuits using centrifugal pumps. 

Radiative heat transfer is the main mechanism of heat exchange between the vessel wall and the liner as 

the pit is filled with inert gas, thus, the heat removal capability of the system is limited. Geometrical details 

of the system is provided in Appendix B, Drawings 6-8. 

 

3.1. PSBO scenarios 

The initiating event is a loss of electrical power supply, while the reactor is fully operational and is in its 

normal operation conditions. As the protected scenario is considered, the control rods' insertion is 

ensured, thus shutting down the reactor, while the forced convection is lost in all cooling circuits. 

Following the reactor trip, the primary pumps coast down with the mass flow halving time of 10 s for the 

reference design. No pony motors are started due to an assumption of loss of diesel generators (no 

auxiliary power supply is considered). The secondary and tertiary pumps coast down occurs with the mass 

flow halving time of 3 s. 

To obtain a global picture of the reactor behavior during these accidental conditions, three scenarios 

(cases) have been chosen to be assessed before implementing the proposed DHRS in the design: 

1) In the first case, after the reactor shutdown, heat removal in the tertiary system is maintained due to 

the remained feedwater supply of 5% of the nominal value, ensured by an external power source, thus 

ensuring a stable long-term cooling. No DHRS are assumed in operation and the goal of this exercise is to 

evaluate transition from forced to natural convection. 

2) In the second case, the feedwater supply is lost, thus, the heat sink of the tertiary system is not 

available. This case provides a comparative basis for the DHRS-2 analysis. 
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3) The third case is the most penalizing scenario, where the loss of heat sink of the primary system is 

assumed at the start of the accident by setting zero heat exchange rate at IHX. This case draws the basis 

for DHRS-1 and DHRS-3 studies. 

During the analysis, certain limiting temperatures were taken as indicators of the necessary power 

removal. The main limiting temperatures are the maximum vessel temperature, which is limited to 650°C 

to avoid high creep rates, and the reactor pit concrete temperature of 70°C. Another limiting temperature 

could be the maximum fuel temperature. However, as the assessed transients are always protected ones, 

the fuel temperature drops significantly at the beginning of the transient, and it stays even lower than 

under nominal conditions. Besides, the efficient heat removal from the fuel by the sodium coolant, which 

has a high heat conductivity compared to water, ensures that fuel melting is of no concern during the 

proposed accidents. 

 

3.2. Assessment of ESFR decay heat removal with reference secondary circuit design 

3.2.1. TRACE models 

The reactor design was simulated through two main models to run the PSBO analysis, a full model and a 

simplified model. The full model is a very detailed model of all main components of the primary, 

secondary and tertiary systems, described in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2. This model was used for the PSBO 

accident simulations and for the decay heat removal performance analysis, where it was extended with 

each analyzed DHRS.  

In the case of the simplified model, the primary system has been modified, and only one secondary loop 

with the corresponding tertiary system have been installed for the calculation. This model was used for 

certain sensitivity cases to reduce the calculation burden, where only one single aspect of the simulation 

has been assessed, and the results would not benefit from the detailed calculation. The model and its 

application will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.3.1. 

3.2.1.1. DHRS-1 

The overview of the DHRS-1 model is shown in Figure 40. The sodium piping follows the path of the actual 

design, and the connection points to the IHX were also kept at the same locations, as they are determined 

in the design drawings. For the chimney, a boundary condition with constant air flowrate is considered 

during the operation of DHRS at the pipe corresponding to the square box situated at the bottom of the 

chimney where the sodium-air heat exchanger is placed. From this pipe, the connection leads to another 

pipe equivalent to the chimney itself, which ends with an atmospheric pressure boundary condition of 

0.1 MPa. The heat exchange happens with the aid of a heat structure connecting the air pipe under the 

chimney and the part of the sodium piping cooled down with air in accord with the actual design. The 

heat transfer coefficient under the modeled air flowrate and heat exchanger geometry was estimated, 

on average on the heat exchanger length, around 11.4 W/m2K. 

The reference scenario for DHRS-1 intervention considers the loss of the flow circulation path in the 

secondary loop, while the secondary side of the IHX is integrated in the DHRS-1 loop. In order to isolate 

the secondary circuit for the study of DHRS-1 performance, the secondary sodium flow outside of the IHX 
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was blocked by closing a valve at the start of the accident, and thus, only the heat exchange of primary 

sodium with the secondary sodium circulating in the DHRS-1 loop was allowed. This approach also allowed 

to exclude the influence of the secondary flow on the flow conditions in the DHRS-1 loop. In addition, the 

availability of the secondary circuit would result in a later time point of the air inlet opening of DHRS-1, 

as it would take longer to reach 600°C at IHX primary side inlet due to the higher secondary sodium heat 

capacity. 

Figure 40. Schematic view of the DHRS-1 system in the TRACE model, connected to the secondary 
sodium loop (Figure nodalization for visualization purposes only) 

3.2.1.2. DHRS-2 

DHRS-2 serves as the main DHRS by the availability of the secondary loops. The system itself is relatively 

simple as the heat is removed from the outer surface of the SGs by natural air circulation within the SG 

casing. To model DHRS-2 in TRACE, a boundary condition with a predefined constant air flowrate 

estimated to be 23 kg/s [73] has been used in connection to a pipe, representing the SG casing geometry. 

This pipe is connected to subsequent piping, which embodies the chimney above the SG casing. On top 
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of the chimney, an atmospheric pressure boundary condition of 0.1 MPa has been set. DHRS-2 is 

connected to the secondary sodium circuit through a heat structure that allows heat exchange between 

the SG outer periphery and the air in the casing, as presented in Figure 41. The corresponding base PSBO 

case for this simulation was the “no feedwater” simulation option, i.e., the feedwater supply was 

completely lost at the beginning of the accident. The heat transfer coefficient under the previously 

described air flowrate and heat exchanger geometry was estimated, on average on the heat exchanger 

length, around 11.3 W/m2K. 

 
Figure 41. Schematic view of the DHRS-2 model and its connection to the secondary system in TRACE 

(Figure nodalization for visualization purposes only) 

3.2.1.3. DHRS-3 

DHRS-3 is considered mainly as an auxiliary heat removal system that should operate in parallel to at least 

one of the other two DHRS (DHRS-1 or DHRS-2). Modeling of the system is necessary for the assessment 

of its capability to complement other DHRSs, for the estimate of its ability to keep the concrete 

temperature below 70°C at nominal operation conditions, as well as for the evaluation of its performance 

during accidental heating up of the primary system. In the model, loss of secondary circuits at the accident 
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start, similarly to the study of DHRS-1, has been considered by setting the heat exchange rate in the IHX 

to zero. 

The modeling followed the design of the actual system, shown in Figure 42. It has two main cooling 

circuits: 1) an oil cooling circuit situated between the pit liner and the insulation and 2) a water cooling 

circuit immersed into the surrounding concrete. At the inlet of both circuits, a boundary condition with a 

constant flow velocity of 1 m/s is provided, representing the centrifugal pumps, whereas, at the outlet, 

there is a pressure boundary condition of 0.1 MPa. The heat exchange between the reactor and the 

different cooling circuits is provided by multi-layer heat structure elements. The first heat structure 

represents the reactor vessel wall, gas gap, liner, and oil circuit pipe wall. The second heat structure 

represents the layers between the oil and water circuits, i.e., oil pipe wall, insulation, concrete, and water 

pipe wall. The third and last element creates the connection between the water tube wall and the 

environment using layers of a water pipe wall and concrete, having a constant temperature of 40°C at its 

outer periphery. 

 
Figure 42. Schematic view of the DHRS-3 model and its connection to the primary system in TRACE 

(Figure nodalization for visualization purposes only) 

 

3.2.2. Simulation results for PSBO scenarios with no DHRS activated 

In the following simulations, the applied model includes the primary, secondary, and tertiary systems 

without any DHRS implemented. As discussed in Section 3.1, these calculations serve as a comparative 

basis where the reactor behavior can be evaluated with and without any auxiliary heat removal to see 

the available grace period of the reactor and the extent of the system behavior change due to the DHRS 

implementation in the subsequent models. In the first model, the heat removal is ensured by a 5% 

residual feedwater supply. For the second case, the feedwater supply is stopped, and the reactor is kept 
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within thermal safety margins for a considerable period of time due to its great thermal capacity, 

originating from the large amount of primary and secondary sodium, as it absorbs a big amount of the 

reactor power, thus damping any possible prompt temperature spike (“no feedwater” case in Figures). 

This heat capacity is reduced for the third case, where the secondary sodium is not available as a heat 

sink (“loss of secondary circuit” case in Figures) after the start of the accident. 

According to the PSBO description, when the accident begins, the control rods are inserted into the 

reactor core, thus, the reactor is shutdown, and the power rapidly decreases determined by radioactive 

decay, as shown in Figure 43. Furthermore, the primary and secondary pumps are stopped with the mass 

flow halving times of 10 s and 3 s, respectively. The pump’s coast down results in decreasing flowrates in 

the systems until the establishment of the natural circulation, driven by the buoyancy effect originating 

from the residual heat produced by the reactor core. 

In Figure 43, an oscillating behavior can be observed for the primary and secondary flow of the case where 

the 5% feedwater supply was kept. These oscillations originate from a strongly non-uniform temperature 

distribution along the secondary loop established after the rapid flowrate decrease in the primary and 

secondary circuits, shown in Figure 44. It results in a strong variation of the heat up at the secondary side 

of the IHX and in corresponding oscillations in the natural circulation head and mass flow of the secondary 

loop. The flow oscillations cause the IHX primary side outlet temperature to oscillate also, affecting the 

SA outlet temperatures as well, as can be observed in Figure 45, where the primary sodium temperatures 

at different locations are presented for all three PSBO cases. Due to a large amount of sodium in the hot 

pool, the IHX inlet temperature, in contrast, changes very smoothly, decreasing in accord with the power 

generation. For every cyclic rise of the secondary flow, the primary flow is also accelerated due to 

enhanced heat exchange in the IHX, which results in a corresponding decrease of the IHX outlet 

temperature on the primary side. 

In the “no feedwater” case, the secondary flow exhibits fluctuations with reversal in multiple time points. 

The reason for this is that no stable natural circulation in the secondary loop can be established due to 

the absence of the heat removal on the tertiary side, thus the extra natural circulation pressure head is 

not available, unlike the case of 5% feedwater. Furthermore, the fluctuations are governed by the non-

uniform sodium temperature distribution, similar to the 5% feedwater case, along the secondary loop. 

Due to the reduced secondary mass flow and limited heat exchange between the secondary loop and the 

IHX, the primary flow oscillations are only weakly present in the results. Finally, the primary flow of the 

“loss of secondary circuit” case displays a stable natural circulation flow pattern at nearly the same level 

as for the “no feedwater” case. 

The evolution of the plotted primary circuit temperatures exposes the major differences in Figure 45 

between the three presented cases. For the simulation with 5% feedwater flow, following the sudden 

temperature drop, due to the control rod insertion and fuel temperature decrease, the temperatures at 

different locations are constantly decreasing, thus, the reactor is safely shutdown by using the residual 

feedwater supply for the decay heat removal. 
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Figure 43. Evolution of reactor power, primary and secondary mass flow for different PSBO scenarios 

without activation of DHRS (air inlets are closed) 

 

Figure 44. Temperature profile over the length of the secondary circuit before transient initiation and 
1500 s after for the “feedwater” calculation case 
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For the other two cases, a similar initial drop of the SA outlet temperature is visible right after the reactor 

shutdown, as the fuel temperature drops quicker compared to the more gradual flowrate reduction due 

to the existing pump run out. Due to a lack of heat removal in the primary circuit, cold and hot pool 

temperatures gradually increase, as can be observed following the plotted temperatures at the SA outlet, 

IHX inlet, and outlet. The conditions without intervention of a DHRS ultimately lead to exceeding safety 

margins for temperatures of primary sodium and structural components, although this heating up is slow 

due to a high thermal capacity of the primary system. In the most penalizing “loss of secondary circuit” 

case, higher temperatures are reached as compared to the other two simulations. For this scenario, the 

predefined DHRS initiation (DHRS-1) temperature of 600°C at the IHX primary side inlet is reached after 

about 3000 s of the accident, while the availability of the secondary circuit as a heat sink in “no feedwater” 

case results in an additional grace time of about 2000 s (the trigger temperature was not reached during 

the simulated 5000 s), prior to the initiation of DHRS (DHRS-2). This fact also shows that for the DHRS-2 

simulation, longer than 5000 s calculation time will be required.  

 

  

  
 

Figure 45. Evolution of selected primary system temperature parameters during the PSBO accident 
without activation of DHRS (SA outlet-top left, IHX inlet-top right, IHX outlet-bottom left, Vessel 

average-bottom right) 
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3.2.3. Individual DHRS simulation results 

3.2.3.1. Evaluation of heat removal capabilities with DHRS depending on air flowrate conditions 

The efficiency of the main DHRSs rely on the air flow conditions in the chimneys. Natural circulation is 

considered by the design, while a forced air flow using electric blowers also can be applied to intensify 

heat exchange in the chimneys. A study has been performed to evaluate the DHRS-1 air flowrate, from a 

potentially achievable set of flows, in the chimney for which the pre-determined heat removal capacity 

can be achieved. In order to conduct such a study, a simplified model has been developed in TRACE, 

shown in Figure 46, where the primary circuit has been modified by removing the vessel component, thus 

using plenums for the cold and hot sodium pools instead. A further simplification was that only 1/6th of 

the primary cooling circuit has been simulated, corresponding to only one IHX, a primary pump with 

reduced flowrate, and 1/6th of the fuel assemblies. The secondary and tertiary systems have not been 

modified, they have been kept identical to the full reactor model. In the simplified model both DHRS-1 

and DHRS-2 have been included and operated simultaneously. In this way, even though the DHRS-1 

chimney air flowrate is the analyzed quantity, DHRS-2 is also removing heat from the core. Nevertheless, 

this fact does not significantly influence the assessment, as DHRS-1 is expected to remove considerably 

greater amount of heat than DHRS-2, thus it can serve as an initial air flowrate determination study. The 

air flow in DHRS-2 has not been varied as it was predefined in a previous study [73]. 

Figure 46. The simplified TRACE model of ESFR for sensitivity analysis (Figure nodalization for 
visualization purposes only) 
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The simplification was performed to reduce the required time to obtain results from transient 

simulations, which allowed to run a sensitivity study and to determine the minimum required air flowrate 

in the DHRS-1 chimney. In Figure 47, the results from this study are plotted, where the crossing of the 

power ratio of 1, shown by the red line of the Figure, describes the point where the removed heat by 

DHRS is greater than the produced by the reactor core. Based on this, by using DHRS-1 and DHRS-2 

together, it is possible to remove all produced power from the reactor in less than 4500 s following the 

initiation of the transient even by using an air flowrate of 30 kg/s. By using as low air flowrate as possible, 

the calculations can be considered as being conservative, and it is more ensured that the required air can 

be supplied through natural convection. Equation 11 is used to calculate the approximate natural air 

flowrate in the chimney above the DHRS-1 sodium-air heat exchanger, originating from the so called stack 

effect of the chimney [74]. 

𝑄 = 𝐶𝑑  𝐴 𝜌√2𝑔ℎ
𝑇𝑖−𝑇0

𝑇𝑖
                           (11) 

where: Q is the natural air flowrate arising from stack effect, 𝐶𝑑 is the discharge coefficient taken as 0.65, 

A is the flow area, 𝜌 is the average air density inside the chimney, 𝑔 is the gravitational acceleration 

constant, h is the distance between the air opening at the bottom and outlet of the chimney, 𝑇𝑖 is the 

average temperature inside the chimney, whereas 𝑇0 is the ambient air temperature. Using the above 

equation for the DHRS-1 chimney design assuming 28 m height and 2.8 m diameter, expecting 313 K 

(40°C) ambient temperature, the achievable air flowrate is 44 kg/s. This approach gives an approximate 

flow value, as the obstruction of air by the heat exchanger piping in the bottom of the chimney is not 

precisely accounted for, nor the air moisture level is defined. Nevertheless, it gives a basis to accept  

30 kg/s flowrate as a reasonable value for the calculation, especially considering that the same order of 

magnitude has been used for DHRS-2 analysis, which was based on the evaluation given in [73]. 

 
Figure 47. Sensitivity study on the DHRS-1 heat removal versus the applied air flowrate in the DHRS-1 

chimney with the removed power by the DHRS vs decay power produced by the core (Power ratio) 
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3.2.3.2. DHRS-1 system simulations 

3.2.3.2.1. Application of auxiliary pump on DHRS-1 loop 

A preliminary study on DHRS-1 has revealed that the direction of the sodium flow in the system during 

normal operation is opposite to that of what is envisaged in the design specifications caused by the 

pressure distribution in the system. Due to this phenomenon, the cold sodium is sucked into DHRS-1, at 

the bottom of the central IHX column, flows through the system, and is ejected to the hot sodium part of 

the IHX, close to the top of the heat exchanging tube bundle. This flow reversal ends up slightly decreasing 

the total reactor efficiency in nominal conditions, as a small part of the secondary cold sodium is directly 

injected into the hot sodium side, thus lowering the maximum sodium temperature flowing towards the 

SGs. In order to fix the flow direction in the system and to help the establishment of natural convection 

within DHRS-1, the application of an auxiliary pump in the DHRS-1 loop was considered. Two options were 

assessed: electromagnetic (EM) and TE pumps. 

EM pumps are often used in liquid metal loops. In case of application of this pump, the pump head will 

be lost immediately (with no run out) following accident start, as the result of the loss of power supply. 

The TE pump is a passively operating pump, where the Seeback effect is used to generate a pressure head 

in the liquid metal coolant [72]. With both options, it is possible to generate enough pumping power to 

counteract the unfavorable pressure difference at the ends of DHRS-1, thus changing the flow direction 

within the loop. 

A sensitivity study was performed on the simplified loop to estimate the pump head that needs to be 

generated by the TE pump. Using the results, a MATLAB script was developed at PSI, allowing to 

determine the required TE pump length to generate the additional pressure head. The calculations show 

that, based on the geometry and pump materials predefined in the project [8], the equation derived to 

show the relationship between the TE pump length and the produced pump head is: 

∆𝐻 = 182.9𝐿 ∙ 𝐵 ∙ ∆𝑇                              (12) 

where: ∆𝐻 is the produced pressure head, 𝐿 is the length of the TE pump, 𝐵 is the magnetic field strength, 

and ∆𝑇 is the temperature difference between the hot and cold parts of the thermocouples. The resultant 

required head pressure to be supplied to reverse the flow in the DHRS-1 loop is ~41 kPa, based on the 

study. Using equation 12 to determine the necessary pump length, using 80°C as ambient temperature, 

~500°C as sodium average temperature in the loop, and 0.1 T magnetic field strength, the required pump 

length is about 5.4 m. 

In Figure 48, the result of the designed TE and EM pump head can be seen for different operational 

options in terms of flowrate in the DHRS-1 loop. Three different options are indicated in the Figure:  

1) The first one (pump stop, delayed air inlet opening) is emulating an option of EM pump, being stopped 

at the start of the transient. The jump in the flowrate at 3300 s corresponds to the air inlet opening of 

DHRS-1, resulting in an increased flowrate and establishment of natural circulation in the loop; 2) The 

second option uses the same set-up, but this time, the DHRS-1 air inlet opening follows the transient 

initiation directly, thus, the flowrate stays on a constant, elevated level; 3) The third case represents the 

TE pump usage, thus, the pump is not stopped during accidental conditions, while DHRS-1 is also activated 

immediately after the start of the transient. Not surprisingly, the third option gives the highest flowrate 

in the system for the accidental conditions. For normal reactor operation, as shown in the Figure, the flow 
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direction is ensured with a relatively small flowrate, thus creating favorable conditions for no interaction 

between flows in the DHRS-1 loop and secondary loop, potentially increasing the flow stability and 

transition to accidental operation of DHRS-1. The application of TE pump allows increasing by about three 

times the flowrate in the DHRS-1 loop compared to purely natural convection case, however the power 

evacuated by the system is poorly dependent on the flowrate in the loop, thus increasing by ~10% for the 

case where the TE pump facilitates the flow. In further study of DHRS-1, the conservative option with EM 

pump is considered. 

 
Figure 48. Different pump operation options with the induced flow in the DHRS-1 loop 

3.2.3.2.2. DHRS-1 simulation results 

In this Section, an assessment of the behavior of the power plant is discussed during PSBO with the 

intervention of DHRS-1 following the basic “loss of secondary circuit” scenario described in Section 3.2. 

According to the design, this system is expected to remove the greatest amount of heat from the reactor 

during an accident, thus being presumably the most effective DHRS of the reactor. 

The system is activated, by opening the air inlets at the chimney bottom, at about 3000 s of the accident 

with the signal on exceeding the IHX primary side inlet sodium temperature of 600°C. With the predefined 

30 kg/s air flowrate at the chimney, the removed heat by all 6 DHRS-1 loops stabilizes around 42 MW, as 

shown in Figure 49. The TRACE model included the components related to DHRS-3 (gas gap, insulation, 

etc.), to take into account the vessel’s thermal inertia and demonstrate that its maximum temperature 

does not exceed safety margins (stays below 650°C), but without imposing forced convection in its cooling 

circuits. Another reason for this is that in the actual design, though there is no forced convection, the heat 

capacity of the surrounding concrete would play a role in heat dissipation. In this sense, the modeled 
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scenario does include the reactor pit, which can absorb ~4 MW heat during the accident that is added on 

top of the DHRS-1 heat evacuation, shown by the “Total heat removal” line in Figure 49. Under these 

conditions, the total power removed from the reactor reaches the produced decay power in about 2000 s 

after the initiation of DHRS-1 and in 5000 s after the start of the accident.  

 
Figure 49. DHRS-1 heat removal capability used as an individual heat removal 

The selected primary system temperatures are plotted in Figure 50. The core heating up undergoes the 

same scenario as one of “loss of secondary circuit” before the air inlet opening of DHRS-1. The open air 

inlets of this system results in cooling down of the cold leg sodium, followed by the establishment of the 

natural circulation in the DHRS-1 loop, facilitating the heat transfer in the IHX as the cold sodium from the 

loop enters the secondary side of the IHX. The corresponding decrease of the IHX primary side outlet 

temperature at stabilized natural circulation flow conditions in the primary system results in a decrease 

of SA outlet temperature. Afterward, a gradual cooling down of the primary system is observed, as the 

core power continues to decrease, while the evacuated power stays nearly constant. The decrease of 

temperatures is observed further for the rest of the simulated time, thus indicating a safe shutdown of 

the reactor. The vessel average temperature does not exceed the level of 500°C (maximum vessel 

temperature stays below ~620°C), thus the reactor is kept within the envisaged safety margins. 
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Figure 50. Primary sodium temperatures evolution during the accident using only DHRS-1 

3.2.3.3. DHRS-2 system simulations 

3.2.3.3.1. DHRS-2 simulation results 

For the study of DHRS-2, the same scenario sequence as in “no feedwater” one was considered up to the 

moment of activation of air flow in the SG casing, which is done by opening the bottom and top doors of 

the casing. The same way as in the study of DHRS-1, the reactor pit was included in the model, allowing 

heat dissipation to the surrounding structures. Taking this into account, the results on evaluated power 

are plotted in Figure 51. Using the DHRS-2, the IHX inlet temperature reaches 600°C, which is the set limit 

for the SG casing air way opening, around 5500 s after accident start, considerably later in time as 

compared to the DHRS-1 scenario discussed above. It is clearly observed that the total heat evacuated by 

the 6 secondary circuits, available in the model, is significantly lower than it is for DHRS-1. It shows that 

DHRS-2 itself is capable, under the current conditions, to remove ~13 MW of heat, which is only about a 

third of the generated power in the reactor core even after 10000 s. This result indicates that in the 

current design and simulated accidental scenario, using only DHRS-2 in natural air convection may 

become not sufficient to safely evacuate enough decay heat following the reactor shutdown during the 

analyzed event without exceeding thermal safety margins. 

In order to get a more detailed picture of the primary system conditions, the sodium temperatures at 

different locations have been plotted (see Figure 52). The temperature evolution is less smooth compared 

to the DHRS-1 case, and the overall tendency is that the reactor is gradually heating up, which corresponds 

to the results shown in Figure 51, where the generated power exceeds the total heat removal. Thus, the 

thermal conditions of the primary system are not stabilized. The vessel average temperature exceeded 

~500°C at the end of the simulation time, and it was continuing to increase. The evacuated power is 
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expected to match the generated power at somewhat about 45000 s after reactor shutdown in accord 

with the evaluations performed in [73]. Up to this moment, a further core heating up may result in 

exceeding the safety margin for the vessel wall maximum temperature. 

 
Figure 51. DHRS-2 heat removal capability used as an individual heat removal means 

 
Figure 52. Primary sodium temperature evolution during the accident using only DHRS-2 
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To further investigate the reason for the less smooth temperature evolution, the sodium flowrate in the 

secondary circuit has been visualized in Figure 53. This Figure reveals that there is a fluctuating behavior 

of the flow direction in the circuit prior to the air inlet opening of DHRS-2, also observed in the “no 

feedwater” case simulation without DHRS. These instabilities are not eliminated after air inlets of  

DHRS-2 are open, due to a relatively weak natural circulation head in the system and a strongly non-

uniform sodium temperature profile along the loop. To reduce this instability in the flow, the 

implementation of a TE pump has been proposed, similar to the one used for DHRS-1. 

 
Figure 53. Temporal evolution of the secondary system sodium flowrate 

3.2.3.3.2. DHRS-2 sensitivity study 

To assess the required pressure head produced by the TE pump for the stabilization of the flow in the 

secondary circuit during the accident and potential improvement of the DHRS-2 heat removal capabilities, 

a sensitivity study has been performed. In this study, the TE pump was simulated as a centrifugal pump, 

established with a constant 5% and 7% of the nominal pump rotation speed in the circuit following the 

initial pump run out. The corresponding pressure head increase in the circuit is ~0.8 kPa and ~1.35 kPa 

for the 5% and 7% pump rotation speed supply, respectively. Using a centrifugal pump for the sensitivity 

calculations can be justified, as the hot leg temperature in the secondary circuit is relatively stable at 

~600°C (being close to the IHX primary side inlet temperature), which would drive the TE pump and, 

therefore, would ensure a stable pump performance. Furthermore, the study is performed mainly to 

assess at which flowrate can a stable secondary flow be achieved, which may serve as input data for the 

required TE pump geometry calculation. The resulting temporal evolutions of the DHRS-2 evacuated 

power, temperatures at different locations, and mass flowrate in the secondary circuit are presented in 

Figure 54. 
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Figure 54. DHRS-2 power (top), primary sodium temperature (middle), and secondary flowrate (bottom) 

evaluation by using 5% versus 7% nominal pump rotation speed 
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The flow is more stable when a pump is used on the circuit, but to completely eliminate the flow reversal, 

at least 7% of the nominal pump rotation speed is required to be supplied by the TE pump. When the 

evacuated power is compared between 5% and 7% cases in Figure 54, no noticeable difference can be 

realized. Whereas for the temperature evolution, the more stabilized flow has a clear effect on the 

smoothness of the curve as a result of the more uniform heating up of the secondary sodium along the 

loop. Correspondingly, the activation of the DHRS-2 air flow is delayed by about 1000 s and 1500 s for 5% 

and 7% cases, respectively, as compared to the reference case. The temperature increase is more linear, 

which corresponds well to the flow Figure (Figure 54, bottom plot), where it is shown that the flow 

fluctuation is decreased and the flow reversal is eliminated with the 7% pump rotation speed supply. 

Another study has been performed, which was aimed to assess the possibility of the increase of the DHRS-

2 heat evacuation capability. Two different scenarios have been investigated: 1) For the first one, the 

sensitivity of the air flowrate on heat removal has been assessed by increasing the flowrate from 23 to 

50 kg/s assuming an ultimate upper boundary achieved for the air natural circulation flow in the chimney; 

2) In the second case, the previously introduced 50 kg/s flow was kept, but the DHRS-2 initiation 

temperature was decreased from 600°C to 550°C. Both cases were modeled by using a TE pump, thus 

providing a conservative value of 5% of the nominal pump rotation speed (corresponding to the study 

above). 

 

In the previous study [73], it has been shown that there is a strong correlation between an increase of air 

flowrate in the SG casing and the removed heat by the system. Based on this, it was expected to see that 

by simply increasing the air flowrate to 50 kg/s, the removed heat would be closer to the total produced 

power in the reactor core. On the contrary, as it is shown in Figure 55, the power removed stayed at 

14 MW giving nearly the same result as in the reference case. This phenomenon can be explained by 

considering that the increase of the air flow from 23 kg/s to 50 kg/s results in the correspondingly almost 

two-fold decrease of the air heat-up and a minor increase of the power removed because of the very low 

heat exchange efficiency on the airside determined by both low heat exchange coefficient and low heat 

exchange surface area. In line with this outcome, the temperature evaluation in the reactor stayed 

unchanged as well.  

In the second case, where the initiation temperature was lowered by 50°C, as expected, the removed 

amount of power remained the same as in the first case. Nevertheless, the respective temperatures have 

been decreased at the same time points since the system started to remove power from the reactor 

around 4000 s earlier. 
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Figure 55. DHRS-2 power (top) and primary sodium temperature (bottom) evaluation by using 50 kg/s 

air flow at 600°C and 550°C temperatures limits as signal for the air inlet opening 

3.2.3.4. DHRS-3 simulation results 

Looking at the DHRS-3 removed power over the time of the accident, as shown in Figure 56, it is clear that 

it is indeed not possible to safely remove enough decay heat from the reactor after its shutdown using 

only this type of decay heat removal route. The overall behavior of the system is very similar to the “loss 
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of secondary circuit” case discussed in Section 3.2, as the evacuated power by DHRS-3 is much smaller 

compared to other DHRS. As the primary system is heating up and the temperature of the vessel wall is 

increasing, the removed heat by the DHRS-3 is increasing as well. The simulation, due to time constraints, 

was limited to 10000 s, and by the end, it removes around 1/4th of the total decay heat produced in the 

reactor. In this way, though alone it is not sufficient to remove the whole residual power, it is shown that 

it can be of significant support to any of the other two DHRS. 

 
Figure 56. DHRS-3 heat removal capability used as an individual heat removal option 

No oscillations of the temperatures in the primary system are observed in case of DHRS-3 operation, 

which can be explained by the fact that the heat removal does not depend on the flow in the secondary 

or primary circuit. In this sense, the temperature at every point of the reactor’s primary system is 

gradually increasing. The observed temperature values in Figure 57 indicate that the reactor is still far 

away from any serious damage as there are still great margins for both cladding and structural elements, 

not to mention the fuel, which, by using the control rods, are at a lower temperature value compared to 

nominal conditions. Nevertheless, further investigation revealed that though the average vessel 

temperature is still acceptable being at ~550°C, the maximum vessel temperature is approaching the 

predefined temperature safety limit of 650°C at the end of the simulation. The criterion of maximum 

vessel temperature would not allow the use of DHRS-3 as the only DHRS of the reactor, although its 

performance is increasing with time, due to reaching the temperature limit at the top of the vessel around 

the hot pool. From the Figure, it is also clear that the temperature of the concrete is of no concern for the 

simulated period of time as, due to the high volume and insulation between the vessel wall and the 

concrete, the maximum temperature is nearly not affected (increased by less than 1°C), and thus the 70°C 

limit is still far away. 
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Figure 57. Primary sodium temperature evolution during the accident using only DHRS-3 

 

3.2.4. Multiple DHRS cases 

A sensitivity study has been performed to assess the DHRS behavior when they are operated not 

separately but according to the design specification – using at least two systems in parallel. These 

scenarios correspond rather to normal reactor shutdown when the DHRS are used routinely to evacuate 

the decay heat. As the overall DHRS behavior follows the same pattern for the multiple systems as it is 

for the individual ones, the Section is focused on the difference in grace time given by the reactor for the 

various DHRS arrangements. 

3.2.4.1. DHRS-1 and DHRS-3 

The first set-up discussed hereafter is the case where DHRS-1 and DHRS-3 are used in parallel. As the 

previous studies have revealed, it seems that DHRS-1 is most efficient to keep the reactor stable and 

safely remove the decay heat. In this sense, this set-up has the greatest potential to be used as the main 

line of defense in case of an accidental scenario. In Figure 58, the power removal is plotted for the two 

different DHRS arrangements. The Total heat removal term in the Figure refers to the case where the 

heat dissipation through the reactor pit is added to the DHRS-1 heat removal or when both DHRS-1 and 

DHRS-3 are used, then their heat removal is added together. The DHRS power lines describe the heat 

removal of each DHRS separately, same as in the previous plots, and following their names, in parenthesis, 

the specific arrangement is given, either DHRS-1 used alone, or DHRS-1+DHRS-3 used together. From this 
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plot, it can be seen that by having the two DHRS implemented, the grace time of the reactor increases by 

~200 s compared to the single DHRS-1 heat removal option. 

 

Figure 58. DHRS-1 initiation time comparison by DHRS-1 alone versus DHRS-1 and 3 together 

3.2.4.2. DHRS-2 and DHRS-3 

To complete the evaluation of the possible scenarios, a calculation has been performed when DHRS-2 and 

DHRS-3 are being operated simultaneously. Figure 59 shows the results of these simulations with identical 

plot naming logic to the DHRS-1 + DHRS-3 case. Similarly also to this previous case, the grace period 

increase was quantified by using the two DHRSs together in comparison to the individual DHRS-2 

operation. The plot shows the grace time increase of 500 s until the DHRS-2 power removal begins, thus 

providing some extra safety margin to the reactor design. 
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Figure 59. DHRS-2 initiation time comparison by DHRS-2 alone versus DHRS-2 and 3 together 

 

3.3. Assessment of ESFR decay heat removal with updated secondary circuit design 

3.3.1. Modified secondary circuit design 

Within the thesis work, an optimization study of the secondary loops has been performed. In this study 

the previously applied design with long bends on the piping, to account for the thermal expansion, has 

been revised and instead the design features applied on the BN-1200 project have been proposed [33], 

[34]. The modification was intended to achieve various safety and cost related benefits, such as:  

1) shorter pipe lengths,  

2) decreased sodium volume in the loop,  

3) reduced overall size of the secondary system building,  

4) more efficient pipe supports against earthquakes,   

5) reduced probability for sodium leaks due to fewer welding as a results of the simpler circuit layout,  

6) common chimney for DHRS-1 and DHRS-2 allowed by the closer location to each other.  
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Furthermore, the current assessment is performed to analyze the effect on the DHRSs system behavior, 

especially in relation to the previously observed undesired behavior during establishment of the natural 

circulation conditions in the secondary circuits, described in Section 3.2.3.3. With the shorter pipe lengths, 

it is assumed that the optimized design would increase the efficiency of the natural convection within the 

loop due to the decreased pressure drop. Moreover, the height difference between the IHX (lowest point) 

and SG (highest point) has been increased ~5 m, to facilitate the straight pipe design, which also supports 

the better natural convection establishment. 

The modified circuit includes certain new components, called bellows, which have a wave like surface in 

order to accommodate the thermal expansion of the connected pipes. This component have been 

successfully implemented in the Phenix and Superphenix reactor designs [10], though not on the 

secondary circuit but as part of separate components, such as the Superphenix heat exchanger. Using this 

element, it is possible to use straight tubes in-between connecting components, such as the IHX, the 

secondary pump and the SGs. In Figure 60, the proposed optimized design is shown, displaying the 

simplicity of the piping structure.  To reduce the secondary system building size even further, the  

DHRS-1 and DHRS-2 have been moved closer to each other, so that one common chimney could be used 

for both systems. 

The straight pipe design, allowing the SGs to be moved closer to the IHX, carries significant pipe length 

reduction possibility, shown in Table 10. The 850 mm diameter main pipe length could be reduced by 

66%, whereas the 350 mm diameter pipe length, which connects the individual SGs to the main pipe, has 

been reduced by 92%. Similar improvement has been achieved on the available sodium volume in the 

circuit, 68% and the required land area for the primary and secondary system buildings have been 

reduced by 66%. These improvements highlight the potential cost reductions related to the secondary 

system building of the reactor. 

 

Modified component Reference secondary loop Modified secondary loop 

850 mm diameter tube length 195 m 67 m 

350 mm diameter tube length 150 m 12 m 

Sodium volume 116 m3 37 m3 

Primary and secondary system 
building area 

6537 m2 2881 m2 

Table 10. Comparison of pipe lengths, sodium volume and building surface area between the reference 

and modified secondary loops 

Figure 61 shows the optimized secondary circuit layout around the reactor pit. Using a common chimney 

for the DHRS-1 and DHRS-2 allows moving the SG units close to the primary circuit, in a circular radial 

arrangement, with which further pipe length reduction could be achieved. In Figure 62, the potential 

secondary system building size reduction is shown, with the new circular arrangement, for the 

comparison of the required building surface of the reference and the optimized arrangements, the actual 

values are given in Table 10.  
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Figure 60. Modified secondary circuit design with DHRS-1 and DHRS-2 with the common chimney for 

both systems [34] 

 
Figure 61. Optimized layout of the secondary circuits having a circular distribution around the primary 

system [34] 
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Figure 62. Layout comparison of the optimized circular secondary circuit and the reference system 
arrangement [34] 

 

3.3.2. Simulation results for PSBO scenarios with no DHRS activated 

Similarly to the assessment of reference design, the calculations were made to assess the reactor behavior 

for the modified design of the secondary system under PSBO scenario without any DHRS implemented in 

the model. The feedwater and the no feedwater cases have been analyzed , shown in Figure 63, as the 

loss of secondary circuit would lead to the identical results as before, as no modifications on the primary 

system were considered.  

When the results are compared to the feedwater case, where 5% of the feedwater supply is retained as 

heat sink, the secondary flow shows a different behavior than before (Figure 43). It starts with a high 

frequency fluctuating behavior, which gradually decreases into a steady flow at around ~3500s following 

the transient initiation time. This is in contrast of the reference design where the fluctuation has a lower 

frequency and within the simulated timeframe, the fluctuation height seems to rather increase in 

magnitude (Figure 43). The origin of this fluctuation is concluded to be the same for both results, meaning 

a temperature variation within the secondary sodium along the pipes. The higher frequency fluctuation 

for the modified design can be attributed to the shorter circuit, therefore the time required for the 

different temperature sodium plug to make a full cycle is decreased by a factor of 3 and the temperature 

deviation can be smoothened faster than in the reference design. In this way, it is possible to see the 

smooth flow behavior faster, already within the 5000 s simulated time period. 

The assessment of the no feedwater case shows, overall comparable behavior within both the reference 

and the modified circuits. Differences which can be seen, is the stronger reduction in secondary flow soon 

after the initiation of the transient, which can be attributed to the lower sodium volume and thus smaller 

inertia within the system. This initial difference decreases the primary flow also into a lower level than 
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before but it quickly recovers. Following the initial decrease of flow, the secondary flow starts a high 

frequency oscillatory behavior until it recovers and displays a net flow after ~2000 s. This is the strongest 

deviation between the reference and the modified design, as with the reference there is no flow recovery 

but it keeps on oscillating around 0 kg/s flow throughout the simulated time period. 

 

Figure 63. PSBO reactor behavior assessment without the use of DHRSs using the feedwater and no 
feedwater cases 

The temperature evolution comparison at different locations of the primary system is shown in Figure 64. 

Again only the feedwater and no feedwater cases are presented as of interest. The overall temperature 

evolution in the curves are comparable. For the feedwater case, the obtained temperature level is nearly 

identical by the end of the simulation but the higher frequency fluctuation, compared to the reference 

design results, is also visible in these plots, especially in the IHX inlet Figure. As Figure 63 displays the 

smoothening of the secondary flow level, it has a direct effect on the primary temperature evolution also, 

as after ~3500 s, the temperature variation smoothens. 

The assessment of the no feedwater results reveals a generally higher primary circuit temperature level 

throughout all presented locations. It is especially visible at the SA outlet location where the initial 

temperature increase is ~130 °C higher for the modified secondary circuit. This general temperature 
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increase can be understood when the primary flow drop is assessed in Figure 63, ~500 s following the 

transient initiation. This shows that the flow nearly stops in the primary system, causing a high 

temperature increase, potentially reaching close to the sodium boiling level at certain higher power SAs. 
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Figure 64. Primary sodium temperature comparison between reference (left) and modified (right) 

secondary loop design for SA outlet, IHX inlet, IHX outlet and vessel average temperatures 

 

3.3.3. DHRS-1 simulation results 

It is an important safety assessment that the operation of the main DHRS systems are not altered 

negatively with the introduction of a new secondary circuit design. Therefore, the power removal 

capability and the primary circuit temperatures have been assessed for the DHRS-1 and DHRS-2 

operation.  

In Figure 65 the DHRS-1 power removal capability is presented when it is the only operating DHRS. The 

Figure displays that the operation of DHRS-1 has not changed significantly, which is according to 

expectations, as the main difference compared to the reference DHRS-1 solution is the reduced secondary 

sodium heat capacity due to reduced volume. The overall removed power is comparable to the case when 

the reference secondary circuit design is used. The two main differences are the ~100s earlier initiation 

time and the ~1 MW power removal increase. This difference mainly comes from the fact that there is a 

higher DHRS-1 loop flowrate in the system for the modified design, ~38 kg/s, compared to the reference 

design, where it is ~27 kg/s, shown in Figure 66. With the higher flowrate the average temperature 

difference in the sodium-air heat exchanger is higher for the modified case, thus with the same airflow 

rate, there is an increase in the total removed power. 

In Figure 67, the temperature values show close similarity again for both simulations. The SA outlet 

temperature initially goes ~30 °C higher than for the reference case but within ~400 s it recovers to the 

same value. This is due to a lower initial primary flowrate as it was observed for the no DHRS cases also. 

The IHX inlet temperature, as it was for the SA outlet also starts with a higher temperature value of ~5 °C 

until it reaches the DHRS-1 initiation temperature of 600 °C, which results in an earlier DHRS initiation 

time point. Following this point, it gradually decreases under the temperature value observed for the 

reference case, due to the higher DHRS-1 heat removal capacity. The average vessel temperature follows 

the same evolution for both simulated cases, the only difference is that for the modified design it is ~5 °C 

lower, due to the lower average primary system temperature. The greatest deviation between the 

temperatures is seen on the IHX outlet temperature, where for the modified design the temperature 
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value is ~25 °C higher. This can be attributed to a higher sodium flowrate in the primary system, ~15%, 

shown in Figure 66, and therefore the temperature decrease is reduced. The increase in primary system 

flowrate is assumed to come from the increased heat removal capacity with DHRS-1. 

 
Figure 65. DHRS-1 heat removal capability comparison between modified and reference secondary 

circuit design used as an individual heat removal means 

 
Figure 66. Primary and DHRS-1 flowrate comparison between reference and modified secondary loop 

designs 
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Figure 67. Primary sodium temperature evolution comparison between modified and reference 
secondary circuit design using only DHRS-1 heat removal 

 

3.3.4. DHRS-2 simulation results 

In the evaluation of the DHRS-2 system, it was expected that the difference, introduced by the new 

secondary circuit design, should be higher than it was for the DHRS-1, owing to the fact that to remove 

the heat from the SG, the whole circuit with new design is used. In this sense, Figure 68 shows ~2 MW 

power removal increase compared to the reference design case, which is ~13% efficiency increase. This 

increment comes from two sources, on the one hand the DHRS-2 unit removes more heat due to a general 

increase in the primary system temperature, shown in Figure 69 and the available tough fluctuating net 

secondary sodium flow, shown in Figure 70. On the other hand heat loss through the vessel is also 

increased due to the higher average vessel temperature ~20 °C. These two sources add up to the overall 

~13% power removal increment. Nevertheless, even with this heat removal increment, the DHRS-2 units 

alone are still not capable of removing sufficient heat to keep the reactor under the predefined limiting 

temperatures. Throughout the simulated timeframe the temperatures are rising and the produced power 

in the core is still significantly higher than the removed heat. 

The overall higher temperatures shown in Figure 69 come from the same source as it was for the no DHRS 

case, namely the greater initial primary sodium flow decrease with the new secondary loop design, 

described is Section 3.3.2.  
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Figure 68. DHRS-2 heat removal capability comparison between modified and reference secondary 
circuit design used as an individual heat removal means 

 

Figure 69. Primary sodium temperature evolution comparison between modified and reference 
secondary circuit design using only DHRS-2 heat removal 
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Figure 70. Temporal evolution of the secondary system sodium flowrate within the modified secondary 
circuit 

 

3.4. Conclusions of Chapter 3 

In the Chapter, the ESFR behavior under PSBO transient conditions has been investigated using multiple 

DHRS arrangements and base cases where no DHRS have been used. The assessment has been performed  

for the reference secondary circuit design and for a modified design using shorter straight pipe layout 

with bellows to compensate for thermal expansion. A full reactor model, with its secondary and tertiary 

circuits, has been developed in the TRACE thermal-hydraulic code and individual DHRS models and their 

performance have been described and analyzed. 

The PSBO cases, where no DHRS has been used, showed the reactor behavior in three different settings, 

serving as the base models for the various DHRS implementations. As for the various DHRS assessment, 

the results can be summarized as follows.: 

• DHRS-1 alone (6 units), in the case of the simulated transient scenario, is removing ~42 MW, 

which is higher than the produced decay power in the reactor core after about 7000 s following the 

accident, with a rather stable heat removal characteristic. Thus, after air inlet opening of DHRS-1, ESFR 

can be safely cooled down using only this DHRS. Besides, through the auxiliary pump study, it was shown 

that the initial reversed flow in the circuit could be counteracted to obtain the designed flow direction. 

• The DHRS-1 assessment with the modified secondary circuit reveals only marginal differences 

compared to the reference design. In this sense, there is a 1 MW increase in heat removal, as a result of 
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the higher primary system temperatures due to the lower heat capacity of the reduced secondary sodium. 

Caused by the quicker temperature increase, the DHRS initiation time occurs earlier for the modified case 

by ~200 s.  

• DHRS-2 alone, in the case of the simulated transient scenario, is removing ~13 MW following the 

air inlet opening, with the tendency to slightly increase heat removal with time. However, the DHRS-2 

only does not assure that ESFR can be safely cooled down during the simulated PSBO transient because 

all primary cooling circuit temperatures continue increasing, thus approaching the upper temperature 

limit (650°C) for the reactor vessel. Furthermore, to stabilize the sodium flow in the loop following the 

pump trip, an auxiliary pump could be implemented in the circuit, providing an extra pressure head, 

supporting the natural convection in the system. 

• The DHRS-2 assessment with the modified secondary circuit, as was for the DHRS-1 case, removes 

more heat from the system, ~13% higher than with the reference design. This improvement originates 

from two factors: 1) The overall primary system temperature is increased, just as for DHRS-1 and 2) the 

natural convection provides an overall positive net flow in the circuit. With the new system, the auxiliary 

pumps could be potentially removed but the heat removal capability of the system is still not sufficient in 

itself to keep the reactor long term under the limiting temperatures. 

• DHRS-3 alone, in case of the simulated transient scenario, is removing 4.6 MW at the start of the 

accident and 9.3 MW at time t=10000 s into the accident. The generated decay heat at time t=10000 s is 

several times higher than the power removed by DHRS-3. Thus, DHRS-3 alone is not capable to safely cool 

down the reactor during the simulated transient. 

• Having DHRS-3 in operation and after the air inlet of the DHRS-1 are open, the reactor can be 

safely cooled down during the simulated PSBO transient. 

• Having DHRS-3 in operation and after the air inlets of the DHRS-2 are open, the reactor still cannot 

be safely cooled down during the simulated PSBO transient because all primary cooling circuit 

temperatures continue increasing in time, thus approaching the upper temperature limit (650°C) for the 

reactor vessel.  

Based on the results, it can be concluded that not all DHRS arrangement can safely cool down a reactor 

during an accidental condition. When DHRS-1 is in operation with or without the use of DHRS-3, the 

reactor can be safely shutdown and the long term cooling can be achieved at the desirable level. On the 

contrary, the heat removal capability of the DHRS-2 is lower than it was previously foreseen, besides the 

natural convection establishment is not satisfactory with the current design, without the usage of 

auxiliary pump. In this sense, to have 2 reliable DHRS means for the total decay power removal, further 

research is required to improve the heat removal capability of the DHRS-2 unit. 

The study of the modified secondary circuit design shows substantial reduction in material need for the 

secondary circuit and therefore being more cost effective and resulting even in safety related 

improvements. The DHRS assessment shows, that the overall functionality is retained with the new 

design, having improvement in the natural circulation establishment for secondary circuit sodium, 

improving the coolant circulation for DHRS-2. A potential disadvantage of the new system is related to 

the reduced thermal inertia available in the secondary circuit, which results in an overall more rapid 

increase of the primary system temperatures, reducing the available safety margin for the sodium boiling. 
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Nevertheless, according to the simulations, DHRS-1 is capable of avoiding such scenario. Overall, the 

modified design is suitable to serve as the reference design for future studies but the previously 

mentioned DHRS-2 heat removal capability improvement is still required. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Safety function: Reactivity control 

Performance of the safety function of reactivity control for different SFR designs are assessed in this study 

for two cases: 1) coupled neutronic and thermal-hydraulic behavior of ESFR (Section 4.1) and SPX (Section 

4.2) in Unprotected Loss of Flow accident and 2) coupled neutronic and thermal-mechanical behavior of 

ESFR and Phenix cores in an accident induced by a core geometry distortion (Section 4.3). In both cases 

the reactivity change is mainly caused by a perturbation of the fuel-to-sodium volume fraction ratio. In 

the first case this perturbation is caused by the sodium density change due to heating up and boiling, 

while in the second case – by the core geometry change. Some increase of the core dimensions in the 

second case also has an impact on the reactivity via neutron leakage. 

 

4.1. Assessment of ESFR under ULOF conditions 

As part of the ESFR-SMART project, different accidental conditions are assessed to evaluate the behavior 

of the reactor under critical circumstances [75]. One of these accidental conditions is the Unprotected 

Loss Of Flow (ULOF) accident, which is described in this Section. This accidental scenario is the most severe 

accident evaluated within the research project, providing an insight into what happens with the reactor 

in a beyond design basis accident, where the integrity of the reactor cannot be guaranteed by specifically 

designed safety features. 

Although there is no specific safety feature ensuring the safe reactor shutdown under ULOF conditions, a 

state-of-the-art low void effect core is implemented [76], which is anticipated to stabilize the reactor 

behavior during the accident. This low void effect core has been considered in recent studies [77][78], 

where a so-called sodium plenum is incorporated at the top of the fuel instead of the traditionally used 

fertile material region. This feature is meant to decrease the positive reactivity effect of the core voiding, 

due to sodium boiling, by increasing the neutron leakage from the core. This is achieved by the voiding of 

the plenum region, as a result of sodium boiling propagation upward from the fuel region of the SA, and 

a corresponding decrease of neutron reflection towards the fissile fuel region. It has been previously 

demonstrated that such a design can result in a stabilized sodium boiling process, and subsequent power 

excursion can be evaded [20][79]. The capability of this core design to keep the reactor stable during an 

unprotected accidental scenario is to be assessed in this study. 

 

4.1.1. ULOF accidental scenario 

The initiating event of the accident is the loss of forced primary flow due to pump failure or loss of power 

supply followed by a hypothetical failure of any safety system to shut down the reactor, thus the control 

and safety rods are not inserted into the reactor core. Under these conditions, the primary pumps of the 

reactor trip and coast down with the primary mass flow halving time of 10 s. As the reactor shutdown 

systems fail, there is no sudden power drop in the system, but instead, the power evolution is governed 
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by the inherent core reactivity feedback effects. This series of events could be initiated in principle by, for 

example, a loss of offsite power incident and though its probability of occurring is very low, in the range 

of 10-8 per reactor year [49], its implications are assessed as it is one of the most dangerous accident in 

regards of endangering the structural integrity of the reactor. 

As the forced convection is gradually decreasing according to the pump coast down characteristics, the 

natural convection takes over the main flow driving force in the system. This driving force is governed by 

the balance between the buoyancy effect and the friction forces within the primary system [49]. 

In these circumstances the core thermal conditions are defined to certain extent by the ratio of power to 

mass flow. Considerable increase of this ratio, and, correspondingly, increase of the sodium heat-up may 

result in sodium boiling onset, with subsequent pin cladding dry-out, melting and further progression of 

the core disruption accident. This is due to the fact that with the onset of sodium boiling, the appearing 

vapor phase will interact with both the liquid and structural elements of the SA, thus increasing the 

friction forces affecting the balance between buoyancy and friction drag. This effect decreases or 

potentially even stop the flow in the boiling SAs, further deteriorating the heat removal from the fuel 

pins. 

Thus for the new core designs, it appears of a high importance to ensure a reasonable variation of the 

core power level during the accident, through the optimization of the core inherent features, i.e. 

minimization of the global sodium void effect, to avoid any power excursion, in particular, driven by a 

positive sodium void effect. Even though such measure is not able to prevent clad melting, it could at 

least increase the grace time period before cladding melting would occur.  

 

4.1.2. ULOF modeling 

The ULOF modeling is organized into three main parts.  

1) A so-called reference case is used to model the accidental scenario to obtain results of the reactor 

behavior. This model corresponds to the description of the ESFR-SMART core design, presented in 

Chapter 2, using a simplified 42 channel TRACE model. 

2) A new feature in the SA design has been introduced within the second model, described in [24] and 

[25]. The modification consists of a 4 cm diameter window on each side of the hexagonal wrapper in 

42nd axial node in the model, corresponding to the axial level just below the initial boiling region, 

which is top of the fuel region. The diameter of the wrapper window was selected as a reasonable 

compromise between providing a large enough path for the sodium flow but without severely 

affecting the mechanical integrity of the SAs. In accord with [24], the wrapper window aims to provide 

an accessible path for the coolant flow even if the sodium vapor production blocks the top of the 

channel. Hence, the cooling of the fuel region of the SA can be maintained, as schematically shown in 

Figure 7, which is envisioned to improve the reactor behavior following the boiling onset.  

3) Lastly, a number of sensitivity cases are presented, making changes in various core related 

parameters, to assess their influence on the core behavior during the accident. 

The simulation is composed of two phases: 1) Up until 1000 s, a steady-state calculation is performed 

through which an equilibrium reactor state is to be reached, with nominal operational settings. 2) At 1000 
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s, the transient phase starts, initiated by inlet sodium mass flowrate decrease in accordance with the 

primary mass flow halving time, and the power evolution is calculated by the point kinetics solver. 

4.1.2.1. ESFR core description  

As a general description of the core, the fuel region can be divided into inner core (IC) and outer core (OC) 

sections with 216 and 288 SAs, respectively, shown in Figure 71. The core was designed with a 6 batch 

fuel reloading pattern to smoothen the reactivity variations and the power peaking between the batches. 

The reactivity control is ensured by the 24 control and shutdown devices (CSD) and 12 diverse shutdown 

devices (DSD) present in the reactor core. An innovative safety measure of the new ESFR core is the 

corium guide tubes, which provide a clear path for the melted corium downwards to the core catcher, 

where long-term cooling can be maintained, should the core meltdown not be avoided. The primary 

vessel and internals are protected by several layers of shielding and reflector SAs at the periphery of the 

reactor core. 

 
Figure 71. ESFR-SMART core radial layout with the different batches and SA types 

The inner and outer core SAs were divided into different cooling groups (CG), shown in Figure 15, in line 

with their power output. Each CG has a different orifice scheme at the inlet of the SA to achieve even 

sodium heat up in all regions of the core. The resultant coolant flowrates within CG1 to CG5, in nominal 

conditions, and the number of SAs within each CG is presented in Table 11. 

Cooling groups # of SA in CG Sodium flowrate [kg/s] 

CG1 216 8802 

CG2 111 4894 

CG3 69 2558 

CG4 60 1693 

CG5 48 981 

Table 11. Cooling groups with the corresponding SA numbers and sodium flowrates within each group  
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Axial composition of SA of inner and outer cores are shown in Figure 72. Apart from the fuel height 

difference and the orifice in the foot, all SAs are identical. 

 

Figure 72. Inner core and outer core SA axial region and heights 

4.1.2.2. Point kinetics model 

The reactivity and power evolution during transient are calculated using the built-in point kinetics model 

of TRACE, utilizing the pre-calculated feedback coefficients [23]. The reactivity feedback effects 

considered in the modeling are the Doppler, axial fuel expansion, control rod driveline (CRDL) expansion, 

sodium density, and void effect were calculated by Serpent Monte Caro code (Table 13). The definitions 

and specific implementation of these feedback coefficients have been described in Section 2.2. 

Reactivity effect Value 

Doppler IC Fertile -61.4 pcm 

Doppler IC Fissile -344.6 pcm 

Doppler OC Fertile -13.6 pcm 

Doppler OC Fissile -385.7 pcm 

Fuel expansion -10.6 pcm/mm 

CRDL expansion -0.334 pcm/°C 

Sodium void fuel 1422 pcm 

Sodium void plenum -1035 pcm 

Sodium density fuel 48 pcm/%density 

Sodium density plenum -13 pcm/%density 

Table 12. Modeled reactivity effects and their values 

The power distribution used in the model is obtained from [47], having separate axial power distribution 

for the IC and OC fuel regions, with individual radial power peaking for each SA. As for the kinetic 

parameters, the data was obtained from the study presented in [47] as well. 
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4.1.2.3. TRACE model for ULOF study 

The modeling of the ESFR-SMART core, to conduct the current analysis, was performed by utilizing a  

42 one-dimensional channel model, shown in Figure 73, which is a simplification compared to the 

previously used full reactor model for other accidental conditions [71]. This simplification was necessary 

due to the required resources to perform the simulation of the whole reactor model. Each of the 42 

channels corresponds to a SA of the actual core, giving a 1/12th representation of the entire core, allowed 

by the symmetry of the design, modeling 18 IC and 24 OC SAs. Axially the IC and OC SA nodalizations were 

identical, using 74 nodes of 0.05 m in length. The only alteration between the regions is the 5 fertile nodes 

and 15 fissile nodes for the IC channels and the 1 fertile node and 19 fissile nodes of the OC channels, 

shown in Table 13 and Figure 72. 

 

SA region number of nodes in IC SA number of nodes on OC SA 

head section 4 4 

reflector zone 6 6 

shielding zone 6 6 

sodium plenum 12 12 

upper fission gas plenum 1 1 

fissile zone 15 19 

fertile blanket 5 1 

steel blanket 5 5 

lower fission gas plenum 20 20 

Table 13.  Modeled IC and OC SA regions in TRACE with corresponding node numbers  

The inlet flow supply is connected to an inlet plenum, representing the diagrid under the SAs. The inlet 

sodium flowrate is set as a boundary condition within the model, providing equivalent flowrate evolution 

to what was observed in the full reactor model [71], where the flowrate was supplied by modeling the 

actual pump with their cost down curves. This simplification was considered to be reasonable, for the 

given inlet core pressure, the primary system pressure drop and overall mild boiling pattern in the low-

void core, no strong boiling-induced primary flowrate oscillations were expected in the ULOF conditions. 

This assumption is supported by [19], where it was shown that the inlet flowrate oscillation is only a small 

fraction of the gradually reducing primary mass flow rate, especially considering that only the first ~100 s 

of the ULOF transient is simulated. Furthermore, as all SAs are modelled individually and a large number 

of SAs are not involved in boiling for the simulated period of time, the breakdown of the residual forced 

flow (which stays above 10% of the nominal flowrate for the simulated period of time) is not expected. 

Thus, the total inlet flowrate is not affected noticeably by boiling, and strong local fluctuations of the 

flowrate is observed in boiling channels only. Each SA is connected to the inlet plenum through a valve 

component, establishing the right orifice of the SA to account for the different cooling groups of the core 

and to set up the right flowrate within each SA. At the top of the channel, another plenum component is 

situated, representing the hot pool of the reactor, which is connected to a pressure boundary condition 

of 0.2 MPa. 

 

The sodium between the SAs (in the so-called inter-SA gap) is modeled using a 4 radial ring vessel 

component, where the first 2 rings correspond to the IC region and the outer 2 rings to the OC region. 

The inlet and outlet of the vessel are connected to the inlet and outlet plenums, respectively. By using 
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this modeling approach, the radial pressure difference between the rings can be represented. In the first 

axial node of the vessel, the friction factor has been increased to model the high pressure drop present 

in the actual reactor between lower and upper plena, originating from the labyrinth seal at the foot of 

each SAs, through which the sodium enters the inter-SA gap, in order to achieve a reasonable mass 

flowrate through the inter-SA gap. The heat exchange between the inter-SA sodium in the vessel 

component and the sodium in the SAs is achieved through heat structure elements at each axial node 

simulating the stainless steel SA wrapper. Through this heat structure, the sodium, which is heated by the 

fuel elements can conduct its heat to the sodium flowing in the vessel component, representing the inter-

SA gaps. 

 
Figure 73. TRACE nodalization diagram of the ULOF 42 channel model 

 

4.1.3. Reference calculation results 

In Figure 74, the power and mass flowrate normalized to their initial values are shown starting from the 

initiation of the transient phase. Therefore, from time 0 s, the substantial flowrate reduction is prominent 

since the forced convection of the primary system is lost. The blue curve indicates the power evolution, 

which exhibits a smooth reduction of the reactor power until ~50 s, from where the power starts to 

fluctuate with higher frequency resonances. These resonances, as it will be shown later, are related to 

the boiling of the sodium and subsequent quick condensation of the sodium bubbles. The simulation ends 

at 110 s, where the local clad melting temperature is being approached but still not reached (shown in 
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Figure 78), avoiding the simulation to abort and providing a consistent timeframe for the different 

simulation cases to be compared.   

The right plot, in Figure 74, with the given normalized power to flow ratio, is more representative for 

demonstrating the power removal capability and the thermal conditions in the core. Naturally, as the 

power to flow ratio increases, the reactor is approaching the limiting temperatures as the heat is not 

removed as readily as it is when higher coolant flow is present within the reactor core. In this sense, it is 

crucial to keep the power to flow ratio as stable and low as possible, increasing the grace time for any 

safety mechanism to be applied to keep the reactor under control. 

In the current simulation, until boiling of the sodium is reached, there is a steady but slow increase in the 

ratio, which halts at ~50 s, which is the point of boiling onset in the peak power SA. Starting from this 

moment, the transient is essentially driven by the balance of positive (spectral hardening) and negative 

(increased leakage) contributions of sodium density effect. Initially, the power decreases due to an 

insertion of additional negative sodium voiding reactivity contributions at the sodium plenum and at the 

top of the SA just below the sodium plenum. The voiding of the sodium plenum increases the neutron 

leakage out of the reactor core, which in return results in decrease of neutron multiplication in the core. 

Further transient progression is characterized by an intensive sodium vapor generation and boiling front 

propagation downwards towards the mid-height of the fuel region of the SAs, which has an opposite 

effect on the reactivity of the core compared to the plenum voiding. This is mainly because the neutron 

spectrum is hardening with the lower amount of sodium, which in a fast reactor increases the reactivity. 

When the vapor propagates downwards in multiple SAs, a considerable positive reactivity is introduced, 

resulting in increased power generation, as it happens from ~90 s in the calculation. Following the power 

increase, at ~100 s, the reactor power drops again, resulting from the boiling onset of an increasing 

number of SA due to this sudden power peak, initially introducing negative reactivity in the core. From 

this point onwards, it is expected that the sodium vapor gradually propagate downwards and the positive 

reactivity contribution would dominate within these newly boiling SAs, creating an even larger power 

increase than it was observed at 90 s. 

  
Figure 74. Temporal evolution of the normalized power and mass flowrate (on the left) and normalized 

power to flow ratio (on the right) following the initiation of the transient 

The vapor propagation phenomenon described previously is visualized in Figure 75 for the peak power SA 

located in the OC. The void fraction is plotted using grades of blue along the SA, demonstrating the vapor 
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propagation along the axial height of the channel. The horizontal axis shows the elapsed time, starting 

from ~50 s corresponding to the boiling onset in the SA. The white color represents the liquid sodium in 

the channel, whereas the blue shows the sodium vapor. The bottom horizontal black line indicates the 

bottom of the fuel region, the middle line indicates the top of the fuel region, and the top line – the top 

of the sodium plenum region. The initial vapor volume mainly occupies the top of the SA region, including 

the plenum, but with the passing of time, the vapor enters deeper into the fuel region until it is nearly 

entirely voided. Although the plot shows only the peak power SA, the same phenomenon happens 

increasingly for the other SAs, which eventually causes the power to increase rapidly. 

 

Figure 75. Peak power assembly void fraction distribution axially versus time plotted from the boiling 
onset 

Figure 76 provides information about the reactivity evolution and its decomposition. The most prominent 

reactivity components after the boiling onset are related to the sodium effect. This effect was separated 

into the fuel and plenum regions, contributing with large positive and negative effects, respectively, while 

the blue line indicates the overall sodium effect in the core. At the transient initiation point, the effect is 

positive, as the decrease of sodium density in the fuel region has a stronger impact than the increased 

leakage due to density reduction in the plenum region. When the boiling starts, the overall positive 

sodium effect is mitigated as more vapor appears in the plenum regions. Nevertheless, in later stages, the 

positive effect starts to increase again as the fuel region is increasingly filled with vapor. 
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As for the Doppler effect, when the core power decreases, the temperature of the fuel pellets is also 

decreasing, resulting in a positive feedback. This positive reactivity component decreases only when the 

sharp power peak occurs, resulting in an increase of fuel temperature from ~95 s. The control rod driveline 

(CRDL) reactivity is determined by the outlet sodium temperature evolution. The sodium temperature in 

the core and correspondingly the core outlet temperature are increasing, explained by the higher power 

to flow ratio shown in Figure 74. This temperature increase results in a negative CRDL reactivity feedback 

as the control rods are inserted more into the core due to thermal expansion of their drivelines. The fuel 

expansion effect, driven by the increasing clad temperature, has a comparatively small effect on the 

generated power, decreasing the net reactivity. 

 

 
Figure 76. Reactivity components used in the point kinetics model vs. time 

In the following plot, in Figure 77, a more detailed decomposition of the sodium effect is given as now 

the reactivity components are separated not only to plenum and core regions but also according to the 

different CGs of the reactor core. The summed total of the core and plenum region lines are identical to 

the corresponding reactivity components shown in Figure 76. 

The Figure shows that CG2 has the fastest increase, first with the plenum sodium effect and then with the 

fuel region sodium effect. This is not surprising considering the fact that the highest power SAs are located 

within this group. Following the transient progression, the next group with the significant impact on the 

total core reactivity is the CG1, corresponding to the SAs in the IC region with high power outputs, which 

consists of nearly half of all SAs. Close to the end of the simulation, the previously observed sudden 

decrease of core power can be understood by looking at the sharp decline of the CG2 plenum reactivity 

component, driving down the reactor power. This phenomenon comes from the fact that the previous 
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increase in power initiated sodium boiling in SAs, which did not boil previously. As it was shown before, 

the initial boiling phase is more pronounced in the plenum region until the vapor propagates down to the 

fuel region of the SA. Thus nearly simultaneous involvement in boiling of a large group of SAs results in 

the introduction of the negative reactivity first. Later on, it can be expected that as the fuel region is also 

voided, the power will experience an even more significant increase than it was previously seen. The other 

cooling groups CG3, CG4, CG5, which are in the periphery of the core, are just starting to boil, and their 

effect is less pronounced, as well as less important in general as the number of SAs in CG at the core-

periphery is smaller and both positive and negative contributions are weaker. 

 
Figure 77. Decomposition of sodium reactivity evolution with respect to CGs and axial regions (fuel and 

plenum) vs time 

To observe the limiting temperature evolution within the peak power SA, Figure 78 is plotted. The two 

most important temperatures, limiting the accidental scenario, are the fuel and cladding temperatures, 

of which the inner surface values are plotted. Axially, the fuel node number 10 was chosen to be displayed 

as it is at the middle of the fissile fuel region having the highest power production. The sodium 

temperature is of little interest as it is already at the saturation point. Moreover, as it is a fast transient, 

the structural materials are not included either in the limiting temperature values as a more extended 

time period would be required for significant material creep.  

The Figure shows that the fuel temperature initially decreases, governed by the power reduction. This 

decreasing temperature phase ends soon after the boiling onset because the vapor produced in the peak 

power SA channel obstructs the sodium inflow, and therefore the cooling capability is declining. The vapor 

continues to fill the channel and propagates downwards, thus because of the positive void effect power 

production increases in the core, causing a jump in the fuel temperature by the end of the simulation. As 
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for the cladding inner surface, the temperature evolution follows well the power to flow ratio growth up 

until the point of boiling onset, at which there is a jump in surface temperature followed by a high-

frequency oscillating temperature phase. The sudden jump in the cladding temperature at ~60 s 

corresponds to the vapor propagation into the fuel region, reaching the middle fissile section, which 

reduces the heat transfer in the channel drastically. Finally, the further temperature increase at the end 

of the simulation is due to the substantial power increase similarly to the fuel temperature jump. 

 
Figure 78. Fuel inner surface and cladding inner surface temperature evolution in the peak power 

channel at the fissile fuel middle-height node vs time 

 

4.1.4. Results for modified wrapper case  

Based on the aforementioned results and the unfavorable behavior of the reactor after sodium boiling, 

displaying power increase by the end of the simulation that potentially leads to loss of the pin and SA 

structure integrity and further severe accident progression, a new simulation has been performed, where 

the SA wrapper design has been modified, as described in Section 1.3.1.1. 

The evolution of the core parameters and conditions are discussed hereafter for the improved SA design, 

as compared to those presented already for the reference case. First, the normalized power and mass 

flowrate are depicted in the left plot of Figure 79. The mass flowrate is identical as it is a boundary 

condition of both simulations. On the other hand, the power evolution shows significant differences. 

Although, until the boiling onset, the power evolves the equivalent way for both reference and modified 

design cases, at ~60 s following a quick power decrease, there is a recovery and then a stable, slow 

reduction until the end of the simulation. The normalized power to flow ratio, shown in the right plot of 

the Figure, also reveals a promising tendency, as following the boiling onset, the value stays stable, not 
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exceeding 4. Similar to the power evolution line, a decrease and a quick recovery at ~60 s are noticeable 

in this plot also. 

To understand more the mechanism causing the dip and recovery of the power, Figure 80 is plotted. The 

general structure of the Figure is the same as it was for the reference case, but here there is an extra 

horizontal red line, which corresponds to the elevation where the windows on the wrapper surface have 

been implemented. From the Figure, it is clear that at ~60 s after the start of the transient, there is a quick 

vapor generation within the peak power SA, where the vapor starts to propagate towards the fuel region. 

This vapor propagation quickly recovers, and as the bubbles are collapsing, the amount of vapor also 

reduces in the plenum region, which corresponds to the power increase in the reactor. This is followed 

by a more stable boiling pattern, which can be characterized as chugging boiling regime [80], creating the 

possibility of a stable decrease of the core power as the sodium vapor is retained only in the SA top region, 

including the plenum. 

  
Figure 79. Normalized power/mass flowrate (on the left) and normalized power to flow ratio (on the 

right) vs. time following the initiation of the transient 

The reactivity decomposition, shown in Figure 81, visualizes essential differences of the sodium reactivity 

effect evolution compared to the reference case. Soon after the boiling onset, the plenum contribution 

effectively counterbalances the fuel region boiling due to the applied design modifications. Therefore, 

the calculation shows close to zero overall sodium reactivity effect, which is an important safety 

accomplishment. As for the rest of the reactivity effects, both qualitatively and quantitatively comparable 

to the reference solution, except the Doppler effect, which does not include the decrease at the end of 

the simulation as the fuel temperature stays stable during the course of the calculation. 
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Figure 80. Peak power assembly void fraction distribution axially versus time plotted from the boiling 

onset 

 

Figure 81. Evolution of the reactivity components used in the point kinetics model vs. time 
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The distribution of the sodium effect between different CGs and axial regions is shown in Figure 82. In 

this Figure, significant variation can be recognized compared to the reference case, which shows different 

boiling progress within the core. Initially, similarly to the reference Figure, the peak power SA starts to 

boil in the CG2 region. This is followed by the bubble collapse and the stabilization of the boiling, reducing 

to a relatively low level of reactivity contribution from this CG. Simultaneously, within the CG1 region, 

both plenum and fuel sodium effects rapidly increase, dominating the overall sodium reactivity evolution. 

Overall, the plenum and fuel region contributions stay well balanced, having a close to zero total effect 

on the core. This shows that an increasing number of SAs reach the boiling onset, but the vapor 

propagation towards the fuel region is kept under control with the help of the windows in the SA 

wrappers. The changed flow pattern in the SAs gives greater importance to the CG1 SA units at least until 

the end of the simulated time period. Furthermore, the vapor generation in CG2 and CG3 are greatly 

reduced compared to the reference case, and they affect only marginally the sodium reactivity feedback 

effect. Should this stabilized boiling continues to spread radially towards the periphery region of the 

reactor, a further decrease in the reactivity could be foreseen because the leakage contribution is more 

significant in the periphery region SAs. 

 

Figure 82. Sodium reactivity effect evolution in time distributed amongst the different cooling groups 
and fuel/plenum regions vs time 

In Figure 83, the improvement in the limiting temperatures is shown. The parameters in the same SA and 

axial node are depicted as in the reference case analysis. When the fuel inner surface temperature is 

evaluated, there is a continuous decrease throughout the duration of the whole simulation, which is a 

definitive improvement on the reactor thermal state. Although the fuel temperature is improved, it has 

not been the primary concern but rather the melting point of the cladding, which was only around ~100°C 
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away. With the improved design, following a slow increase of temperature and a peak at ~60 s, it stabilizes 

at a nearly constant level. As the vapor does not propagate downwards towards the fuel, as it is blocked 

at the level of wrapper windows by the upward liquid sodium flow, a sufficient heat transfer from the fuel 

pins to the liquid sodium is ensured, and a sudden temperature increase, observed in the reference 

simulation, is avoided. (The fuel and cladding temperature stay stable even above the modeled windows, 

thus being in the stagnant two-phase region, as the power density at the top of the fuel is sufficiently 

low.) This confirms the potential safety improvements which can be achieved by implementing the 

proposed design modifications. 

 

Figure 83. Fuel inner surface and cladding inner surface temperature evolution in the peak power 
channel at the fissile fuel middle node height vs time 

 

4.1.5. Comparisons and discussion  

To better understand the phenomenon behind the improved reactivity feedback effect evolution and 

more efficient power decrease during the accident progression in the core with the modified wrapper 

design, Figures 84-86 have been plotted.  

The expectation from the wrapper window was that it creates a path for the liquid sodium to flow through 

the major part of the fissile region even if the top of the SA is blocked by vapor as a result of the coolant 

boiling. In Figure 84, the channel inlet and outlet liquid sodium velocities are depicted. On the left plot, 

which relates to the reference case, there is a fluctuating inlet flow velocity around 0 m/s during a few 

seconds time period at the end of the simulation, meaning that there is no real coolant flow into the SA. 
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Periodically, the liquid sodium enters the channel when the condensation of a bubble occurs, and it is 

ejected from the channel when the evaporation increases. This inevitably leads, over time, to an increase 

of void fraction within the channel as the power generation continues. On the contrary, for the channel 

flow velocity on the right for the modified design, the liquid inlet flow velocity stays positive for the whole 

time period shown in the Figure, meaning the sodium inflow is maintained into the boiling channel. When, 

in the same plot, the liquid velocity at the channel outlet is assessed, it displays similar overall behavior 

as it was for the reference case, namely that the liquid is ejected and sucked into the channel as the 

sodium bubbles are increasing in size or being collapsed. This suggests that the sodium entering the 

channel can pass through the wrapper windows. 

In Figure 85, the sodium pressure evolution is plotted at four axial locations within the peak power SA for 

the reference case and the modified design case. The pressure plot reassures the chugging boiling pattern 

for both calculation cases and the bubble formation-driven flow velocity at the channel inlet for the 

reference case when the pressure peaks are compared to the inlet flow peaks in Figure 84. Nevertheless, 

the size of the pressure peaks is about a factor of three times greater for the modified design case, 

suggesting a complete collapse of the sodium bubbles, in contrast to the partial decrease for the reference 

case. Therefore, by implementing the windows on the wrapper, the extra amount of cooling of the fuel, 

provided by the continuous coolant flow, allows complete bubble collapse, which is also visible in Figure 

80 in contrast to Figure 75.  

The state of the core can be characterized by the average void fraction in the plenum and fuel region over 

all channels, shown in Figure 86, as the sodium reactivity feedback effect evolution is mainly governed by 

these two parameters. The left plot in the Figure presents the void fractions for the reference core design, 

exhibiting a step increase in void fraction both in the fuel and in the plenum regions. As more SAs reach 

the boiling onset condition, there is a continuous increase in the plenum voiding, but soon after the 

plenum boils, the sodium vapor propagates downwards into the fuel region, causing an exponential void 

increase in that region for the considered simulation time. When the image at the right is compared, 

which is the modified design case, to the reference condition, a stark difference to realize is the factor of 

two decrease in sodium void fractions. Besides, the void propagation throughout the core also differs 

significantly. At ~60 s, following a rapid increase in both the plenum and fuel void, it decreases close to 

zero, which relates to the initial power peaking SA boiling onset and the subsequent recovery and 

stabilization of the boiling process. Overall, the void propagation in the plenum is significantly stronger 

than it is in the fuel region, indicating a potentially safer and more stable boiling regime for the reactor. 

This leads to the conclusion that the boiling pattern improvement seen in the power peaking channel is 

valid for the other channels of the reactor core also.  

In this study, the specific sodium boiling modeling aspects included in TRACE by PSI have not been 

evaluated but rather emphasis was given to analyze the specific behavior of the ESFR-SMART core design. 

This is because such study has been performed in [46], based on the validation exercise of TRACE with a 

ULOF sodium boiling experiment. 
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Figure 84. Liquid sodium velocity at the channel inlet and outlet for the reference case (left) and the 
modified design case with windows (right) within the peak power SA vs time 

  
Figure 85. Pressure evolution at the fissile top, sodium plenum, shielding, and channel top axial nodes 
for the reference case (left) and the modified design case with windows (right) within the peak power 

SA vs time 

  
Figure 86. Average void fraction along the fuel and plenum regions over all the modelled channels for 

the reference case (left) and the modified design case with windows (right) vs time 
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4.1.6. Sensitivity study of various core parameters 

A sensitivity study has been performed in the research to evaluate the boiling behavior evolution with 

the modification of a few key design parameters. Two separate groups of parameters can be 

distinguished: 1) Design modifications of the SAs, affecting the void propagation and 2) reactivity effect 

related parameters. For the current sodium boiling analysis the two most important reactivity effects are 

the Doppler effect and the sodium density reactivity effect. According to this, the chosen parameters have 

either direct effect on the reactivity evolution, such as plenum sodium void reactivity coefficient change 

or indirect effect, introduced by fuel gap conductance alteration, affecting the Doppler effect. The 

sensitivity cases are presented in Table 14. 

Sensitivity case Change magnitude 

Inter SA gap heat exchange modification 
The inter SA gap heat exchange was removed 

from the modeling completely 

SA outlet design modification 
The pin bundle geometry of shielding and 

reflector was changed into a sleeve geometry 
[10] 

SA flow gagging scheme modification 
3% of the CG1 sodium flow was redirected to 

the higher power CG2 zone 

Fuel gap conductance modification 10% increase 

Plenum sodium void reactivity coefficient 
modification 

20% increase 

Table 14. Applied sensitivity cases with change description 

For the analysis of the sensitivity cases only the power, power to flow, separate reactivity effects, detailed 

sodium reactivity and peak power SA fuel and cladding temperature evolution have been assessed. 

Moreover, to see the effect of the sensitivity cases on the available grace time of the reactor, being an 

important parameter, a new no inter SA gap heat exchange model is used as for the comparison of the 

modifications. In this way the cladding melting could be reached within the simulated timeframe, allowing 

the required computational time to be kept relatively low. Consequently, in Section 4.1.6.1., the effect of 

the new no SA gap heat exchange is assessed on the results, whereas for the later sensitivity cases, this 

calculation was used as the reference simulation.  

4.1.6.1. Reference case without inter SA gap heat exchange 

For the first sensitivity case, the effect of the inter SA gap heat exchange is examined. In previous studies 

[25][81] this heat exchange was often neglected, resulting in a conservative approach. To characterize 

this effect, a sensitivity case was performed, where the heat exchange towards the inter SA sodium flow 

was switched off, in contrast to the previously described assessment, where it was included in the model. 

By doing so, the heat removal is decreased from the hot primary sodium flowing through the SA, by not 

having an extra sodium flow around the SA hexcans. 

In Figure 87 the difference between the reference (Figure 74) and the current case can be immediately 

seen. Until the boiling onset, the power evolution is comparable for both calculations. Following that 

point at ~50 s, for the case without inter SA gap, the power starts to increase within a few seconds, having 

a sharper peak at ~80 s, leading to cladding meltdown and to thus to the end of the simulation. The 

normalized power to flow ratio shows similar trend, as the flowrate is equal for both simulation and 
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therefore the difference is based on the power evolution discrepancy. Although the power to flow ratio 

does not reach the level which was observed for the reference case (7.5 normalized power to flow), but 

stay under 6, the overall steady power increase leads to the melting temperature in the cladding, which 

was previously not observed. This comes from the fact that available coolant inventory has been 

decreased, by ~15%, therefore the lower amount of sodium has a more rapid temperature increase and 

boiling progression in the peak power SA, causing dryout and subsequent clad melting in the channel. 

  
Figure 87. Normalized power/mass flowrate (on the left) and normalized power to flow ratio (on the 

right) vs. time following the initiation of the transient 

When Figure 88 is evaluated, plotting the evolution of the various reactivity effects, the overall 

progression is comparable to the reference case, though lower absolute values are reached due to the 

earlier simulation end. The main difference, which points to a more rapid boiling progression, is the higher 

peak in the total sodium effect curve, pushing the total reactivity above 0. The plot on the right, reinforces 

this idea, as it shows that there is a strong increase in the CG2 fuel axial region sodium reactivity effect, 

compared to the reference solution (Figure 77), representing a fast void propagation downwards, towards 

the fuel region. 

  
Figure 88. Evolution of the reactivity components used in the point kinetics (left) and sodium reactivity 
effect evolution, distributed between the different CGs for fuel and plenum axial regions (right) vs time 
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In Figure 89, the cladding melting temperature is reached at the presented 65 cm axial fissile height node, 

which caused the termination of the simulation. Following the boiling onset, the cladding experiences a 

rapid temperature increase, observed also in the reference case, which is followed by a slower and 

fluctuating temperature increase, due to partial bubble collapse during boiling, until the melting point is 

reached. The fuel temperature is still far from melting, but even here a steady temperature increase is 

shown, soon after the boiling onset. 

 

Figure 89. Fuel inner surface and cladding inner surface temperature evolution in the peak power 
channel at the fissile fuel middle node height vs time 

4.1.6.2. Influence of the SA shielding and reflector design modification 

The first geometry related sensitivity study is the modifications of the SA shielding and reflector design. 

The original design uses pin bundle upper shielding and reflector set-up, which was modified to a sleeve 

design used in the Superphenix reactor [10], with the keeping of the overall shielding and reflector 

material volume unchanged. With this modification, the hydraulic diameter is increased and the pressure 

drop at the SA top is reduced. As it was mentioned in Section 4.1.6, the current and the later presented 

sensitivity cases are compared to the results of the case without the inter SA gap heat exchange, described 

in Section 4.1.6.1, being the reference solution for the sensitivity study. 

Figure 90 shows the effect of the modified SA outlet geometry on the evolution of the power following 

the boiling onset, which starts at the same time as it did in the reference design, at ~50 s. At ~70 s there 

is a power increase, but it starts later and recovers to a lower value, moreover, the immediate further 

sharp power increase is not present. The other obvious difference is the achieved longer simulated time 

until the cladding melting temperature is reached, providing an increased grace period of ~10 s. Similarly, 

the power to flow ratio, though exhibits a bump in the curve, the overall progression of the boiling seems 

to be more gradual, and the simulation does not end with a sudden power increase. 
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The reactivity components assessment is consistent with the reference case, only small discrepancies can 

be seen, which is true to the rest of the sensitivity cases also. In this sense, the Figures are provided in 

Appendix D for the interested reader. 

  
Figure 90. Normalized power/mass flowrate (on the left) and normalized power to flow ratio (on the 

right) vs. time following the initiation of the transient for SA outlet geometry sensitivity case 

In Figure 91, the cladding inner surface and fuel inner surface temperature evolution is compared to the 

reference case. The cladding temperature increase is in general more gradual and following the boiling 

onset, it stays under the reference temperature value. For this case, the melting point is not reached in 

the node corresponding to 65 cm axial fissile height but in the node above that, at 70 cm, as it takes longer 

time for the vapor to propagate downwards. The fuel temperature increase also starts later in the sleeve 

outlet design, providing higher safety margin. 

 
Figure 91. Fuel inner surface and cladding inner surface temperature evolution in the peak power 

channel at the fissile fuel middle node height vs time for SA outlet geometry sensitivity case 
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4.1.6.3. Influence of the cooling group flow distribution modification 

The final geometry modification related study is the cooling group flow distribution modification. As it 

was seen earlier, the first SAs to boil are in the CG2, thus for this sensitivity case, a small fraction (3%) of 

the CG1 flowrate is redistributed to the CG2 SAs, by changing the orificing at the SA bottom. The case is 

only performed as a hypothetical scenario to assess the change due to potential flow re-distribution, as 

such change would affect the nominal operating conditions of the reactor on an undesirable manner, 

without core neutronic optimization. 

The overall effect of the change in the sodium flow through CG1 and CG2 is comparable to the SA outlet 

design modification. The power and power to flow ratio in Figure 92, shows an increase at ~75 s with a 

sharper increase at the end of the simulation. The gain in grace time for the reactor during the simulated 

accidental scenario is ~10 s more before cladding meltdown occurs. 

  
Figure 92. Normalized power/mass flowrate (on the left) and normalized power to flow ratio (on the 

right) vs. time following the initiation of the transient 

As the previous Figures showed comparable results to the sleeve geometry modification case, the fuel 

inner surface and cladding inner surface temperature evolution also shows the same effect in Figure 93. 

Meaning, the clad melting occurs in a higher node compared to the reference case, with a general more 

gradual cladding temperature increase.  

The observed difference can be explained by the reduced hydraulic resistance, similarly to Section 

4.1.6.2., for the peak power SAs in CG2, originating from the different SA orificing at the bottom of the 

SA.   
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Figure 93. Fuel inner surface and cladding inner surface temperature evolution in the peak power 

channel at the fissile fuel middle node height vs time for CG flow distribution sensitivity case 

4.1.6.4. Influence of the fuel gap conductance modification 

In the next two sensitivity cases two non-geometry related parameters have been changed: first, the gap 

conductance has been increased by 10% for every SA in the model. It was assumed that by applying a 

higher gap conductance for the transient calculation, the average temperature of the fuel could be 

decreased, affecting the Doppler reactivity effect, and due to the different temperature profile, the 

overall reactor behavior. 

In Figure 94, the plotted power evolution shows a very close behavior to the one which was observed for 

the sensitivity cases with geometry modification, especially the one with the modified CG flow 

distribution. The main difference between these two cases is the even further increased available grace 

time period of about 16 s. 

The fuel and cladding inner surface temperature evolution, shown in Figure 95, is close to identical to the 

CG flow distribution modification study.  

The presented Figures show that the overall effect of gap conductance modification affects the fuel 

temperature and boiling evolution related reactivity effects, shown in Appendix D, Figure A-D-5, 

comparably to the previous sensitivity cases with geometry modification. 

In addition to impacting the Doppler effect, the gap conductance modification slightly changes the original 

energy deposition in fuel as well as the fuel-to-clad heat exchange rate during the transient. 
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Figure 94. Normalized power/mass flowrate (on the left) and normalized power to flow ratio (on the 

right) vs. time following the initiation of the transient for the fuel gap conductance sensitivity case 

 

Figure 95. Fuel inner surface and cladding inner surface temperature evolution in the peak power 
channel at the fissile fuel middle node height vs time for the fuel gap conductance sensitivity case 

4.1.6.5. Influence of the sodium plenum reactivity worth modification 

For the last sensitivity case, the sodium plenum reactivity coefficient has been increased by 20% in the 

model. In reality, similar effect could be achieved by increasing the length of the plenum, affecting the 

neutron leakage out of the core in case of sodium boiling in that region. 

In Figure 96, the effect of the change is clearly visible, as the normalized power curve shows the smallest 

reactivity increase at ~80 s, compared to the previous sensitivity cases, displaying less than 10% power 
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increase. Furthermore, from ~90 s, the power stays at ~40% of the nominal power, starting to increase 

only at the end of the simulation. Even though the power is closed to stable, the power to flow ratio keeps 

on increasing, due to the continuous reduction in core flow. Therefore, it results in the melting of the 

cladding and the termination of the simulation at ~105 s, providing 20 s extra grace time compared to the 

reference case. 

  
Figure 96. Normalized power/mass flowrate (on the left) and normalized power to flow ratio (on the 

right) vs. time following the initiation of the transient for the sodium plenum sensitivity case 

 
Figure 97. Fuel inner surface and cladding inner surface temperature evolution in the peak power 

channel at the fissile fuel middle node height vs time for the sodium plenum sensitivity case 

The fuel and cladding temperature assessment, in Figure 97, shows also the benefit of the increased 

plenum effect, as they have the lowest gradient within the sensitivity study, resulting in the highest safety 
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margin increase. As it has been written in Section 4.1.6.2, and has been the case for most sensitivity 

simulations, the cladding melting temperature is reached in an axially higher node than in the reference 

calculation, showing that longer time was required for the vapor to propagate downwards in the SA.  

 

4.1.7. Conclusions of Section 4.1 

In this Section, the ESFR-SMART core behavior under ULOF accidental conditions has been investigated 

with the TRACE system code, using a low void effect core design. In the analysis, special attention has 

been given to the sodium boiling reactivity effect and the coolant flow pattern evolution throughout the 

accident. The full reactor model in TRACE was simplified into a 42 channel reactor core model, accounting 

for 1/12th of the full core, exploiting the symmetry of the reactor. A ULOF accident simulation starting 

from an initial steady-state at nominal operating conditions is studied for the time period of 110 s. The 

simulations are performed for the reference design case and for the one with the modified SA wrapper 

design with the aim of increasing the stability of the reactor behavior during sodium boiling. Beside these 

two main calculations, calculations for few sensitivity cases have been also performed, assessing the 

effect of various SA design and core parameters on the core behavior under ULOF. The following 

conclusions are made based on the analysis results: 

• For the reference SA design, the reactor power stays stable for ~40 s following the boiling onset, 

providing a large available grace time period. Later on, it starts to show instability and fluctuation. The 

sodium vapor initially fills the plenum above the fuel within the SA, counterbalancing the otherwise 

positive sodium reactivity effect. The anticipated stable chugging boiling is not reached with the originally 

proposed design as the vapor does not collapse entirely when vapor bubbles leave the channel and liquid 

sodium re-enters the channel, but starts to propagate downwards to the fuel region, providing positive 

reactivity insertion into the core. Although stable boiling condition was not reached, no power runaway 

has been observed throughout the accident for the simulated period of time, which can potentially 

provide enough grace for other safety measures, such as a passive magnetic control rod release device, 

to shut down the reactor safely [8]. 

• As a modified case, a change has been implemented on the SA design. Namely, SA wrapper 

windows have been introduced in the model towards the inter-SA gap providing a flow path for the liquid 

sodium even when at the top of the SA the path is blocked by sodium vapor. Using this design, stable 

chugging boiling regime was achieved starting from boiling onset, and the reactor behavior stays stable 

throughout the simulated timeframe. In this sense, the applied design modification could potentially help 

to reach the desired safety level for the reactor during a hypothetical ULOF accidental scenario, being a 

potential reference design option for future SFR designs. This recommendation, however, should be 

supported by experimental demonstration. 

• The various assessed sensitivity cases for the reference design revealed the potential effect of 

certain changes in the SA geometry, fuel gap conductance or reactivity coefficients on the sodium boiling 

evolution. Although the cladding melting onset was not possible to avoid with any of the simulated 

sensitivity options, the available grace time could be increased, providing more time for the reactor 

operators to act or the passively activating safety mechanism to be initiated in order to avoid the reactor 

damage.  
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4.2. Assessment of SPX under ULOF conditions with new methodology  

In Section 2.4.2, a hybrid spatial kinetics (SK) methodology based on sampling of transport cross sections 

has been proposed for the calculation of the reactor power coupled with TRACE thermal hydraulic system 

code. The development of the proposed methodology was originally intended to perform transient 

simulations, where quick neutronic calculations are required. In this Section a ULOF in the Superphenix 

reactor core was simulated with this new methodology until the sodium boiling onset. No experimental 

data are available to compare the simulation results with and, since a point kinetics (PK) model of 

Superphenix was validated using the start-up tests [82], it has been used for comparison with the new 

methodology. 

 

4.2.1. ULOF simulation description 

Before the different calculation methods were run, a steady-state calculation was performed to provide 

the identical nominal starting conditions for both neutronic methods (hybrid SK sampling (later just SK) 

and PK). From this starting point, both calculation schemes were applied on the core, first, by keeping the 

nominal operating condition to provide enough time for the stabilization of the simulation following the 

restart process from the nominal state. After this point, following the initiation of the simulation, the 

ULOF transient starts (time=0 point in the Figures), with gradually decreasing inlet flowrate, 

corresponding to the primary pump coast down with halving the pump rotational speed at every 10 s 

[82]. As it has been in the previously presented ULOF calculation in Section 4.1, the control rods are kept 

in the nominal operating condition level, failing to reduce the core power to the shutdown level. With 

decreasing inlet flowrate and without utilizing the control rods, the reactor behavior is governed by the 

various feedback effects. In the current analysis, these effects are limited to the sodium density effect 

and Doppler effect, for both point and spatial kinetics, corresponding to the effects also analyzed in the 

static stage of the assessment. These feedbacks can be strongly spatially dependent, especially when 

sodium boiling is reached or when strong local perturbation is applied on the core, such as a control rod 

ejection, therefore their use is crucial for the comparison with the point kinetics method.  

 

4.2.2. Model description 

For the aforementioned SK ULOF analysis, the PARCS code coupled with the TRACE thermal-hydraulic 

system code was used. In the coupling, each SA modelled in PARCS was connected to a separate thermal 

hydraulic channel. In TRACE, only the primary circuit has been modeled [82], thus at the bottom of the 

channels, a sodium flow with constant temperature of 673 K was specified, corresponding to the nominal 

operating conditions. At the top of the SAs, an outlet pressure boundary condition has been used, shown 

in Figure 98. 

The XSs used within PARCS have been prepared already in the previous static analysis part, described in 

Section 2.3.2, where the modeled core geometry was also presented. The kinetic parameters were 

obtained from the Serpent 2 Monte Carlo calculations for the same core model. In this sense, 8 group of 

delayed neutron precursors were considered in the model, using the effective delayed neutron fractions.  
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Figure 98. Superphenix model of the coupled TRACE/PARCS codes for the ULOF analysis 

 

4.2.3. Transient results with sodium and Doppler feedbacks 

To compare the two methods, the first parameter which was assessed is the reactor power temporal 

evolution. In Figure 99, the reactor power normalized to the nominal power is plotted. Both methods give 

close results to each other, having ~1% higher power for the PK method at ~30 s of the calculation. The 

behavior of the reactor shows qualitatively identical progression, meaning that in the first seconds of the 

calculation there is a small increase in reactor power, which is followed by a sharp power decrease until 

the end of the simulation, reaching sodium boiling onset, due to the dominating effect of the fuel heat-

up. 

In Figure 100, the fissile average fuel and core average sodium temperature are shown, which define core 

reactivity feedback. Both temperatures are gradually increasing, which creates a competing effect, as the 

increasing sodium temperature (thus lower density) would increase the reactivity of the core due to 

harder neutron spectrum. On the contrary, the increasing fuel temperature would decrease the core 

reactivity, due to the higher neutron absorption. Overall, the curves for both methods reveal the same 

tendency, having only a few kelvin of discrepancy between.  
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Figure 99. Temporal evolution of the normalized reactor power for PK and SK methods 

 

Figure 100. Temporal evolution of the average fissile and core average sodium temperature for the PK 
and SK simulations 
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Figure 101 shows the evolution of the reactivity feedback in the reactor core. The Figure emphasizes the 

small initial reactivity increase, which was also observed on the power evolution plot. This is due to the 

fact that the initial increase of sodium temperature is more rapid then the subsequent increase in fuel 

temperature. Therefore, in the first ~2 s following ULOF initiation, the sodium density feedback dominates 

but then it is quickly superseded by the contribution from the Doppler effect, resulting with the overall 

negative reactivity insertion. Both, neutronic methods agree well qualitatively, providing comparable 

overall behavior during the curse of the simulation. Nevertheless, ~12% discrepancy can be observed by 

~30 s of the simulation, as the PK method gives higher negative reactivity insertion value. 

It is not possible to obtain a reactivity decompositions to have a more detailed Figure of this discrepancy 

due to the method used in PARCS, as it creates a XS change based on the combined effect of the applied 

feedbacks. Therefore, two separate simulations have been conducted, applying the sodium and Doppler 

feedback effects separately using the same model. The power evolution plots are presented for all these 

calculations in Figure 102. Overall, the power evolution agree qualitatively between the 2 methods for all 

feedbacks, but certain deviation can be observed, especially for the sodium reactivity feedback case. Due 

to the sodium feedback coefficient difference, the predicted reactivity increase is greater within the PK 

simulation, which further increases the sodium heat-up, resulting in ~4.3% power difference at ~30 s of 

the simulation when cladding meltdown occurs. As for the Doppler feedback only, the difference is 

smaller, resulting in ~2.5% power difference by the end of the simulation. The two feedback differences 

balance each other out when both of them are applied in the mode, resulting in an overall ~1.7% power 

deviation.  

 

Figure 101. Reactivity insertion comparison between PK and SK methods measured from the ULOF 
initiation point 
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Figure 102. Comparison of the temporal evolution of the power between PK and SK methods with 
reactivity feedback decomposition 

In Figure 103, the radial map of the relative SA power difference between PK and SK is presented for the 

Doppler plus sodium density feedback model, showing the core state at the end of the transient 

simulation, just before boiling onset. As in the beginning of the transient both PK and SK have identical 

power distribution and the power peaking does not change for PK throughout the simulation, the Figure 

can be understood as showing the SA power deviation due to the implemented spatial dependence on 

fuel temperature and sodium density. The overall power difference is low, peaking ~0.2% at the middle 

of the reactor core, which shows that due to the spatial dependence, the SK method predicts a higher 

power at the core center region, whereas around the periphery of the fissile core it predicts lower powers 

by a maximum of ~-0.1%. This change shows a steeper radial power using SK compared to PK. This effect 

can be explained by a higher relative Doppler contribution at the peak power SA regions, close to the 

periphery the inner core, shown in Figure 20. For the highest power SAs, due to greater fuel heat-up, the 

Doppler reactivity contribution is increased compared to the center of the reactor core. Thus, the relative 

power change is decreased more at inner core periphery than it is at the core center [49]. Furthermore, 

the more positive reactivity contribution of sodium density change at the center of the core can also play 

a role in the power shape deviation, due to the lower neutron leakage compared to the more periphery 

SAs. In the breeder region at the core periphery, the difference can be up to -0.3% but as the produced 

power is orders of magnitudes lower than it is in the fissile region, this difference is generally negligible.  
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Figure 103. Relative power difference comparison between SK and PK 

 

4.2.4. Control rod shift simulations 

Previously it was demonstrated that for the ULOF calculation until the sodium boiling onset, both SK and 

PK neutronic methods gave reasonably close results of power evolution. To demonstrate the importance 

of the proposed new hybrid SK sampling method, another case was assessed, where strong local 

neutronic perturbation has been included in the model, by means of the insertion and withdrawal of 

specific control rods. The rods, which were moved in the model are shown in Figure 104. The pattern 

follows the way it was described for the Phenix control rod withdrawal test, performed as part of the end 

of life experiments [83]. In this sense, the model consist of a nominal condition calculation, during which 

the reactor reaches its nominal temperature distribution. Following this, the transient starts with the 

insertion of one control rod into the reactor by 10 cm within 0.5 s, this is followed by a 50 s of stable 

operation, through which the reactor power reaches its new level. To increase the flux disparity, after this 

50 s stable operation period, another control rod is moved, withdrawing it by 10 cm from the core within 

0.5 s. This state of the core stays until the end of the total 100 s simulated transient time. 

For the proposed simulation, the control rod worth was required for both the 10 cm rod insertion and the 

10 cm rod withdrawal. For the PK method, the reactivity effect was obtained from the Monte Carlo 

simulation, showing the reactivity effect of -49 pcm for the control rod insertion and 53 pcm for the rod 

withdrawal. These values were simply implemented in a table format within TRACE. As for the SK method, 

no specific calculation was performed to process new XS set but rather the available control rod XS data 

was used, simply adjusting the axial region height according to the control rod movement. Therefore, 

small differences in the reactivity effect between the two calculations is possible.  
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Figure 104. Superphenix reactor core radial structure with the adjusted control rods highlighted 

In Figures 105-107, the temporal evolution of specific core parameters are plotted. In the Figures, the 

time starts 10 s before the initiation of the transient, namely the moving of the control rods. Therefore, 

from between 0 and 10 s, the nominal conditions are depicted.  

Figure 105 shows the power evolution for both PK and SK calculations, showing a higher power decrease 

at 10 s and power increase at 60 s, corresponding to the control rod insertion and withdrawal, due to the 

difference in rod worth between the methods. Although, the initial power change difference is ~4% at the 

control rod insertion and ~10% at the control rod withdrawal, the stabilized power level, due to the 

reactivity feedback, stays close for both calculation schemes  at ~1% and 2% for control rod insertion and 

withdrawal, respectively. 

In Figure 106, the reactivity effect introduced by the control rod movement is plotted. As the control rod 

movement happens in short time, 0.5 s, there is a sudden reactivity change, equal to the control rod 

worth inserted or withdrawn by 10 cm. Following the sharp reactivity change, the Doppler and sodium 

density feedback effects quickly counter balances the control rod movement and the reactor is 

approaching again 0 reactivity by the end of the 50 s stabilizing time. Overall, the temporal evolution of 

the reactivity is close to identical in both methods, showing again that the feedback effects are well 

implemented in the proposed new hybrid SK sampling method. 
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Figure 105. Temporal power evolution of PK and SK during the transient, which starts at 10 s 

 

Figure 106. Temporal reactivity evolution of PK and SK during the transient, which starts at 10 s 
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Figure 107 presents the evolution of the fissile core average temperature and the core average sodium 

temperature. The evolution of these temperature fields determine the magnitude of the Doppler and 

sodium density feedback effects for the different calculation methods. As the temperature evolution is 

dependent on the reactor core power and the coolant flow rate, which was kept equal for both methods, 

it is not surprising that the SK reactor core temperature is lower for the control rod insertion stage and 

higher for the withdrawn stage than it is for PK. The ~1% lower power translates into about ~10 K lower 

core average temperature, whereas in the second stage the ~2% higher core power results in ~20 K higher 

average fissile temperature. Consequently, this change impacts the Doppler feedback effect, 

counteracting the difference in the control rod reactivity effects. As for the core average sodium 

temperature, a maximum of ~1.2 K difference can be observed, which results into a marginal density 

change and, therefore, into a small reactivity effect difference. 

 

Figure 107. Temporal evolution of the inner and outer core average and core average sodium 
temperature of PK and SK during the transient, which starts at 10 s 

Figure 108-109, shows the advantage of the proposed hybrid SK sampling method as it allows the more 

accurate resolution of a local perturbation, in contrast to PK, where it is only the amplitude of the flux 

which is perturbed but the overall shape is not affected.  

In this sense, Figure 108 presents the SA wise power difference between PK and SK and as it was 

mentioned above, significant deviation can be observed. This deviation is especially emphasized around 

the control rods, which were moved within the simulation, reaching -16.2% around the control rod 

inserted by 10 cm and 15.9%, where the control rod was withdrawn.  
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Similar trend is shown in Figure 109 also, where the maximum fuel temperature difference is presented, 

having a maximum difference of -182.6 K and 266.7 K, in accordance with the power difference. 

 
Figure 108. Relative power difference of the different SAs in the core for SK and PK 

 
Figure 109. Maximum fuel temperature difference of the different SAs in the core for SK and PK 
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4.2.5. Conclusion of Section 4.2 

In the analysis, two different transient simulation scenarios have been modeled and assessed using the 

Superphenix reactor core model, described in Section 2.3.2. In this Section, the proposed hybrid spatial 

kinetics sampling method has been compared with the well-established point kinetics method, serving as 

a transient benchmark. In the first case, a ULOF simulation was performed, up until the point of sodium 

boiling onset, using only the Doppler and sodium density reactivity feedback effects, presented in the 

static part of the analysis. In general good agreement was achieved between the two calculation routes. 

Qualitatively all results agree, which reinforces that the developed methodology can be utilized for 

transient calculations, although proper validation work is still required using actual plant data. 

In the second transient scenario, a strong local perturbation has been applied on the reactor core by 

moving 2 of the control rods opposite to each other, one inserted by 10 cm and the other withdrawn by 

10 cm. By doing so, the strong difference was seen in the SA wise radial power and maximum fuel 

temperature map. This final calculation shows the need for a 3D method, such as the proposed nodal 

diffusion method, where the strong local perturbation can affect the conclusions of a safety analysis. 
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4.3. Assessment of core geometry distortion effect 

The assessment of core geometry distortion effect is divided into two separate studies in the thesis. 1) In 

the first part of the study, the static core deformation assessment methodology is applied on the ESFR-

SMART core design, which was also applied on the Phenix study and EOL experiments in Section 2.4. By 

doing so, the core flowering reactivity effect can be compared to the effect observed on the Phenix 

reactor. 2) Within the second part of the study, a transient core deformation is simulated for the Phenix 

reactor design described in Section 2.4. The reactivity evolution throughout the transient is assessed at 

various time points, covering the course of the deformation calculation. The core geometry distortion 

scenario was set-up to simulate the likeness of a sodium boiling induced core deformation, from which 

the core deformation induced power evolution was calculated. As the overall deformation is similar to 

the dynamic of a core flowering effect, the power evolution was compared to the Phenix reactor power 

during the AURN negative reactivity event, for which the currently prevailing explanation is reactor core 

flowering as the origin of the reactivity variation in the incident.  

 

4.3.1. ESFR-SMART static core flowering calculations 

4.3.1.1. Core modeling and simulated scenarios 

The static core geometry distortion scenario for the ESFR-SMART core design was set-up to replicate the 

study performed in Section 2.4. Therefore, the modeled reactor core, shown in Figure 110, was loaded 

with forces placed on the first ring SAs, adjacent to the center SA, at the wear pad level, displayed by the 

red arrows in the Figure. The total length of the SAs in the model were 3719 mm, corresponding to the 

ESFR-SMART SA height above the diagrid, whereas the wear pads are located at 2082 mm height, 163 mm 

below the fissile core top (an inner core SA geometry is given in Appendix B, drawing 2). 

Within the study, 7 deformation cases have been simulated, with increasing loads on the pads. The first 

simulation was corresponding to the unloaded core condition, creating the non-deformed reference case 

for the reactivity effect calculations. Following this, forces were applied on the pads up to 30 kN with 

steps of 5 kN. This set of forces are greater than the ones applied on the Phenix SAs, by a factor of 5, due 

to the reason that the SA face-to-face (F2F) distance is significantly larger for ESFR.  

In ESFR, the SA F2F distance is 205.35 mm compared to the Phenix F2F distance of 123.7 mm, coupled 

with the fact that the wrapper thickness of the ESFR SAs are also greater, 4.5 mm compared to the  

3.5 mm in Phenix, with resulting moment of inertia for the ESFR wrapper is being ~6 time greater. As a 

significant portion of the SA rigidity comes from the internal structure, using only the wrapper moment 

of inertia difference, might not be completely representative, but gives a simplified view on the SA 

deformation difference between ESFR-SMART and Phenix cores.  

In this sense, based on the similarity of the internal structure of the two SFR cores, the same Young 

modulus was used as it was obtained from the Phenix deformation study. In this way, the deformation 

differences reduces to the differences between the SA F2F difference, which results in the ~5 greater load 

requirement to obtain deformation magnitudes corresponding to the Phenix flowering study. 
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Figure 110. ESFR-SMART core loading for the flowering deformation simulation 

4.3.1.2. Neutronic calculations of the deformed ESFR geometries 

Following the deformation calculation, the resulting deformed geometry was used in Serpent 2, shown in 

Figure 111, to calculate the reactivity effect of the core deformation. The results from this calculation are 

given in Table 15. The obtained maximum deformation is lower than the maximum observed in Phenix, 

where it was just above 5 mm, compared to the 4.22 mm seen here. One of the reason for this is that in 

Phenix there was 1 more performed calculation, although based on the trend of the ESFR results the 

deformation would have stayed under still 5 mm. Besides, the applied 5 times greater forces were 

marginally underestimated. Nevertheless, the overall deformation magnitude is comparable between the 

2 studies. 

When the resulting Keff values are assessed, all values appear to be equal within 2 sigma error range, as 

shown in the Table. This shows that with the applied deformation magnitude, there is no observable 

reactivity effect, which is a significant difference compared to the Phenix results. In Section 2.4, the 

reactivity effect versus pad level deformation was plotted in Figure 39.  For comparison, the maximum 

pad level deformation of ESFR is ~2.4 mm, from the Figure, the reactivity effect of the Phenix core at  

2.4 mm pad level deformation is ~-25 pcm. There are three main reason, why this strong difference can 

exist between the two core designs: 

1. The ESFR F2F distance is significantly greater than it is for the Phenix core. As a result, the fuel volume 

ratio to the sodium coolant is significantly increased, as the inter SA gap in the models are kept equal for 

both cores. Thus, the change in fuel volume/sodium volume ratio is reduced, resulting in a decreased 

reactivity effect. Qualitatively, a 1 mm increase of the sodium inter SA gap around the Phenix SA, creates 

a 1.64% decrease in the fuel to sodium amount, using the SA wrapper outer F2F distance to calculate the 

fuel surface area, whereas, a 1 mm increase in the SA gap around the ESFR SA results in a less than 1% 

change in fuel to sodium ratio. 
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2. The active core (inner and outer core region) radius is significantly larger for ESFR. There are 13 rings 

of SAs in the inner and outer core for ESFR, whereas in the Phenix design there are only 6 SA rings in these 

regions. This means, that whereas the total active core is deformed with such loads as were applied on 

the core for the Phenix reactor, this was not achieved for ESFR. Therefore, in the Phenix active core region 

there was a global net sodium volume increase, as the SAs even at the outer core periphery bowed 

outwardly, whereas in the ESFR core, there was no overall increase of sodium volume, only local changes. 

3. The ESFR-SMART SAs are ~200 mm higher in the model, by not taking the SA foot into account, than 

the Phenix SAs. Whereas, the top of the fuel is only ~100 mm lower in Phenix than it is at ESFR. Thus, as 

there is an overall 100 mm difference between the SA top and fuel top between ESFR and Phenix core 

models, being farther from the top for ESFR, the resulting overall fuel region deformation is lower, as the 

deformation magnitude decreases with the increasing distance from the SA top.  

  
Figure 111. Model of the deformed ESFR  core in Serpent 2 Monte Carlo code 

Force applied  
[N] 

Deformation 
[mm] 

Keff (std:1pcm) 

0  0 0.99288 

5000 1.87 0.99289 

10000 2.54 0.99289 

15000 3.08 0.99287 

20000 3.49 0.99286 

25000 3.88 0.99287 

30000 4.22 0.99288 

Table 15. ESFR-SMART core flowering core deformation and Keff values as a function of applied force 

 

4.3.2. Transient core deformation simulation using the Phenix core design 

4.3.2.1. Transient modeling 

In an attempt to simulate a sodium boiling induced core deformation reactivity effect, a study on the 

Phenix reactor core was performed. The Phenix core was preferred over the ESFR core due to two main 

reasons:  
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1)  The ESFR core deformation related reactivity effect seems to be considerably lower, using comparable 

deformation magnitudes, therefore, to increase the effect, greater deformation would have been needed 

to be used, increasing the computational efforts using the ESFR model.  

2) Besides, the ESFR SAs are more resilient against deformations, as a result of the change in geometry 

compared to the Phenix SAs, meaning that the pressure spikes resulting from the sodium boiling, and 

used for this study, obtained from Figure 85 of the ULOF study, might not create high enough 

deformations to have any observable reactivity effect.   

In this sense, the Phenix NASTRAN model can be seen in Figure 112. With red color, the SA surface is 

highlighted where the load from the bubble collapse pressure spike is applied. The geometry of the model 

was identical to the one which was used in Section 2.4. In the first ring of SAs, adjacent to the center, the 

1 MPa observed pressure spike is used, whereas for the second ring SA, in-between these two first ring 

SAs, a dumped pressure is applied, equal to 0.15 MPa. For the rest of the SAs, the pressure was assumed 

to be dumped enough to not to apply any load on them, as a simplification of the model.  Axially the 

surface where the load was applied stretched from the fuel top region, ending below the SA top. The total 

simulated time period was ~210 millisecond, due to the speed of the event. The pressure on the SAs was 

applied in three steps: 

1. Linearly increasing the load from 0 to 100% between time 0 s and 10 millisecond. 

2. The 100% load was kept on the SA surfaces between 10 millisecond and 20 millisecond. 

3. The load was removed, decreasing linearly to 0% from 20 millisecond to 30 millisecond of the simulated 

time frame. 

 
Figure 112. Phenix reactor core model used with the applied pressure loads on the SAs with the 

diagonal SA numbering for the SA movement characterization 
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This shape of the pressure load correlates with a typical pressure spike in Figure 85. 

Following the mechanical calculation with NASTRAN, the obtained deformed core geometries were used 

as input in Serpent Monte Carlo code to calculate the Keff for each of the core states. Afterwards, the 

reactivity effect, corresponding to each deformed core states were obtained from the resultant Keff values. 

4.3.2.2. Transient deformation results 

For the assessment of deformation dynamics and the resultant reactivity feedback effect, 13 time points 

were chosen to be analyzed, in the total simulated ~210 millisecond, shown in Figure 113. As the pressure 

pulse distorts the first row SA, there is an initial strong distortion which gradually moves towards the 

periphery of the core, red colored SAs in the Figure. The maximum deformation is obtained at  

~30 millisecond, where the first ring SA top reaches 17 mm deformation towards the core periphery. The 

applied structural damping of the SA dissipates the initial energy originating from the pressure pulse, 

therefore, the outer ring SAs reach a lower maximum deformation, in the range of 11 mm. From the 

flowering, the SAs bounce back and create a core compaction, blue colored SAs in the Figure, which can 

be dangerous for an SFR, as it has a positive reactivity effect [26]. 

 

 
Time = 0.015 s 

 
Time = 0.03 s 

 
Time = 0.045 s 

 
Time = 0.06 s 
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Time = 0.075 s 

 
Time = 0.09 s 

 
Time = 0.105 s 

 
Time = 0.115 s 

 
Time = 0.12 s 

 
Time = 0.13 s 

 
Time = 0.15 s 

 
Time = 0.18 s 
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Time = 0.210 s 

Figure 113. Deformation magnitude of the SAs for 1/12th of the reactor core at the assessed time points 

In Figure 114, the diagonal row SAs dynamic is shown, together with the resulting reactivity effect, 

calculated at every time step. The Figure shows, that although the greatest deformation corresponds to 

the first time steps with the initial deformation of the first few rings, the reactivity effect is more 

influenced by the resulting global total deformation, which is significantly influenced by the periphery 

ring SAs. This is due to the fact, that although on a few inner SA higher deformation is attained, the total 

deformation from the outer core rings are larger as more SAs are located in those regions. This idea is 

reinforced when the maximum reactivity effect time location, ~0.05 s, is compared with the overall 

deformations shown in Figure 113, where the global deformation peaks between the time 0.03 s and  

0.06 s, closer to 0.06 s.  

 

Figure 114. Diagonal row SA deformation (SA numbering shown in Figure 112) together with the core 
distortion reactivity effect evolution throughout the simulated time frame 
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Based on the attained deformation dynamic, which in the beginning shows similarities to a core flowering 

effect, the calculation was compared to a measured event happened in the Phenix reactor, the so called 

AURN negative reactivity event [28]. During this event, the reactor core power went through a sinusoidal 

change, decreasing in the beginning, followed by a power recovery close to the nominal value, then 

another decrease with a subsequent power increase over the nominal value in the end. At the last power 

increase the reactor safety system became operational and shutdown the reactor safely. In this sense, 

the obtained reactivities from the calculation was used in TRACE as a table data, with the point kinetics 

method without using any other feedback effect, to calculate the reactor power evolution. This power 

evolution was then compared to the measured AURN event, for which the hypothesis is that the initiation 

event was related to core flowering.  

The comparison is presented in Figure 115, showing a very comparable power decrease in the first core 

expansion stage of the simulation, where all SAs are bowing outwardly. After ~0.1 s, the calculated power 

reaches significantly higher values and the overall power evolution is different compared to the measured 

data.  

 

Figure 115. Power evolution during the measured AURN event aligned with the calculated Phenix core -
deformation due to sodium boiling 

Although, the actual cause and dynamics of the core flowering during the accident are not known, the 

initial similarity between the two curves are surprisingly close. Therefore, to further analyze such 

flowering event and study the influence of core condition on results, the sensitivity case with modified 

pads distance (SA contact surface distance) was conducted. The pad distance was decreased to zero (pads 

in contact), compared to the previously available 0.25 mm, specified in the Phenix End-Of-Life tests [64]. 
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Potentially it can change the character of the deformation progression, while this change is justified, as 

in normal operation the SAs have an axial temperature profile, with increased temperature at the top and 

lowest at the bottom, whereas the experiment was performed with a uniform temperature profile axially, 

having a small gap between the SAs. In this sense, during operation the SAs are touching each other at 

the pad level, which can potentially limit the core compaction and the resulting positive reactivity effect, 

when the SAs are bouncing back from expansion state. 

4.3.3. Phenix dynamic core deformation sensitivity study 

As it was mentioned in the previous Section, a sensitivity case has been performed for the Phenix dynamic 

deformation assessment, using more realistic SA gap distances. For the deformation calculations, the 

exact same model was used, with the only deviation of setting the distance between the gaps to 0 mm. 

After running the analysis, the corresponding time points have been modeled in Serpent to calculate the 

reactivity effect and finally to compare the power evolution to the measured values during the AURN 

event, with this more realistic model. 

A clear difference in the core deformation of the model having no gaps between the SA wear pads was 

observed, as shown in Figure 116. The overall deformation is more uniform, with the outer 7 SA rings 

essentially moving together, rather than in a more detached manner as previously. At this part of the 

core, the SA movement is not characterized by the initial pressure pulse induced fast oscillations, as it is 

for the first 3 rings of SA. 

 
 

Time = 0.015 s 

 
Time = 0.03 s 

 
Time = 0.045 s 

 
Time = 0.06 s 
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Time = 0.210 s 

Figure 116. Deformation magnitude of the SAs for 1/12th of the reactor core at the assessed time points 
for the sensitivity case with pads in contact 

 

This effect is even more emphasized in Figure 117, where the reactivity effect is also included in the plot. 

As it was mentioned for the reference simulation, it is even clearer here that the total reactivity effect is 

mainly governed by the deformation of the outer periphery SAs, showing nearly a mirror image of the 

core deformation of those regions. The reactivity evolution in the core closer resembles a wave like shape 

than for the reference, having a smaller positive reactivity effect peak than before, due to reduced core 

compaction.  

 

Figure 117. Diagonal row SA deformation (SA numbering shown in Figure 112) together with the core 
distortion reactivity effect evolution throughout the simulated time frame for the sensitivity case 
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The power evolution, shown in Figure 118, shows a similar power decrease as was also plotted in Figure 

115, with marginally lower maximum decrease, as the lower reactivity change has suggested from Figure 

117. The power increase, corresponding to the core compaction, is closer to the measured values from 

Phenix, and in general the power evolution shape is comparable to the one observed during the AURN 

event. This observation seems to reinforce the theory, that the origin of the event could be related to a 

flowering like core deformation. 

 

 

Figure 118. Power evolution during the measured AURN event aligned with the calculated Phenix core 
deformation due to sodium boiling for the sensitivity case 

4.3.4. Conclusions of Section 4.3 

In this section, the developed and validated core mechanics methodology (see Section 2.4) has been 

applied 1) on the ESFR-SMART core design, completing a static core flowering analysis, to obtain the 

reactivity effect due to this type of core deformation. 2) A dynamic simulation has been performed using 

the Phenix reactor core model from Section 2.4, to analyze the effect of the potential core deformation 

induced by a pressure spike, similar to the ones observed during the sodium boiling study in Section 4.1.5. 

Lastly, a sensitivity case has been performed, by eliminating the gaps between the SA pads, thus creating 

a more realistic analysis of the nominal reactor conditions for the Phenix core. The results can be 

concluded as follows: 

• Within the static analysis the forces were increased by factor of 5, to obtain comparable deformation 

at the top of SA of the ESFR core than it was in Section 2.4 with the Phenix model. This difference comes 
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from the ~65% increased SA hexcan width, resulting in more resilient SAs. The reactivity analysis of the 

ESFR-SMART core shows negligible effect of the core flowering deformation, compared to the ~25 pcm 

reactivity observed for the Phenix core with comparable deformation. This difference is attributed to the 

greater fuel volume to sodium ratio for the ESFR core, together with the greater core radius, meaning 

that not the whole active core has been deformed, in contrast to the case with Phenix. Lastly, a marginal 

effect is also contributed from the greater distance between the SA top and fuel top in ESFR, reducing the 

fuel region deformation marginally. 

• The simulation on the Phenix core transient, induced by a pressure spike similar to the ones predicted 

in the ULOF due to the fast vapor condensation, shows a relatively strong overall core deformation, 

peaking with ~17 mm. The reactor core is first expands outwardly, showing similarity to the core flowering 

deformation. Then, the SAs rebound, and core compaction is observed. The general dynamic of the SAs 

throughout the simulation shows a complex pattern, with the different ring SA having different 

frequencies. The obtained reactivity effect was used to calculate the power variation, which was 

compared to the power observed during the AURN negative reactivity event of Phenix reactor, as the 

prevailing explanation of this event is the core flowering. The comparison shows, that indeed a similar 

power evolution can be observed using the pressure spike as a driving event, while the power evolution 

is remarkably close between the performed simulation results and the measurements for the first half of 

the calculation. Later, when the core compaction occurs, the power evolution deviates significantly. 

• In the sensitivity case, with the eliminated gaps between the SA wear pads, potentially reflecting a 

more realistic core state, the previously observed strong positive reactivity effect due to core compaction 

was reduced. For the power evolution, the overall similarity with AURN event increased and the power 

evolution curves show a strong alignment. Although the exact nature of the real event is not known, a 

dynamic core flowering could have shown similar behavior, to the one observed in the sodium boiling 

simulation, thus having observed comparable power evolution.  

Through these assessed deformation cases, the capabilities of the developed core mechanics 

methodology has been presented, displaying a valuable tool for safety assessment or general core design 

optimization purposes. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Conclusions and recommendations for future work 

The goal of the present doctoral work can be divided into two main areas. 1) To improve and develop the 

computational methods facilitating the safety research of SFRs and ESFR in particular. 2) Assess the new 

safety measures of the ESFR, as well as specific data from the Phenix and Superphenix reactors, related 

to various safety functions.  

For the first goal, the specific tools developed within the work relate to the coupled 3D 

neutronic/thermal-hydraulic simulations with an increased accuracy-to-speed ratio. In this context, the 

developed hybrid spatial kinetics sampling method has been established and benchmarked against 

conventional tools. Furthermore, in the topic of tool development, a core mechanics analysis 

methodology have been verified and validated as part of the work. 

Regarding the safety measures assessment, the various DHRS and low void effect core of ESFR have been 

specifically targeted with assessment, concerning the heat removal and reactivity control safety 

functions, respectively. Besides, the developed new simulation methods have been used to assess 1) the 

ULOF accident in Superphenix, using the hybrid spatial kinetics sampling methodology to determine the 

reactor core behavior and 2) the reactivity effect due to the core deformation induced by e.g. a sodium 

bubble collapse in the Phenix reactor core. In this study, only certain accidental conditions are assessed, 

which either challenge the proposed new safety measures, showing their capability to keep the reactor 

safe or possess the highest risk to damage the reactor core integrity. Nevertheless, in a later stage, moving 

away from the conceptual design phase, more complete safety assessment should be performed in a 

future work. 

The concluding Chapter starts with a chapter-wise summary in Section 5.1, which is followed by the 

description of the main achievements of the work in Section 5.2. The recommendations for future work 

are presented in Section 5.3, and finally, in Section 5.4 concluding remarks of the research are made. 

 

5.1. Chapter-wise summary 

Chapter 1 introduces the research topic of the thesis. It opens with a general description of nuclear power 

production worldwide, followed by the description of advanced, Generation IV reactors, introducing the 

concept of SFRs through their working principles. After the general SFR technology description, the ESFR 

has been described with more details, providing the main subject of the safety assessment performed in 

the thesis. To introduce the motivation for the safety assessments performed in the thesis, a 

comprehensive description have been given of the various safety measures analyzed in the thesis, 

belonging to reactivity control, heat removal and containment safety functions. Thereafter, objectives of 

the work are formulated, as well as the structure of the doctoral thesis is presented. 

Chapter 2 describes the main methodologies of the research. Initially, the description of the Computer-

Aided Design tool is given with specific examples of the use of such method throughout the whole 

research. Following that, the TRACE thermal-hydraulic model of the ESFR is introduced in a detailed 
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manner, describing the primary, secondary and tertiary system modeling approach for the later safety 

assessment. Thereafter, the applied reactor kinetics methods, intended to calculate the reactor power 

evolution, have been described. First, the point kinetics model with the modeled reactivity feedback 

effects has been presented, followed by the description of the spatial kinetics methodology presenting 

the main working principles. As this method has been under development in the thesis, a static 

benchmark analysis is also provided in the chapter to show the agreement with reference solutions using 

the Superphenix core model. Lastly, the proposed core mechanics methodology has been described, 

providing verification and validation studies, using the Phenix experimental data for the validation 

exercise. 

Chapter 3 is devoted to the analysis of the heat removal safety function. First the ESFR reactor behavior 

is assessed under the PSBO accidental condition without employing any of the specific safety measures 

included in the design. Applying different modeling assumptions for the availability of the secondary 

circuit of the reactor, the system behavior and its available grace time before reaching any of the limiting 

temperature constraints is assessed. This was followed by the DHRS 1, 2 and 3 assessment, studying the 

operation of the various heat removal means and the general reactor behavior during transition from 

forced to natural convection. The heat removal performances of the DHRSs have been assessed, 

presenting their capability to provide long term cooling for the system in case of an unforeseen reactor 

shutdown, avoiding any reactor damage. In the second part of the chapter, the reactor behavior and DHRS 

performance were assessed using an optimized, compact secondary circuit design, thus revealing 

potential consequence of the new secondary circuit layout in terms of the plant safety. 

Chapter 4 presents the safety study related to the reactivity control safety function. The chapter starts 

with the assessment of the ESFR low void effect core performance under the ULOF accidental conditions. 

The main aim of this study was to assess the sodium boiling temporal progression as part of a beyond 

design basis accident, within the ESFR core design, and capability to avoid reactor power runaway. Various 

SA design modifications were also assessed in the study, evaluating their influence in the sodium boiling 

progression and core power evolution, during the accident. Thereafter, the new spatial kinetics method 

has been benchmarked against a well established point kinetics calculation scheme, using the 

Superphenix core design. Similarly to the ESFR core, here also a ULOF simulation was chosen as the base 

transient comparison, together with a supplementary control rod movement study, where there is a 

stronger local perturbation of the neutron flux. Finally, the core mechanics methodology has been applied 

to the ESFR core, using static core flowering simulation, and on the Phenix core, simulating a transient 

deformation case, induced by the pressure spike simulating potential sodium bubble collapse, as 

predicted in the ULOF simulation. The obtained reactivity evolution due to core deformation was 

translated to reactor power evolution using the TRACE point kinetics method.  

Chapter 5 summaries the thesis work with overview and conclusions. It includes the main achievement 

of the research study and some recommendations to future work based on the research outcome. 

 

5.2. Main achievements 

Within this Section the main findings and achievements of the thesis is presented, according to the 

objectives described in Chapter 1. 
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1. Development of a coupled neutronics and thermal-hydraulic method using a hybrid spatial 

kinetics sampling method. 

2. Development, verification and validation of a core mechanics methodology to assess the 

reactivity change due to the core geometry distortion.  

3. Assessment of the decay heat removal systems within the framework of heat removal safety 

function. 

4. Assessment of the low void effect core design of ESFR within the framework of reactivity control 

safety function 

 

Development of coupled neutronics and thermal-hydraulic method using a hybrid spatial kinetics sampling 

method 

To improve the reactor core power calculation in terms of accuracy-to-speed ratio during the simulation 

of a transient accidental condition, a hybrid stochastic-deterministic 3D nodal diffusion calculation 

method was presented, using PARCS nodal diffusion solver with a transport XS correction technique, 

called sampling (hybrid SK sampling). Using the Superphenix reactor core, static and transient benchmarks 

have been assessed. The development of such methodology was initiated by the fact that certain 

accidental conditions where strong local perturbations exist in the reactor core, the point kinetic 

calculation option, otherwise used within the thesis, introduces limiting assumptions. In Chapter 2, the 

static benchmark calculations were presented, showing very good agreement with the reference Monte 

Carlo neutronic calculations, reducing the power deviation from ~5% to 1.5%, and the keff from 416 pcm 

to 6 pcm, compared between the reference Monte Carlo solution and PARCS, without and with the 

applied sampling correction method. Thus, in a static calculation, it was shown that the reactor power 

calculated with a nodal diffusion solver can be comparable to reference Monte Carlo calculations. As 

Monte Carlo method is a high fidelity calculation tool, comparable solution with a fast running nodal 

diffusion solver is expected to provide increased accuracy transient simulation results, where Monte Carlo 

simulations are still not feasible most of the times.  

As the methodology was intended to be used in a transient calculation, a benchmark analysis has been 

performed in Chapter 4, using two different transient simulation scenarios on the Superphenix reactor 

core model, which was also the model for the static simulation benchmark in Chapter 2. In this 

assessment, the proposed sampling corrected method was compared with point kinetics technique, 

serving as the reference method in the benchmark as its accuracy has been previously assessed in other 

studies, validating the tool with experimental results. Firstly, a ULOF simulation was performed, until the 

point of sodium boiling onset, using only the Doppler and sodium density reactivity feedback effects, 

presented in the static part of the analysis. In the study, the spatial kinetics technique provided good 

agreement with the reference results, displaying that with the applied feedback effects the methodology 

can be used for transient calculation, and the adjusted XSs provide qualitatively good results. 

In the second part of the study, two control rods were moved, located opposite to each other in the core, 

withdrawing one by 10 cm and inserting the other by 10 cm. Applying this scenario, strong local flux 

perturbation was introduced into the core, for which 3D core calculation is required to obtain accurate 

results. Therefore, strong differences were observed between the reference and the 3D spatial kinetics 

calculation, predicting different power for SAs close to the perturbation by up to ~16% with the maximum 

fuel temperature deviation of ~270 K. As in this particular case the assumptions applied in the point 
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kinetics calculation are emphasized, the requirement for 3D spatial kinetics calculation is shown for 

certain accidental conditions with strong local flux changes. It was also observed in the assessment that 

the control rod worth differs between point kinetics and spatial kinetics calculations by ~20%, which 

shows that specific XS data should be produced with inserted or withdrawn control rods for the spatial 

kinetics method, as simply moving the control rod without new XS set can lead to an error in that range. 

The obtained core power difference shows only ~2% power deviation, due to the available Doppler and 

sodium feedback effects, however, it requires special attention. 

Overall, the static calculations and transient ULOF benchmark show that the methodology is ready to 

perform SFR safety assessment and shows that the sampling method operates as it was intended. 

Nevertheless, further validation work is still required for the methodology to increase the confidence in 

performance, i.e. in the improved accuracy. Such validation has been performed in the work presented 

in Appendix C using only static calculation, thus for transient case it is still required. This is especially 

needed for a case where strong local perturbation is involved, as the benchmark showed the difference 

against a point kinetics method which is not capable of assessing such situation accurately anyway, thus 

for the assessment experimental data should be used. 

 

Development, verification and validation of a core mechanics methodology to assess the reactivity change 

due to core geometry distortion  

A core mechanics methodology has been introduced in Chapter 2, which allows the simulation of general 

loads on the reactor core subassemblies, producing the core states with deformed shapes, which are 

subsequently used for the evaluation of the reactivity effect induced by the core deformation. In the 

chapter, the verification and validation work have been presented, for which the experimental results of 

the Phenix reactor End-Of-Life tests were used. The comparison of various static deformation points 

presented good agreement with the experimental data, providing the basis for future transient 

calculation of SFR core deformations for either safety assessment or general design optimization 

purposes. 

In Chapter 4, the developed core mechanics methodology has been applied 1) on the ESFR-SMART core 

design, completing a static core flowering analysis, to obtain the reactivity effect due to this type of core 

deformation. 2) A dynamic simulation has been performed using the Phenix reactor core model from 

Section 2.4, to analyze the effect of a core deformation potentially induced by the pressure spikes, similar 

to the ones observed during the sodium boiling study in Section 4.1.5.1. Lastly, a sensitivity case has been 

performed, by eliminating the gaps between the SA pads, which reflected a more realistic core nominal 

operating conditions of the Phenix reactor.  

The two main outcome from this study are as follows: 

Through the ESFR static assessment, using identical deformation approach as it has been performed on 

the Phenix reactor, it was shown that the resulting reactivity effect is negligible for the deformation 

magnitude close to the one observed on Phenix. This shows that the different width SA design and 

increased active core radius reduces strongly the effect of such scenario. This can be explained by the 

increased fuel volume to sodium volume ratio, with smaller change in the fraction when SA deformation 

occurs. Furthermore, the fact that the overall core deformation does not reach the periphery SAs for ESFR 
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in contrast to Phenix, due to the higher number of fuel SA rings, has a strong influence and the net sodium 

volume  within the core stays unchanged under such magnitude of deformation. Thus, the ESFR core 

appears to be more resilient against deformation induced reactivity change, compared to the Phenix 

reactor. 

The second main outcome is the ability of performing a simulation of general transient dynamic 

deformation with evaluation of the corresponding core reactivity evolution, which is a new addition to 

the simulation capabilities of SFRs at PSI. To test this capability, a hypothetical accidental scenario was 

tested where the sodium boiling induced pressure spike is simulated in the core, generating net 

deformation. Although the simulation includes certain assumptions on the pressure load on the SA 

surfaces and the applied structural damping of the SAs based on engineering judgement, the capabilities 

are well demonstrated through the transient calculation. The calculation included initial core flowering, 

followed by core compaction, thus, a complicated scenario with a sequence of various deformed core 

states was obtained, representing the dynamic mechanical response of the core to the initial 

perturbation, and the resulting reactivity evolution was calculated. Due to similarity of the deformation 

to the core flowering deformation suspected in a Phenix accident, A.U.R.N. negative reactivity event, the 

calculated power evolution was compared with measured power during this event. This comparison 

showed a strong coherency in the initial flowering phase of the calculation, thus a further sensitivity case 

was analyzed, where a more accurate core state was modeled, by eliminating the distance between the 

SA wear pads. 

In the aforementioned sensitivity case with the modified wear pad distance and the identical initial 

pressure load, a different dynamic core deformation pattern was observed and the transient simulation 

results on power evolution exhibited even more coherent behavior with respect to the measured data. 

This provides a hint that currently prevailing hypothesis that core flowering was the initiator of the core 

deformation seems to be supported with the results. 

 

Assessment of the decay heat removal systems as part of the heat removal safety function 

The second main objective of the current doctoral thesis was the assessment of the ESFR safety measures 

according to the various safety functions, having emphasis on the heat removal and reactivity control 

safety functions. Specifically, in Chapter 3, the fulfillment of the heat removal safety function has been 

assessed through the study of the various DHRS, using TRACE thermal hydraulic system code. The PSBO 

accidental scenario was used to perform the assessment, allowing the characterization of the DHRS 

regarding the available decay heat removal performance and the overall robustness of the system moving 

from forced to natural convection. Two models have been utilized for the study, a reference model, for 

which the detailed description has been provided in Chapter 2, and a model with modified secondary 

circuit design, using a more innovative arrangement with shorter and simpler secondary piping.  

In the study, initially a few base cases have been modeled, without applying any of the DHRSs, available 

in the design. These options revealed the favorable reactor behavior and its significant grace time period 

available before any limiting temperature would be reached, due to the high amount of primary sodium 

and thus the available large heat capacity. Moreover, within the primary circuit stable transition from 

forced to natural convection was demonstrated, whereas within the secondary circuit the natural 

convection establishment requires auxiliary systems for stable operation.  
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Following this, the various DHRS operational options have been modeled, obtaining results for individual 

and combined multiple DHRS operation. 

The evaluation reveals the favorable performance of the DHRS-1 units. The DHRS-1 operates, using the 

secondary sodium for the heat removal from the primary system but capable of operating even if the 

secondary sodium is drained from the loop, utilizing the available sodium reservoir in the IHX. The heat is 

removed by sodium-air heat-exchanger, which also operates in air natural convection regime. The natural 

circulation sodium flow in the unit is quickly established, following the pump trips, and removes the 

predicted ~ 7 MW heat per unit. This allows the decay heat removal exclusively by using the DHRS-1 after 

~30 minutes following the opening of the air windows in the DHRS chimneys. That being said, one 

negative aspect was also revealed by the study, showing that the sodium circulation in the units during 

normal operation is established against the main sodium loop circulation, which introduces a small 

amount of hot sodium at the cold part, decreasing marginally the efficiency of the reactor during normal 

operation. This phenomenon can be counteracted by a small auxiliary pump on the DRHS-1 unit, which 

creates an opposite direction flow circulation, which was also assessed in the Chapter.  

The DHRS-2 assessment shows that though it was purposed as one of the main decay heat removal mean, 

with its current design it is not capable of keeping the reactor temperatures under the limiting values 

during long term cooling. Thus, the unit cannot be used exclusively, as the sole heat removal option but 

in the current state could only be used together with the DHRS-1 units, or at least a few of them should 

operate also. There was indicated that the natural circulation in the secondary sodium loop is not 

sufficiently established, containing a noticeable sodium temperature variation along the loop, causing 

flowrate fluctuations which are unintended and not anticipated. Thus, an auxiliary pump is also required 

to be in operation during the heat removal. To overcome the observed low heat removal performance, 

sensitivity cases have been analyzed, varying the air flowrate and the sodium flowrate of the system. All 

these changes brought only marginal increase in heat removal, thus it is concluded that to achieve the 

desired performance, a modified design would need to be adapted in future projects. In particular, 

improvement is foreseen by increasing the available heat removal surface area by using advanced SG 

design such as the printed circuit option. 

The results of DHRS-3 analysis show that though it is possible to keep the temperature of the concrete 

under the set temperature limit in long term, the system is not capable of removing the produced decay 

heat. As the DHRS-3 was not designed to do so but rather to support the operation of the other two main 

DHRSs and keep the concrete within designed thermal conditions, it can be stated that the performance 

of the system meets the expectations. 

As was mentioned, the described assessment has been performed by using an optimized secondary circuit 

design also. The reduced length design has various advantages in costs and certain safety related aspects 

as well. Thus, the DHRS assessment was conducted aiming to see if there is any impact on the operation 

of the units, especially in the natural convection establishment within the secondary circuit. Overall, the 

new design exhibited a comparable behavior of the system with certain differences, such as the available 

net flowrate in the secondary system following pump trip, although flow fluctuations are still present in 

the loop. As the circuit is significantly shorter, it takes less time to make a full circle for the sodium flow 

thus the temperature related fluctuation is more rapid and takes less much time to even out. Lastly, as 

the heat capacity of the sodium has been reduced in the secondary circuit, the overall primary circuit 
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heat-up is generally increased, which has two fold implications. On the one hand, due to the temperature 

increase, the various DRHS units has an increased heat removal capability, though not substantial. On the 

other hand, the safety margin to reach the limiting temperature values are reduced for the primary circuit.  

With this assessment one of the main new safety measures of ESFR has been studied. It was shown that 

the DHRS-1 and DHRS-3 units overall fulfill their desired heat removal capability, whereas for the DHRS-2 

a modified system design or different SG types are required to achieve safe shutdown of the reactor using 

it exclusively. Thus recommendations have been provided for future research projects in this area. The 

study with the modified secondary circuit design, show that it can be potentially used as a reference 

design option in future projects, studying specifically the available safety margin due to the observed 

higher temperatures. 

 

Assessment of the low void effect core design of ESFR within the reactivity control safety function 

The inherent safety potential of the low void effect core design of ESFR has been assessed in Chapter 4. 

For the assessment, the ULOF accidental scenario was used, which was foreseen to initiate sodium boiling 

in the reactor core. The effect of the sodium boiling on the core behavior was then studied, under such 

conditions. A specific reactor core model has been used for this analysis, using 1/12th of the full core with 

42 SAs, exploiting the symmetry of the reactor. This simplification was required due to the high 

computational demand of the full reactor model. 

The main feature of the reactor core which has the highest impact on the sodium boiling reactivity effect 

is the applied sodium plenum in the core design, creating the low void effect core. From previous studies, 

it was shown that the ESFR full core voiding has a positive overall void effect, but a strong spatial 

dependency of the effect is observed, i.e. along the SA height and along the core cross-section. Thus, an 

analysis with the actual void progression in the SA was performed. The study reveals, that initially, when 

the void is occupying only the plenum and fuel top regions, the negative reactivity effect is dominating. 

Nevertheless, with time the void propagates downwards deeper into the fuel region, where the void 

effect is positive. This void or bubble propagation into the fuel region happens due to the reduced sodium 

flowrate within the boiling SA and considerable power release, thus there is an increasing mismatch 

between power generation and heat removal capability in the channel. Eventually, the whole of the fuel 

axial region is occupied with sodium vapor, resulting in cladding meltdown. Although meltdown still 

occurs with the low void effect core, no power runaway was observed, in contrast to former conventional 

high-void cores, and there can be potentially enough time for the passive safety shutdown system to 

reach operation. 

Beside the previously mention reference case, a modified SA design was proposed and assessed, by using 

SA wrapper openings close to the fuel top height. This modified SA wrapper was meant to provide a 

sodium path towards the inter SA gap, maintaining the positive net sodium flow in the SAs, even when 

there is sodium boiling at their top. With this design modification, the propagation of sodium vapor 

towards the fuel region was eliminated in the simulated time frame, thus the sodium vapor mainly 

occupies the fuel top and plenum regions. Therefore, the overall sodium reactivity effect was negative for 

this case, and the cladding meltdown was avoided, showing more favorable reactor behavior.  
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Lastly, a few sensitivity cases have been performed, modifying various core parameters, including 

geometry modifications, fuel gap conductance and reactivity coefficients. All modifications were applied 

without the use of the previously discussed SA wrapper opening. Each of them providing a small increase 

in the available grace time but without exhibiting major change in the core behavior. 

As a results of this examination, it is concluded that in order to avoid cladding melting in the SA, an 

updated core design would be required, with different plenum design and/or with a different axial fuel 

region layout. Based on the analysis it is also recommended to use the SA wrapper openings as the 

reference design option, due to the presented void propagation improvements. 

 

5.3. Recommendations for future work 

The conducted research contributed to the methodology development and general safety assessment of 

SFRs, with special attention to ESFR. In this regards, certain recommendation for future work are provided 

as follows: 

1. Continued development for the hybrid spatial kinetics sampling method 

2. Further studies to improve the accuracy of the core mechanical analysis method 

3. Assessment of the printed circuit SGs as part of the DHRS-2 

4. Assessment of the SA wrapper opening influence on the nominal operation of ESFR 

Continued development for the hybrid spatial kinetics sampling method 

In the current analysis for the modeling and simulation with the spatial kinetics method, only Doppler and 

sodium density feedback effects have been used, being the main effects until sodium boiling onset. In 

order to perform a validation on the method, further feedback effects would be required to be accounted 

for in the modeling, such as the fuel axial expansion, core radial expansion and control rod driveline 

expansion. Moreover, to increase the scope of the analysis, sodium void effect should also be included so 

that ULOF analysis could include the boiling phase, essentially if the stable behavior of the core at these 

conditions is of a high importance. 

A further aspect, which could be considered for the continuous development of the spatial kinetics 

method is the modification of the currently applied sampling statistical XS correction technique, and 

replace it with a suitable machine learning algorithm. Thus, deeper correlation could be revealed about 

the applied transport XS change in the way it affects the PARCS results and the already good agreement 

between the reference Monte Carlo and the PARCS nodal diffusion results could be further improved. 

 

Further studies to improve the accuracy of the core mechanical analysis method 

In the presented core mechanical analysis, the Phenix reactor core was used as the base to assess the 

Young modulus, serving as the correction factor, accounting for the fact that filled hexagons were used 

for the calculations instead of the actual SA structure, with all the fuel pins included in it. Therefore, this 

correction factor provides good agreement for the Phenix SA deformations but for other SFR reactor 

cores, this correction factor was assumed to be equal due to the similarity between ESFR and Phenix SA 

structure. To validate this assumption, various SFR SA mock-ups should be analyzed to assess the exact 
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magnitude of the deformation similarity. Furthermore, using the same SA structure, various SA width 

could be also assessed, characterizing the exact effect of the increased size SAs.  From these studies a 

correlation could be obtained, specifying the Young modulus based on the number of pins and radial 

width of the SAs.   

Besides the Young modulus, another factor which would require further studies for the core mechanical 

method, is the more accurate structural damping value representation. In this sense, fluid structure 

interaction assessment for the calculated core design should be studied and the results of such study 

should be reflected in the applied structural damping value. Consequently, the accuracy of the prediction 

related to the SA deformation frequencies could be improved through such work. 

Finally, additional core deformation scenarios should be included in future studies, where more general, 

asymmetric core deformations are assessed. In this way, another sensitivity case could be used to further 

assess the Phenix transient calculation, presented in Section 4.3.3., where the origin of the core 

deformation load is not at the center but closer to the core periphery regions.  

 

Assessment of the printed circuit SGs as part of the DHRS-2 

The DRHSs have been assessed and their performance was discussed in the research. In the discussion it 

was shown that the DHRS-2, with the current design is not capable to achieve the desired efficiency, even 

with the presented sensitivity cases. Thus, the DHRS-2 design should be modified in a future project, using 

SGs, which has a higher heat exchange surface area, from where the heat could be removed by the 

surrounding air flow. Such, SG type could be the relatively recent printed circuit heat exchangers, which 

could be considered within a future study. As the natural circulation establishment was of concern already 

in the current design, and the suggestion was to use auxiliary pumps, the reduced natural circulation 

character of a printed circuit design would not be of great influence. 

 

Assessment of the SA wrapper opening influence on the nominal operation of ESFR 

As part of the low void effect core design analysis with the ULOF simulation, recommendation was made 

that in future projects, the reference SA design should include the wrapper opening to reduce the sodium 

vapor downward propagation. Although it showed significant improvement on the core behavior during 

sodium boiling, the effect of such modification has not been assessed under nominal operating 

conditions. Thus, while no substantial effect is foreseen by the author, to make a final recommendation, 

this study should also be completed through an experimental assessment. 

 

5.4. Concluding remarks 

The present doctoral research has successfully demonstrated favorable ESFR reactor behavior under 

various accidental conditions, assessing a variety of the proposed new safety measures. Through various 

options of the proposed decay heat removal system, it could be avoided to reach the limiting 

temperatures, shutting the reactor down safely under the assessed accidental condition. 
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The low void effect core design, though cladding melting could not be avoided without the intervention 

of a specific safety system, power runaway was not observed and the provided grace time by the reactor 

could be enough for intervention. Recommendations were made for potential improvements for both the 

DRHS systems and for the reference SA wrapper design, to improve operational safety.  

As part of the research, the simulation capabilities for assessment of neutronic, thermal hydraulic and 

mechanic SFR behavior have been improved at PSI through the development of the hybrid spatial kinetics 

sampling and core mechanics methodologies, presented in the work. Verification and validation work has 

been performed for the core mechanics methodology, while benchmark analysis has been done for the 

hybrid spatial kinetics technique. 

In conclusion, the current doctoral thesis included assessment and optimization of some of new ESFR 

safety measures, included in the most recent conceptual design, with special attention to the heat 

removal and reactivity control safety functions. Furthermore, recommendations for design modifications 

and for future research have been made.  
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Appendix A - ESFR-SMART reactor concept main characteristics 

General  

Thermal power (MWth) 3600 

Net electrical power (MWe) 1500 

Global efficiency (%) 42 

Plant lifetime (years) 60 

Availability target (%) 90 

Mass of sodium in main vessel, t 2350 

Total pressure losses in primary system, bar 4.5 

Cover gas above primary sodium free level Argon 

Pressure of cover gas, bar 1.15 

Core  

Core inlet / outlet temperatures, °C 395 / 545 

Type of fuel (U,Pu)O2 

Core global geometry Cylindrical, 3 layers of reflectors 

Core Support 
Strongback resting on primary 
vessel bottom 

Core mass, t ~430 

Core outside diameter, m ~8 

Core flowrate, kg/s ~18700 

Core bypass flowrate, kg/s ~900 

Sodium supply pump connection to diagrid 

Diagrid and core support materials 316 L(N) 

Diagrid mass, t ~70 

Core pressure drop (including inlet and outlet), bar 3.8 

Core support pressure drop (diagrid), bar 0.7 

IHX  

Number of IHXs 6 

Power of one IHX, MW 600 

Type Tubular, counterflow 

Material stainless steel 

Pressure loss (primary), bar 0.25 

Working fluids, primary / secondary sodium / sodium 

Mass of one IHX, t 127 

Primary sodium temperature at IHX inlet / outlet, °C 545 / 395 

Secondary sodium temperature at IHX inlet / outlet, °C 530 / 345 

Primary pumps  

Number of primary pumps 3 

Type 
mechanical, radial admittance, axial 
exhaust, anti-reverse-flow diode 

Mass of one pump with motor, t ~164 

Location in reactor vessel 

Nominal rotational speed, rot/min 450 

Net positive suction head, / available, m 13 

Pressure head, bar 4.5 

Nominal flowrate, kg/s 6512 

Halving Time, s ~10 

Min Time from 100% to 25% of nominal speed, s 30 

Secondary loops  
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Number of secondary loops 6 

Composition 
1 IHX, 6 SGs, 1 secondary pump, 1 
thermal pump, 1 purification 
system, 2 draining systems 

Nominal flowrate per loop, kg/s 2541 

Length of pipes with Ø 850 / Ø 350 mm per loop, m ~219 / ~90 

Mass of secondary sodium per loop, t ~254 

Steam generator  

Number of steam generators per secondary loop 6 

Type modular, tubular, counterflow 

Mass of one SG, t ~50 

Material 9Cr-1Mo modified 

Working fluids, secondary / tertiary sodium / water 

Power of one SG, MW 100 

Water inlet / steam outlet temperature, °C 240 / 528 

Steam pressure, bar 185 

Steam flowrate per secondary loop, kg/s 287 

Table A-A-1. ESFR-SMART reactor concept main characteristics 
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Appendix B - ESFR-SMART working drawings 

 

Drawing 1 
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Drawing 2 
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Drawing 3 
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Drawing 4 
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Drawing 5 
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Drawing 6 
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Drawing 7 
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Drawing 8 
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Drawing 9 
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Drawing 10 
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Appendix C - CEFR CRP modeling and results 

Introduction and codes used 

The current work presented in the paper is performed as part of an International Atomic Energy Agency 

organized Coordinated Research Project (CRP) dedicated to the static neutronic benchmark analysis of 

the Chinese Experimental Fast Reactor (CEFR) start-up tests. In the project, calculations are performed to 

measure the accuracy of the utilized neutronic tools and serve as a basis for validation work for the 

participants as experimental results have been supplied by the CRP organizers. 

The CEFR is a pool-type, Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor (SFR) laying the foundation to the Chinese SFR 

technology development as it is its first building block. This reactor has a 65 MWth power output 

generating 20 MWe. The initially adopted fuel for the reactor core is uranium dioxide (UO2), with 64.4 % 

enrichment. The core consists of 79 fuel assemblies, 8 control assemblies, 1 neutron source, 394 stainless 

steel reflector assemblies, and 230 shielding assemblies [A-D-1], shown in Figure A-C-1. 

 

Figure A-C-1. CEFR reactor core arrangement 

There are two main codes and an in-house script, at the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI), used for the current 

analysis: 1) The first code is the Serpent 2 Monte Carlo code [A-D-2], which is a multi-purpose, continuous 

energy particle transport code developed by the VTT Technical Research Center in Finland. The Monte 

Carlo code is used to generate cross sections for the deterministic core calculator. 2) The deterministic 
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solution is obtained from Purdue Advanced Reactor Core Simulator (PARCS), which is a US NRC reactor 

kinetics code [A-D-3]. 3) Lastly, an in-house script, called sampling [A-D-4], is used in conjunction with 

Serpent and PARCS to increase the consistency between the results of the two calculation routes, forming 

a hybrid hybrid spatial kinetics sampling method. 

As part of the aforementioned CEFR start-up tests, a series of experiments have been conducted to obtain 

data regarding the fuel loading and criticality, control rod worth, reactivity coefficients, and foil activation. 

This data is accessible in the CRP to check the accuracy of the codes and validate the calculation 

methodology. The CRP is divided into two main stages: 1) The first stage consists of the model 

development of the participants having all the required data being provided by the China Institute of 

Atomic Energy (CIAE). Through the models, the experimental tests are replicated with the numerical 

simulation tools without knowing the actual experimental results. This stage is called the blind phase of 

the project. 2) In the second stage, the experimental results are released, and it is possible to check the 

model accuracy and to potentially increase the agreement of the results between the calculation and 

experiments.  

In the blind phase of the CRP, the following calculations are performed by PSI: 

• Fuel loading and criticality 

• Sodium void reactivity 

• Integral reactivity coefficient calculation 

In the refined phase, where the experimental results are released, the simulations done by PSI are: 

• Control rod worth 

• Temperature reactivity 

• Subassembly swap reactivity 

By completing these simulations, all the models specified in the CRP description are generated and 

assessed except for the foil activation calculations, which are out of scope for PSI using the present 

methodology. 

Geometry description 

The geometry description utilized for the models can be divided into two separate sections. 1) In the first 

section, the Serpent model's geometry is discussed explaining the core modeling; 2) In the second section, 

the utilized PARCS geometry overview is presented with the simplifications involved in the models. 

The Serpent geometry is based on the description provided in the CRP technical specifications. Every 

assembly is modeled individually, shown in Figure A-C-2, allowing to create separate universes for the 

different axial regions of each assembly (called universe) for which cross section can be generated 

separately. For the fuel assemblies in the core, every fuel pin is modeled, whereas the wire wrap is 

smeared into the cladding of the pin. A similar approach is used for the control rod modeling, where every 

absorbing pin is modeled individually, whereas the shielding region at the bottom is smeared into one 

cylindrical block surrounded by sodium and the wrapper. The stainless steel (SS) region, surrounding the 

fissile core, of type I and type II reflector assemblies have pin-wise geometry definition, whereas the 
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bottom and upper shielding are modeled as one block of steel. The same geometry definition is used for 

the absorber assemblies, whereas the type III and type IV reflector assemblies do not have pin-wise 

geometry definition at all, but the steel is smeared into one block everywhere being surrounded by 

sodium and wrapper. 

 

Figure A-C-2. Serpent geometry modeling of the CEFR 

In the PARCS model, the simulated reactor core follows the arrangement of the Serpent input, i.e., every 

assembly is modeled individually in the core. Every time when there is a difference in the axial positions 

of the control rods between experimental set-ups, a new model is developed with corresponding axial 

divisions in PARCS, as only one type of nodalisation can be used for all of the assemblies in the core. The 

size of the nodes is kept close to 5 cm with certain deviations to be consistent with the different material 

region boundaries. Within one node of the model, the hexagonal assemblies are homogeneous, in 

accordance with the universe wise cross section generation in Serpent, where every universe corresponds 

to a separate axial material region within the assembly. 

Neutronics methods and models 

The neutronic methodology used for the calculations, starts with the 1 energy group cross section 

generation for the subsequent deterministic calculations, presented in Figure A-C-3. This cross section 

generation happens with the aid of the continuous energy Serpent Monte Carlo code with the 

aforementioned geometry description using JEFF 3.1.1. cross section library. Based on the same core set-

up which is used in Serpent, the PARCS model is developed with the newly generated cross sections. 

Following this, a calculation is performed by PARCS in nodal diffusion mode, which gives calculated Keff 

and flux distribution in the core. The PARCS generated values are then compared to the Serpent ones to 

assess the discrepancy, which is later decreased by using an in-house script called Sampling. Sampling 

uses the fact that the Monte Carlo calculation, by its nature, contains an error on the transport cross 

section value. In this way, the transport cross-section can be modified, in an iterative manner, by a small 

amount for every node of PARCS (up to 1.5 %/iteration), where after every iteration, the Keff and flux 

distribution is compared to the Serpent results. When the errors on both Keff and flux decrease between 

two iterations, the newly generated cross section value is used as the default for the next iteration. As 

10000 iterations have been set to reach the required accuracy on the results, an upper limit for the 

transport cross section change has been set, allowing a maximum of 50 % deviation compared to the 
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original Serpent generated values. As the change in every iteration is random, this boundary is generally 

not reached. Nevertheless, it serves as a barrier to keep it within an acceptable limit.  

 

Figure A-C-3. Sampling methodology flowchart 

Simulation results: blind, refined, and brief discussion 

Fuel loading and criticality 

The first calculation presented is the criticality calculation reproducing the start-up of the reactor, 

approaching criticality by first loading the fuel assemblies into the core and later withdrawing a regulating 

rod in steps to reach the Keff of 1. In Figure A-C-4, the fuel region of the reactor core is shown in the 
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arrangement which was used to achieve criticality in the reactor. To reach the critical state, 72 fuel 

assemblies were loaded into the core compared to the 79 of the nominal set-up. In this way, at 7 fuel 

assembly positions, dummy assemblies were loaded for this experiment. 

 

Figure A-C-4. Fuel assembly region of the core including the position numbering for every assembly and 

the naming scheme of the control rods 

The simulation consists of 6 cases, corresponding to the final 6 steps of the experiments, shown in Table 

A-D-1. Case 1 includes only 70 fuel assemblies, which gives a subcritical core set-up. In the second case, 

the number of fuel assemblies is extended to 71, which results in the simulations in an already 

supercritical core, whereas it should be clearly still subcritical based on the experiment. In case 3, where 

the critical setting is achieved in the experiment, 72 assemblies are inserted into the core. From this point 

onward, the RE2 regulating rod is inserted in 4 steps to achieve the criticality. The results are plotted in 

Figure A-C-5, which shows that the overall calculation has a reasonable tendency but shifted upwards by 

around 600 pcm. This amount of discrepancy can be the result of the cross section library used [A-D-5], 

leading to a supercritical core, whereas the experimental results show a critical value. As the current 

method is mainly used for transient simulations, when it is coupled to a thermal-hydraulic code, the 

reactivity effect predictions are of higher importance, which are presented in the subsequent sections. 

Case RE2 Control Rod Position [mm] keff 

1 Out of Core 0.99939 

2 Out of Core 1.00294 

3 190 1.00626 

4 170 1.00609 

5 151 1.00605 

6 70 1.00573 

Table A-D-1. Criticality calculation Keff and regulating rod positions 
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Figure A-C-5. Criticality approach predicted by the calculations 

Sodium void reactivity evaluation 

The second calculation achieved in the blind phase is the void reactivity prediction. This calculation is 

important to validate that the void reactivity can be predicted accurately, which is an important reactivity 

effect in a reactor transient. With the boiling of the sodium in the reactor core, the resulting void hardens 

the neutron spectrum leading to a potentially positive reactivity effect in the core, which can be 

hazardous.  

To conduct the experiment, a special fuel assembly was inserted into certain locations of the reactor core, 

followed by the withdrawal of the regulating rods to compensate for the reactivity effect of the voided 

assembly. The position numbering is indicated in Table A-D-2, from which the actual assembly location 

can be found in Figure A-C-4. The safety rods were withdrawn from the core into the parking position, 

whereas the shim rods were inserted into the mid-core level. The fact that the regulating rods were 

withdrawn from the core to reach criticality shows that at the assessed locations, the voided assembly 

had a negative reactivity feedback effect, which is an important safety feature. This probably comes from 

the fact that CEFR has a relatively small core with high leakage. After the reactivity effect of the control 

rods has been quantified, the resulting void effect is shown in the Table. 

In Figure A-C-6, the results from the calculation and the experiment are compared to each other. From 

this plot, it is clearly shown that the obtained reactivity effect matches well the experiment, and it is 

within the uncertainty margin everywhere except for the location at 6-13, where the simulation 

overpredicts the actual effect by about 12 pcm.  
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Table A-D-2. Voided assembly and regulating rod position together with reactivity results 

 

Figure A-C-6. Void reactivity effect result comparison between the calculations and the experiment 

Measurement 

position in core 

Control rod 

positions 

(mm) 

Expected output 

RE1 RE2 keff 

CR 

reactivity 

[pcm] 

Residual 

reactivity 

diff. 

[pcm] 

Void 

reactivity 

[pcm] 

(2-4) 

Reference 
277.

6 
277.3 1.00629 

-41.5 -3 -44.5 

Voided 
336.

8 
336.8 1.00626 

(3-7) 

Reference 278 277.4 1.00628 

-42 -2 -44 
Voided 

337.

9 
337.9 1.00626 

(4-9) 
Reference 

277.

7 
277.6 1.00627 

-42 6 -36 

Voided 338 337.6 1.00633 

(5-11) 
Reference 

278.

4 
276.2 1.00632 

-42.3 -1 -43.3 

Voided 338 337.5 1.00631 

(6-13) 

Reference 
302.

9 
303.3 1.00654 

-22.1 -23 -45.1 

Voided 
338.

1 
337.8 1.00631 
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Reactivity coefficients determination 

The last calculation which was performed in the blind phase of the CRP by PSI was the reactivity coefficient 

assessment. For this study, no experimental results are available, thus the accuracy cannot be validated. 

All the computed coefficients and their results are presented in Table A-D-3. The axial expansion is 

modeled by increasing 1% of the fuel height with a corresponding height decrease in the spring at the top 

of the fuel pin. The radial expansion includes a 1% fuel assembly pitch increase, modeled by the expansion 

of the diagrid. The fuel density effect and sodium density effect are accounted for by 1% material density 

increase, whereas for the steel density, 10% change is used. The Doppler effect is modeled by increasing 

the fuel temperature to 500 °C, which is a 250 °C increase compared to the fact that for all simulations, 

the reference core temperature is at 250 °C. At this point, it can be mentioned that the resulting 

coefficient is relatively low compared to other sodium fast reactors [A-D-6][ A-D-7], but this probably can 

be attributed to the fact that the fissile U-235 content is very high in the core, and thus the Doppler effect 

is reduced by the reduced influence of the U-238 capture increase. The voided Doppler includes, on top 

of the temperature increase, the voiding of all the 79 fuel assemblies present in the core. Finally, the 

regulating rod and shim rod expansion coefficients are calculated, giving their differential reactivity worth 

by inserting them 10 cm from around the mid-core level. 

Reactivity coefficient Unit Value 

Axial expansion pcm/% expansion -360 

Radial expansion pcm/% expansion -706 

Fuel density pcm/% density increase 548 

Steel density pcm/% density increase 33.6 

Sodium density pcm/% density increase 31 

Doppler, normal pcm/°C -0.236 

Doppler, voided pcm/°C -0.21 

Regulating CR expansion Pcm/cm insertion -9.4 

Shim CR expansion Pcm/cm insertion -155.2 

Table A-D-3. Different reactivity coefficients of the CEFR 

Control rod worth calculation 

The first calculation performed in the refined phase is the control rod worth assessment. This study allows 

to subtract from all other studies the effect of the control rod movement to directly compare the 

reactivity effects rather than a cumulative effect of a reactivity change due to a measured quantity and 

the control rod movements. All the control rod positions for each case and the resulting Keff and rod worth 

are presented in Table A-D-4, for which experimental measurement was also performed. 

Measurem

ent object 
Rod or rod group 

Control rod positions [mm] 

keff 

Rod 

worth 

[pcm] 
RE

1 

RE

2 

SH

1 

SH

2 

SH

3 

SA

1 

SA

2 

SA

3 

Regulating 

rod worth 
RE1 

Before 

drop 

50

1 

10

6 

24

0 

24

0 

23

9 

49

8 

50

0 

50

0 

1.006

27 

-

144.396  
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After 

drop 
-1 

10

6 

24

0 

24

0 

23

9 

49

8 

50

0 

50

0 

1.004

81 

RE2 

Before 

drop 

10

6 

49

9 

24

0 

24

0 

23

9 

49

8 

50

0 

50

0 

1.006

33 -

157.254  After 

drop 

10

6 
5 

24

0 

24

0 

23

9 

49

8 

50

0 

50

0 

1.004

74 

Shim rod 

worth 

SH1 

Before 

drop 

24

0 

24

0 

50

1 

14

1 

14

1 

49

8 

49

9 

49

9 

1.005

20 -

1899.14

4  After 

drop 

24

0 

24

0 
4 

14

1 

14

1 

49

8 

49

9 

49

9 

0.986

37 

SH2 

Before 

drop 

23

9 

24

0 

15

1 

49

8 

15

1 

49

8 

50

0 

50

0 

1.005

79 -

1867.13

3  After 

drop 

23

9 

24

0 

15

1 
-1 

15

1 

49

8 

50

0 

50

0 

0.987

25 

SH3 

Before 

drop 

24

0 

23

9 

14

8 

15

0 

49

8 

49

8 

50

0 

50

0 

1.005

47 -

1841.64

7  After 

drop 

24

0 

23

9 

14

8 

15

0 
7 

49

8 

50

0 

50

0 

0.987

19 

Safety rod 

worth 

SA1 

Before 

drop 

24

0 

23

9 

24

0 

24

0 

24

1 

49

8 

49

9 

49

9 

1.006

17 -

876.910  After 

drop 

24

0 

23

9 

24

0 

24

0 

24

1 
46 

49

9 

49

9 

0.997

37 

SA2 

Before 

drop 

24

0 

24

0 

24

0 

24

0 

24

0 

49

8 

49

9 

49

9 

1.006

13 -

869.943  After 

drop 

24

0 

23

9 

24

0 

24

0 

24

0 

49

8 
55 

49

9 

0.997

40 

SA3 

Before 

drop 

24

0 

23

9 

24

0 

24

0 

24

0 

49

8 

49

9 

49

9 

1.006

11 -

935.362  After 

drop 

24

0 

23

9 

24

0 

24

0 

24

0 

49

8 

49

9 
40 

0.996

73 

Worth of 

1st 

shutdown 

system 

3*SH

+ 

2*RE 

Before 

drop 

24

7 

24

7 

23

9 

24

0 

23

9 

49

8 

50

0 

49

9 

1.006

08 -

3045.49

9  After 

drop 
0 5 1 -1 7 

49

8 

50

0 

49

9 

0.976

17 
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Worth of 

1st 

shutdown 

system 

with SH1 

stuck 

SH2+ 

SH1+ 

2*RE 

Before 

drop 

24

7 

24

8 

50

1 

14

1 

14

1 

49

8 

50

0 

49

9 

1.005

26 

-

997.486  After 

drop 
-2 2 

50

1 
-3 16 

49

8 

50

0 

49

9 

0.995

28 

Worth of 

2nd 

shutdown 

system 

3*SA 

Before 

drop 

24

7 

24

9 

24

0 

24

0 

24

0 

49

8 

50

0 

49

9 

1.006

28 -

2802.52

5  After 

drop 

24

7 

24

9 

24

0 

24

0 

24

0 
46 56 40 

0.978

68 

Worth of 

2nd 

shutdown 

system 

with SA3 

stuck 

SA1+ 

SA2 

Before 

drop 

24

7 

24

8 

24

0 

24

0 

24

0 

49

8 

50

0 

50

0 

1.006

09 
-

1775.85

7  After 

drop 

24

7 

24

8 

24

0 

24

0 

24

0 
45 54 

50

0 

0.988

43 

All control 

rods 

2*RE

+ 

3*SA

+ 

3*SA 

Before 

drop 

24

7 

24

8 

24

0 

24

0 

24

0 

49

9 

50

0 

50

0 

1.006

21 
-

5980.14

3  After 

drop 
0 3 2 -2 0 45 56 40 

0.949

10 

All control 

rods with 

SH1 stuck 

2*RE

+ 

SH2+ 

SH3+ 

3*SA 

Before 

drop 

24

8 

24

8 

50

0 

14

1 

14

1 

49

8 

50

0 

49

9 

1.005

27 
-

3850.30

3  After 

drop 
-2 2 

50

0 
-3 7 45 55 40 

0.967

81 

Table A-D-4. Control rod worth calculation based on the experimental control rod positions 

In Figure A-C-7, the reactivity effect of the specified rod movements is compared to the experimental 

outcomes. This plot shows the accuracy of the model, and the calculation scheme, as all the measured 

cases are within the experimental uncertainty level.  
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Figure A-C-7. Control rod movement reactivity effect comparison between simulation and experiment 

A subsequent calculation arrangement is analyzed to obtain results about the integral control rod worth 

for every control rod and control rod bundles. The modification compared to the previously presented 

data is that in this calculation, all control rod, which does not take part in the analysis, is withdrawn 

completely from the active core region into the parking position (500 mm from the bottom of the fissile 

fuel). In Table A-D-5, the control rod arrangement and the resulting integral rod worth is shown. The 

results are plotted in Figure A-C-8, where it is clear that the same rod types have a reactivity worth of 

nearly identical to each other. Another effect, which can be understood from the Figure, is the fact that 

when the rod bundles are inserted together, their cumulative effect is close to identical to the addition 

of each individual rod worth. 

Measurement 

object 

Rod or 

rod 

group 

Control rod positions [mm] 
keff 

Rod 

worth 

[pcm] 
RE1 RE2 SH1 SH2 SH3 SA1 SA2 SA3 

All control 

rods out of 

core 

2*RE+ 

3*SH+ 

3*SA 

500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 1.03515 - 

Regulating 

rod worth 

RE1 0 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 1.03355 -149.550  

RE2 500 0 500 500 500 500 500 500 1.03354 -150.486  

2*RE 0 0 500 500 500 500 500 500 1.03193  -301.441  

Shim rod 

worth 
SH1 500 500 0 500 500 500 500 500 1.01606 

-

1815.028  
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SH2 500 500 500 0 500 500 500 500 1.01651 
-

1771.458  

SH3 500 500 500 500 0 500 500 500 1.01653 
-

1769.523  

3*SH 500 500 0 0 0 500 500 500 0.97904  
-

5536.516  

Safety rod 

worth 

SA1 500 500 500 500 500 0 500 500 1.02553 -906.199  

SA2 500 500 500 500 500 500 0 500 1.02556 -903.346  

SA3 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 0 1.02521 -936.635  

Worth of 1st 

shutdown 

system 

3*SH+ 

2*RE 
0 0 0 0 0 500 500 500 0.97610  

-

5844.163  

Worth of 1st 

shutdown 

system with 

SH1 stuck 

SH2+ 

SH1+ 

2*RE 

0 0 500 0 0 500 500 500 0.99442  
-

3956.774  

Worth of 2nd 

shutdown 

system 

3*SA 500 500 500 500 500 0 0 0 1.00492  
-

2906.052  

Worth of 2nd 

shutdown 

system with 

SA3 stuck 

SA1+ 

SA2 
500 500 500 500 500 0 0 500 1.01553  

-

1866.392  

All control 

rods 

2*RE+ 

3*SH+ 

3*SA 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.94776  
-

8907.587  

All control 

rods with SH1 

stuck 

2*RE+ 

SH2+ 

SH3+ 

3*SA 

0 0 500 0 0 0 0 0 0.96639  
-

6873.535  

Table A-D-5. Integral control rod worth calculation arrangement and results 
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Figure A-C-8. Integral control rod worth reactivity effect 

 

As was mentioned before, to calculate the reactivity effect in other calculations and to see the rod worth 

at different axial positions, the control rod worth S curve has been constructed, presented in Figure A-C-

9. From the curve, the different rod types are clearly distinguishable, where the same types have a closely 

matching S curve pattern. 

 

Figure A-C-9. Control rod S curves 
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From the S curve calculations, the differential rod worth has been constructed, shown in Figure A-C-10. 

This curve has been used for the control rod movement reactivity effect calculations in the other 

experimental set-ups. The lines do not always have a smooth change between the measured points, which 

probably comes from the fact that the cross sections are prepared by the stochastic Serpent 2 Monte 

Carlo code, and even with a matching deterministic solution, a few pcm inaccuracies are inherent in the 

results. 

 

Figure A-C-10. Differential rod worth for each control rod at every measured axial position 

Temperature reactivity effect 

To calculate the temperature reactivity effect of the reactor core, an experiment has been performed, 

where the core was heated up to different isothermal temperature values between 250°C and 300°C. Two 

sets of measurements have been performed, one with increasing temperatures, measuring the count 

rates at each measured step, and another with decreasing temperatures using the same process. From 

the count rates, the criticality was calculated and thus the temperature reactivity effect. The process has 

been repeated by the simulation tools obtaining the Keff value directly for each step. 
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Figure A-C-11. Temperatures reactivity effect comparison of different calculation methods and the 

experimental result for increasing core temperatures 

To determine the reactivity effect, two different calculation methods are used for both increasing and 

decreasing core temperatures. The first method is the experimental method, which follows everywhere 

the experimental process. In this sense, there is an initial measurement at the starting temperature with 

a set of control rod positions for which the Keff is calculated. For the next point, the temperature is 

increased or decreased, depending on the set-up, coupled with a new set of control rod positions to keep 

the reactor approximately at the same criticality level during all the calculation points, matching to the 

experiments. By knowing the Keff value for both points and calculating the reactivity effect of the control 

rod movements, the resulting temperature reactivity effect can be obtained. As for the 3 step method, 

the situation is different in the sense that before the temperature would be changed between two points, 

first the control rod position of the next point is implemented in the current measured temperature, thus 

there are always 2 calculations done for every temperature point. In this way, no control rod reactivity 

effect calculation is required. In Figure A-C-11 and Figure A-C-12, the increasing and decreasing 

temperature reactivity results are plotted, respectively. For both settings, the best-fit of the points shows 

good agreement thus, the simulation reproduces well the experiments. Furthermore, in Table A-D-6, the 

gradient of all best-fit lines are presented, providing the resulting temperature coefficients. 
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Figure A-C-11. Temperatures reactivity effect comparison of different calculation methods and the 

experimental result for decreasing core temperatures 

Temperature 

coefficient 

Determination 

method 

3 step 

method 

[pcm/°C] 

Experimental 

method 

[pcm/°C] 

Measured 

data 

[pcm/°C] 

Increasing 

temperature  
-4.091 -3.913 -3.759 

Decreasing 

temperature 
-4.199 -3.854 -4.384 

Table A-D-6. Temperature reactivity coefficients according to the various calculation schemes compared 

to the experimental results 

Assembly swap reactivity effect  

The last effect which is analyzed in the paper is the assembly swap reactivity effect. In the experiments, 

fuel assemblies were exchanged with the type I reflector assemblies at specified locations, shown in Table 

A-D-7. The purpose of the exercise is to simulate the effect of an accidental swap of fuel assemblies during 

reactor refueling. Two different measurements were performed for the same arrangements. One with 

only moving a single control rod and another where multiple control rods were moved, thus the effect of 

different control rod positions affecting the swap reactivity could be quantified. 
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Position to be 
measured* 

Assemblies Loaded After Swap 

(2-6) (3-11) (4-17) (5-23) (6-29) (5-22) (7-31) (5-19) 

(2-6) SS Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel SS SS 

(3-11) Fuel SS Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel SS SS 

(4-17) Fuel Fuel SS Fuel Fuel Fuel SS SS 

(5-23) Fuel Fuel Fuel SS Fuel Fuel SS SS 

(6-29) Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel SS Fuel SS SS 

(5-22) Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel SS SS SS 

(7-31) Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel SS Fuel Fuel SS 

(5-19) Fuel Fuel Fuel SS Fuel Fuel SS Fuel 

Table A-D-7. Swap cases with assembly specification at the chosen locations 

The results of the swap reactivity are summarized in Table A-D-8, and for better visualization, it is plotted 

in Figure A-C-12 and Figure A-C-13. The simulation follows the experimental specifications, thus the core 

for the first 6 cases includes 79 fuel assemblies, which is reduced to 78 for the swapped set-up, therefore, 

results in a strong negative reactivity insertion. For the cases 7-31 and 5-19, the reference core layout 

includes only 78 fuel assemblies, and this number is kept for the swapped layout also, only changing the 

position of the 7-31 and 5-19 reflector assemblies to the position 6-29 and 5-23, respectively. As the 

results display, when only the reflector assembly is shuffled, it introduces a positive reactivity effect into 

the core. 

From the results, at locations closer to the center of the reactor (the first number in the position refers to 

the radial ring number), a relatively high discrepancy is visible between the calculated and measured 

values for both multiple rod and single rod cases. As the swapped assembly location moves closer to the 

periphery of the reactor core, this discrepancy continuously decreases until the location 7-31, which is 

the outermost position measured in the experiment. Generally speaking, the calculation underestimates 

nearly everywhere the swap reactivity effect systematically, even when the 13% error on the measured 

data is accounted for. This can originate from certain modeling inaccuracies, which is more pronounced 

at the center of the core or from an error in the experimental measurement itself. Nevertheless, the 

tendency of the reactivity effect change, depending on the radial core position, is well kept in the 

calculation, thus the overall phenomenon is reproduced by the simulations. In this sense, when the 

assembly swap results in a fuel assembly being positioned closer to the core-periphery and hence a 

reflector closer to the center, a negative reactivity effect is introduced into the core. 
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Measurement 

position 

Multiple rod 

measurement 

Swap reactivity 

[pcm] 

Single rod 

measurement 

Swap reactivity 

[pcm] 

Experimental 

Multiple rod 

Swap reactivity 

[pcm] 

Experimental 

Single rod 

Swap reactivity 

[pcm] 

(2-6) -824.9 -839.1 -986.0 -984.4 

(3-11) -722.2 -726.4 -879.6 -875.1 

(4-17) -649.9 -641.7 -777.3 -771.6 

(5-23) -525.3 -513.7 -634.2 -639.5 

(6-29) -362.5 -344.1 -474.1 -476.4 

(5-22) -520.0 -525.8 -590.2 -585.8 

(7-31) 210.7 229.0 209.7 209.9 

(5-19) 532.4 533.0 582.2 581.9 

Table A-D-8. Swap reactivity effect at variable assembly locations 

 

Figure A-C-12. Multiple rod swap reactivity effect calculation vs. measurement at different locations of 

the core 
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Figure A-C-13. Single rod swap reactivity effect calculation vs. measurement at different locations of the 

core 

Conclusions 

In the assessment, specific start-up experimental set-ups of the CEFR has been modeled with a hybrid 

spatial kinetics sampling approach. In this approach, the reactor core was modeled in Serpent to generate 

cross sections, which were used in PARCS with the aid of the Sampling in-house script. Through the CRP, 

it was possible to perform static neutronic analysis on 6 specific cases to reproduce the experimental 

results as close as possible. In this sense, calculations were performed on: 

• Criticality approach 

• Control rod reactivity worth 

• Temperature reactivity effect 

• Void reactivity effect 

• Swap reactivity effect 

• Specified reactivity coefficients 

Based on the studied data set, the simulation methodology proved to be reliable in calculating the 

reactivity effect in a static calculation setting, providing the base for further transient simulations to 

validate its effectiveness in such conditions also. 
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Appendix D - Reactivity decomposition Figures from ULOF sensitivity study 

Appendix D provides reactivity decomposition Figures from Section 4.1.6., ULOF sensitivity case 

assessment. 

Influence of the SA shielding and reflector pin bundle design modification 

 

Figure A-D-1. Evolution of the reactivity components used in the point kinetics model vs. time 

 

Figure A-D-2. Sodium reactivity effect evolution in time distributed amongst the different cooling groups 

and fuel/plenum regions 
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Influence of the cooling group flow distribution modification 

 

Figure A-D-3. Evolution of the reactivity components used in the point kinetics model vs. time 

 

Figure A-D-4. Sodium reactivity effect evolution in time distributed amongst the different cooling groups 

and fuel/plenum regions 
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Influence of the fuel gap conductance modification 

 

Figure A-D-5. Evolution of the reactivity components used in the point kinetics model vs. time 

 

Figure A-D-6. Sodium reactivity effect evolution in time distributed amongst the different cooling groups 

and fuel/plenum regions 
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Influence of the sodium plenum reactivity worth modification 

 

Figure A-D-7. Evolution of the reactivity components used in the point kinetics model vs. time 

 

Figure A-D-8. Sodium reactivity effect evolution in time distributed amongst the different cooling groups 

and fuel/plenum regions 
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